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People laughed when they saw this headline in their morning papers.
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killings engulfed the Mississippi Basin in bloody teri-or! The entire
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FEW weeks ago Project Ozma began. In case you haven’t

heard, the Project (named after the queen of the Land

of Oz), is designed to intercept communication signals from

intelligent inhabitants of far-distant stars.

Strangely enough in this science-conscious year, compara-

tively little publicity has been given to what is one of the most

science-fiction-y of all current serious experimentation. Ozma

is the National Radio Astronomy Observatory at Green Bank,

West Virginia. Its 85-foot parabolic reflector antenna is aimed

at Tau Ceti and Epsilon Eridani, both about 12 light-years

from Earth. Ozma’s receivers are sensitive enough to sift out

artificial radio signals from the mess of noise that bombards

us from space—capable, actually, of picking up a signal only

“a millionth of a millionth of a millionth of a watt,” says

Ozma’s director, astronomer Dr. Frank D. Drake.

Other radio telescopes now under construction run to even

more fantastic sizes: 140 feet, 600 feet, 1,000 feet! With these

kind of ears, we may all be more optimistic about the chances

of deciphering the long-awaited intelligent signals from space.

Then the next question is, what do we say after we say, “Who



SUBTERFUGE
By ROBERT SILVERBERG

ILLUSTRATED by VARGA

The missionary lauded on the planet of

pleasant sin. He wasn't worried about
his assignment. He had a plan. Or did

the plan Aave him?

The Home Office sent Mather After all, Sullin had spent four
Sullin to Gamma Crucis IX years among the furry beings of

because he was the best man for Deneb XIX and had departed
the job. It was as simple as that, leaving the Church of the Deep-
The Home Office believed in the er Communion a going concern
direct approach, without frills. there. Sullin had brought illum-
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ination to the lawless colonists

of Rigel III, had served nobly

and well on the fifth world of the

double sun Albireo and left there

with nudism totally suppressed.

It was an enviable record. On
any empirical basis, Sullin was a

first-rate missionary.

It was after the successful Al-

bireo mission that the Home Of-
fice earmarked him for Gamma
Crucis IX. The Church allowed a

missionary seven months of rest

and meditation between assign-

ments; toward the end of that

period, Sullin received a sum-
mons from the central authority,
and, leaving his retreat in Ari-
zona, journeyed westward to the
Home Office in Los Angeles.

The Home Office was a squar-
ish, massive black marble build-
ing on Venice Boulevard. Sullin,

a tall, angular figure garbed
completely in black, his har.sh-

featured face tanned by the rays
of many suns, made the familiar
trek to his own superior’s office,

presented himself with a curt
nod, and after common prayer
received his next assignment.
“The job is difficult, Mather.

It will test your faith.”

Sullin eyed the suspiciously-

flabby man behind the desk

—

Leonid Markell, Director of
Proselyte Activity—and favored
him with one of his rare smiles.

“I welcome any such tests,” Sul-
lin said. His voice, like his face
and his heart, was cold and
bleak.

“You’re the fourth man we’ve
sent there in the last fifty years.

Hearn, Kiley, and Mathewson

preceded you. Good men, all of

them. Gone.”

Sullin shrugged. “I am not

afraid.”

“There’s one thing I ought to

warn you about, though,” Mar-
kell said. He leaned forward and
locked his plump fingers together

in a manner which Sullin found

offensive. “Gamma Crucis IX
seems to be a very sinful place.

In fact—from what I glean from
the reports of your predecessors

—sin seems to be compulsory, by
law.”

Inwardly Sullin glowed, but

immediately he suppressed the

feeling of pleasure. He inclined

his head forward. “I will under-

take the assignment. Dr. Mar-
kell. I welcome challenge.”

Frowning slightly, Markell

said, “You take pride in your in-

corruptibility, don’t you, Sul-

lin?”

“Pride,” said Sullin glacially,

“is sinful.”

He left at the end of that

month, aboard the freightship

Berengaria. Sullin, travelling

alone and living in a barren little

alcove back of the cargo hold,

took little baggage with him. He
packed only a few clothes, chiefly

his black suits, and carried three

books, all of which he knew by
heart : the Bible, Pilgrim’s Prog-
ress, and the 2291 (revised and
edited) edition of Marley’s A
History of the Neopuritan
Movement on Earth.

The Berengaria bore a cargo
of matterports intended for

Gamma Crucis IV, but it would
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make a special stop to deliver the
missionary to the ninth world.
The Church of the Deeper Com-
munion accepted the free pas-
sage as a tithe from the ship-

owner, a wealthy African
Neopuritan. Each morning, Sul-
lin, as the ranking ecclesiastic

aboard, led the crew of eleven

Terrans in prayer; he spent the
rest of the day, as was his cus-

tom, in reading and in solitary

contemplation.

He was thirty-six. He had
been mortgaged to the Church by
his father, an impecunious
hymn-writer of Nebraska, at the

age of seven, in return for a

grant-in-aid toward the comple-
tion of a Neopuritan hymnal.
At eleven, he had elected to enter

the missionary service, and at

twenty he had made his first ex-

trasolar journey. It had been
successful. So had the others, in

the succeeding sixteen years.

Sullin did not feel confidence—
that was a form of pride—but
he had solid faith in his ability

to sway the sinful inhabitants of

Gamma Crucis IX.

As always, he had prepared
himself fully for the new assign-

ment by making a detailed study
of the world to which he had
been posted.

He knew that it was an Earth-
type planet, roughly, with a grav
constant of .86 Earthnorm, a
slightly euphoric atmosphere
rich in oxygen, and a climatic

register of 1.36, which meant a
planetwide mean temperature
range between 68 and 83 degrees
Fahrenheit.

He knew that it had been Set-

tled three hundred years earlier,

in 2117, by a heterogenous band
of Terran colonists who had
formed a chartered company for

the purpose. The present popula-

tion was about eighteen million,

so far as was known
;
the last

Galactic Census had been taken
forty years previously. Hypno-
pedically implanted in him was
a working knowledge of the local

dialect, a variety of Standard
English.

He knew, too, that the people

of Gamma Crucis IX were lazy,

shiftless, and Godless, that they
were favored by climate and fer-

tility and so had developed little

strength of character and no
sense of the fear of God. Sullin

was prepared to cope with that.

He was ready for Gamma
Crucis IX.

On the ninth of September,
2417, shiptime, a voice outside

his cabin informed him, “We’re
in orbit round IX, Dr. Sullin.

You’ll be dropped in thirteen

minutes.’’

Methodically Sullin packed his

few belongings and made his

way foreward to the main ejec-

tion hatch, where they were
readying a dropshaft for him.

He handed his suitcase to one

of the men, who secured it in the

cargo compartment of the drop-

shaft, which was a bullet-shaped

object some eight feet high, pow-
ered by its own small gravionic

drive and pre-set to land him at

the main spaceport of the planet

below. A planetfall for the entire

ship was wasteful and expen-
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sive; Sullin had refused to let

them land to convenience him,

insisting rather on the more
economical dropshaft landing.

The captain, an overly-jovial

Swede named Jorgenson, grinned
broadly and wished him luck.

“You’ll need it down there, beg-
ging your pardon. Doctor.”

“Luck is no substitute for
faith. Captain,” Sullin returned
austerely. “But I thank you for

the courtesy shown me on this

journey.”

He uttered a brief prayer and
entered the dropshaft. The door
was slammed and dogged shut.

He strapped himself securely and
waited, dwelling in his mind on
certain of the Epistles of Paul.

Moments later came the slight

shock of release, as his drop-
shaft slid through the ejection
hatch and, accelerating, shot
away from the Berengaria’s side

and began its long and gentle
drop toward the surface of Gam-
ma Crucis IX.

The customs official said,

“Name and planet?”

“Mather Sullin. Earth.”
“Occupation?”
“Religious instructor.”

The official stared at him sour-

ly for a moment, then shrugged
and wrote it down anyway. He
was a small, deeply-tanned, roly-

poly man who wore a loincloth

and a tattooed badge of office. He
sat with legs crossed atop his

desk at the spaceport where Sul-

lin had landed.

“Any infectious diseases?”

“None.”

“How much contraband do yoni

want to declare?”

“Pardon me?” Sullin asked

primly.

“I said, how much contra-

band? Weapons, drugs, porno-

films, poisons, and other harmful

and injurious matter prohibited

by the Galactic Trade Covenant.

You’re allowed $2,000 worth
duty-free; above that, it’s duti-

able.”

A bit shaken, Sullin said, “I

have no such items with me.”

The customs man chuckled

and genially thumped Sullin’s

suitcase. “That’s a switch, ain’t

it? I’ll bet this things loaded

with narcotics.”

Sullin whitened and said, “In-

spect it.”

“You crazy? Mister, it’s

twenty-eight years since I got

this job, and I haven’t opened a

suitcase yet. You want me to get

fired?” He ripped a sticker from
a pad and slapped it on Sullin’s

luggage without another glance.

“Go on through to Immigration.

You’re clear here.”

Sullin shrugged and moved on.

The air was balmy, almost mug-
gy; his coarse black linen gar-

ments clung to his body. A great

lazy sun floated far overhead;
fleecy yellow-rimmed clouds

drifted by. Here and there in the

customs area, men and women
sat dozing in the sun, and under
a thick-leaved shrub he was star-

tled to see a couple locked in a
passionate embrace.

His thin lips firmed; he put
dowm his luggage and walked
briskly toward the intertwined

SUBTERFUGE 9



couple. He stood over them
;
they

did not look up.

Coldly he said, “Love is a sac-

rament that is iDlessed by priv-

acy. Your public display is

shocking and immoral. It indi-

cates—

”

A hand gripped his forearm
tightly. Surprised, he turned and
savk? a bearded young man who
smiled and said, “Doctor Sul-

lin ?”

“That’s right.”

“I’m Henriks, Director of Im-
migration. Customs just warned
me you’ve arrived. I’m afraid
you’ll have to leave those people
alone or face prosecution.”

“I don't understand.”
“I know you don’t,” Henriks

said amiably. “Suppose you come
along with me and I’ll try to ex-

plain. You’re violating the In-

terference and Personal Liberty
Act by bothering them.”

Sullin felt a first faint tremor
of alarm, but immediately ban-
ished it. He thrived on challen-
ges. Perhaps immorality was
legal on Gamma Cruets IX, but
he would chan.ge all that in time.
He merely had to demonstrate
the logical necessity of morality,
and staunch Neopuritanism
would be the inevitable outcome.
He followed Henriks into the

Immigration Office.

They stared at each other
acro.ss the desk, the stiff-backed

Neopuritan missionary and the
slouching immigration officer,

and finally Henriks .said, “Why
do you people keep coming
here?”

“To show you the truth.”

Henriks sighed. “Well, if it

keeps you happy I guess we
can’t deny you the right of en-

try. But you’ll have to abide by
our laws while you're here. It’s

illegal to interfere with another
person’s pleasure unless he’s act-

ing contrary to the public good,

and you’d damned well be ready
to prove your charge. It’s also

illegal to conduct yourself in

such a fashion as to cause public

unhappiness. You must remem-
ber that we have only one crime
on Harmony: gloom.”

“Harmony? That’s the local

planetary name?”
Henriks nodded. After a mo-

ment he said, “You’re the fourth
of your kind to come. Neopuritan
preachers, I mean. The first was
a man named Hearn, who came
before I was born. We executed
him.”

“Executed?”

“For violation of the laws. It

v/as either that or deport him,

and he wouldn’t let us do that.”

Hendriks reflected a moment.
“After that came Kiley. I remem-
ber him—he looked like you, tall

and bleak and mean-looking. lie

committed .suicide. And then

there was Mathewson, about a

decade ago.”

“What happened to him?”
Henriks shrugged. “Vanished.

We never found out where he

went.”

Sullin felt no fear. He did not

expect to go the way of his pre-

decessors. He was solid in his

faith, and there was nothing this

immoral planet could do that
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would shake his inner convic-

tions.

“You’re trying to frighten
me,” he said deliberately. “Well,

I say in humility that I’m inca-

pable of fear. I have come here to

serve a task and I shall do it.”

“You mean, preach Neopuri-
tanism?”

“That’s the colloquial term. I

intend to introduce the Church
of the Deeper Communion to this

world.”

“You’re welcome to try. But
I’m warning you :

you won’t get

anywhere except inside the local

jail. The next time you start

preaching hellfire and damnation
to any of the locals, you'll be run
in.”

“Thank you for the advice,”

Sullin said evenly. He gathered
together his documents and his

baggage and proceeded on
through the immigration center,

and hired a taxi to take him to

the city proper.

A strategem was beginning to

form in his mind. His three pre-

decessor.s had evidently made the

error of trying to fight this

world head-on, and the collision

had destroyed them. Sullin was
more devious than that. When
necessary, he could be subtle, and
subtlety seemed to be called for

in the case of this planet.

Laxity and immorality was the
norm; virtue w’as illegal. Not
only would they not listen to him
if he attempted immediately to

preach Godly ways, they would
arrest him (and, if he persist-

ed, execute him). It was pointless

to attempt the direct assault. In-

stead, he thought, an attack from
within was needed. An infiltra-

tion tactic. Maintaining his in-

ner probity, he would adopt the

outer guise of immorality as

one would a cloak, and thus
armored would launch his cam-
paign. He would attack them un-

der cover of camouflage.

Yes, he thought triumphantly.

Camouflage!

A sleepy concierge rented him
a room in the heai’t of the ram-
shackle city of Niente, the capi-

tal, as it turned out, of Har-
mony. A muggy, soporific blan-

ket of heat hung low over the
city at noonday. The entire

planet seemed endlessly becalm-
ed, a leisure-drenched tropical

paradise.

In his first few days, Sullin

familiarized himself with the lo-

cal customs and mores, and
planned his campaign. The lo-

cals, he discovered, wore as few
clothes as they had to; though
there was no active cult of nud-
ism, as there had been on Al-

bireo V before the advent of

Sullin, there was no highly-de-

veloped sense of shame. Sullin

detected snickers at his owm
black garb, and at the earliest

possible moment he purchased a

local breechclout and donned that

instead.

He prayed to be forgiven for

thus revealing his body. It was
toward a justifiable end that he
did so, he argued. He could ac-

complish nothing here if he held

himself aloof from the ways of

the people.

SUBTERFUGE n



A week after his arrival, he
subradioed a coded message to

the Home Office. It read as fol-

lows:

16 September 2417
Brothers in the Lord:

It has been a week since I

reached this Godless planet, and
I wish to report partial success

in my work already. I have made
that most difficult first step, con-

tact with the natives.

To this end I have intention-

ally avoided the errors of my
forerunners in this mission, who
unbendingly sought to reproach
these people and who thereby ran
afoul of the pernicious local leg-

islation, which insures the con-

tinuation of immorality on this

world.

1 have, rather, adopted the

philosophy that I shall undertake
a Fifth Column of Virtue, as it

were, and bring Truth to these

people despite themselves. To
this end 1 have adopted local

garb (or lack thereof) and as-

sumed the pose of a wealthy Ter-

ran tourist who incidentally is a
member of our Church. This way
I circumvent the laws against
proselytizing, which are severe.

Already 1 have made several

friendships here with people of
deplorable moral standards, who
J am sure would have shunned
me if 1 had approached them in

my true guise.

I grant the unorthodoxy of
this approach, but point to my
success on Albireo V, where by
participating in the common
nudity I eventually was able to

persuade the ignorant savages

that—
On his eleventh day on Har-

mony, Mather Sullin experienced

the taste of alcohol for the first

time in his thirty-six years.

It happened in a bistro on the

corner of the street of his hotel

;

The Red Dragon was its name,
and Sullin had taken to frequent-

ing it, as part of his campaign
to attack this culture from with-

in. He had made several friends

in the tavern, and often he spent

time with them, clutching a

drink in his hand but never tast-

ing it.

Finally one night a member of

the group said, “Sully, how come
you buy drinks but never taste

them?”
Sullin blinked at him. “What

do you mean, George?”
George Wright was a cheerful,

wide-hipped man of forty or

fifty who currently lived with
three bosomy young concubines
in a shack further along the

street. He said, “I mean just

what I say. You always hold the

damn drinks, but you never

touch them.”

Sullin realized that his cam-
ouflage had parted and some of

the Neopuritan in him was
showing through the chink. He
knew he had to squelch this sus-

picion at once.

He said, “You’re mistaken. I

drink as much as anybody here.”

“Never while I’m looking.”

Wright seemed to be growing
belligerent about it.

“He’s right. Sully,” said Janet,
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the youngest and currently most
pregnant of the concubines.
'‘I’ve never seen you touch the

stuff either.”

Recklessly Sullin said, “I’ll

show you, then. Waiter! A round
for the house, on me!”

“What’ll it be. Chief?”
Sullin looked helplessly at

Wright. “You name it, George.”
“Let’s have graffa for every-

one,” Wright bellowed. “Green,
not blue.”

The drinks arrived—-gleaming
green liquid in earthenware
mugs. Sullin drew a bill from his

pocket (the Church was well en-

dowed) and received only a few
coppers in change. He grasped
one of the mugs firmly.

“Mud in your eye,” he said. He
had been studying up.

He downed the drink in one
long ecstatic gulp, praying si-

lently as he swallowed.

Thunder and brimstone! he
thought as it landed in his gullet,

and then, realizing he had
sworn, he closed his eyes and
begged for forgiveness. He had
some trouble opening them
again. He felt dizzy and hot in

the face, and his throat burned
agonizingly.

When he looked around again,

the first thing he saw was George
Wright’s pale, startled face.

“Great blaspheming Jehosa-
phat,” Wright muttered. “He
does drink after all! Sully, how
do you feel?”

“F-fine.” He had some difficul-

ty enunciating.

“Take his pulse, somebody.
Get him some water. Sully, is

SUBTERFUGE

that the way they drink graffa

where you come from?”
A tipsy smile appeared on the

missionary’s features. “Always,”
he said. He started to topple for-

ward, but steadied himself in

time, bracing himself against

the wooden legs of the table. He
was aware he had made a power-
ful impression on the others. He
was also aware of the musky
nearness of Janet and Marga
and Beryl, and furthermore was
aware that if he tried to stand

up he would collapse. He prayed,
vehemently, and told himself that
he had taken a mighty stride to-

ward his goal.

In his next report to the Home
Office he said

:

During this past week I have
added another string to my how
by revealing myself-—Lord for-

give me—as one who is fond of

alcohol. The natives are incred-

ibly impressed. I pray nightly for

the strength to continue.

I am confident of ultimate suc-

cess now. Soon I will declare my
true faith to them. My nucleus

of dissolute friends will un-
doubtedly yield to Truth at once.

They will be my first disciples on
this sin-blackened world.

Sullin made his first attempt
at a conversion near the end of

his third month on Harmony. By
that time, he had established

himself in a wide circle as a hail-

fellow-well-met, cheerful, free-

spending. At first the pose had
been a strain for the dour Sullin,

but it had gradually become sec-
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ond nature to him; he thanked
the Lord for having given him
strength to go on.

He lay in the warm sands at
Harmony Beach, overlooking the
magnificent golden-green sweep
of the .‘r^ea, with Wright’s concu-
bine Beryl not far from his side.

They lay in the shade of a grape-
apple tree, and from time to time
one of the succulent fruits would
land nearby, ripe and tasty.

It was Beryl who brought the
matter up. She had discarded her
few wisps of clothing, and lay

facing the warm sun, her curved
brown body growing browner.
Sullin was maintaining a modest
distance and averting his eyes
except when to do so would be to

contradict his assumed personal-
ity traits.

She said, “I’m thinking of

leaving George.”

His eyes widened. Had he,

somehow, implanted the seed of

morality in her through casual

conversation? He decided to risk

it. “You make me very happy.

Beryl.”

“But how did you know—

”

“I suspected it all along.”

“I thought I was keeping it a

secret,” she said poutingly. “I

guess it showed all over me.”
He smiled paternally. “I can

tell when a person awakens to

Truth, Beryl. I knew you were
ripening toward it. Your life

with George was crude and hol-

low. One of three, a plaything

for his lust
—

”

“You sound funny when you
say that. But you’re absolutely

right. I was pretty tired of

George. It was just a matter of

making up my mind what I real-

ly wanted. It’ll be a new life for

me—if I’m welcome, I mean.”

“Anyone willing is welcome,”
Sullin said sonorously. “One
must work to merit happiness, of

course.”

She giggled. “Well, I’m a

pretty fair cook, and I can keep
house, if that’s what you mean
by work. I’m good at other

things, too.” She sprang to her

feet, lithe, nude, a perfect ex-

ample of the Creator’s work.
“Come on. We'll get my things

from George’s shack right now,
and I’ll move in with you right

now !

”

“I—you—

”

The words died, a strangled

gargle in the back of his throat.

Aghast, he realized they had

been talking at cross purposes;

she meant to enter, not the

Church, but his bed and his arms.

For an instant he felt the

sands opening before him, and

the bottomless pit seemed to

beckon.

“You okay. Sully?”

-

“The heat
—

” he muttered,

touching his forehead. “I’ll—I’ll

be all right.”

She was holding him solicit-

ously. Sweat coursed down Sul-

lin’s face. His panic subsided. I

will save their so^^ls, he told him-

self grimly, even if I must lose

my own in so doing.

He rationalized desperately.

The girl would serve as further

camouflage ;
later, when his cam-

paign had openly begun, he could
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repudiate her and welcome her
back as a Magdalen.
Hand in hand, they ran up the

sloping beach. Sullin’s heart
pounded strangely.

That night, he attempted to

write his regular report to the

Home Office. Somehow, though,
he was unable to make the

phrases come out properly, and
he postponed the report until the

next day, when he could inte-

grate this new experience into

his personality.

As it happened, it was more
than six months before he man-
aged to file his next report. It

was a brief one. It said:

Brothers in the Lord:
I crave absolution for my

tardiness in reporting. The
task at hand has required all

my time and all my energy. Be
assured that all is well here,

and that our great ta.sk is pro-
gressing satisfactorily. 1 have
not yet seen fit to establish the

Church here, but that time is

not far off.

Sullin.

Shortly after that, he mis-

placed his master code chart,

a!id, unwilling to send any mes-
sages to Earth that could be read

at the local transmitting office,

decided to forego further reports

until he had achieved repeal of

the anti-proselytizing legislation.

He would begin his campaign
any day now, he told himself. He
knew of many potential converts.

They would be surprised, per-

haps, to know that a man of God

had lurked behind the personal-

ity they knew as Matt Sullin, but
they would listen to him and be-

lieve. . . .

Nine years later, his eldest

daughter woke him from his

noonday nap with a swift, effi-

cient kick, and told him a visitor

had arrived.

Groggily, Sullin rose.

“I am Fedrik Davis, Mr. Sul-

lin.”

Sullin saw a short, waspish-
looking individual clad entirely

in black, a beetle of a man with
frosty dark eyes and a down-
turned mouth.
The man who had introduced

himself as Fedrik Davis saw a
tall, half-naked man past forty,

going to fat, with a ragged beard
and sleepy, bleary eyes. He saw
a ramshackle bungalow, filled

with naked children of various
sizes and two sluttish-looking

women, one blonde, one dark-
haired.

He said, “I represent the

Church of the Deeper Commun-
ion, Mr. Sullin. I arrived on this

world today. We have been deep-

ly worried about you.”

“Yes.”

“You have failed to report.”

“I know.”
Sniffing, Fedrik Davis said,

“Evidently you have disinte-

grated completely, Mr. Sullin. I

had the honor of meeting you
once, years ago, at the Home
Office. I remember a crisp, w'ell-

groomed man with an air of au-

thority. V/hat I see now, Mr.
Sullin, horrifies me.”

Sullin shook his head. "You

—
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don’t understand,” he said

dreamily. “Haven’t disintegrat-

ed. I still have my faith
—

”

“In this filth? Naked, un-
kempt, surrounded by these

women and these children?”

“No—no—you don’t see my
plan,” Sullin protested. “These

—

just camouflage. I had to prove
I was of good will. Otherwise
they arrest you here. Laws
against preaching and moral-
izing.”

“I’m aware of the sinful code

of dishonor that thrives here.”

“You see, then,” Sullin went
on. “I pretended to go native.

Going to establi.sh the Church
next week. Yes. Next week.”

Fedrik Davis laughed coldly.

“I’ve come to save you the trou-

ble. I’m instructed to relieve you
of your responsibilities, Mr. Sul-

lin. The Gamma Crucis IX mis-
sion has been entrusted to me.”

Sullin shrugged vacantly.

“Good luck, then.”

He turned and shambled back
into the hut.

Fedrik Davis stood on the

porch a long moment, frowning
thoughtfully, feeling deep pity

and regret. The alien air of

Gamma Crucis IX was sweet and
tempting, and it had destroyed

Mather Sullin. The poor man
lived in a daze of delusion.

Davis turned from the house,

But he had the right idea,

he thought. About camouflage.

You can’t attack these peo-

ple head-on. You have to do it

subtly. But it takes a strong man
to don that sort of camouflage
and preserve his soul despite it.

Davis was a man of fortitude.

He would succeed, where Sullin

had failed, a victim of the eu-

phoric air and light gravity and
balmy weather.

Camouflage, he thought. Yes,

that’s what I’ll do. But just for

the first few weeks.

THE END
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OLD

FRIENDS

ARE

THE REST
By JACK SHA-RKEY

I
T HAD no awareness of

time, and so did not know
nor concern itself with the
millennia that passed since it

first drew up the dissolved

silicates from the shifting

gi'ey remnants of soil and ar-

ranged them inside the walls

of the thousand green pods
that were its body cells, and
settled down to wait. Some-
where within its fragile cor-

tex, a tiny pulse of life beat.

It was a feeble pulse, to be

sure, and one that a man, un-
less he could observe it for a

thousand years without blink-

ing, would not be aware of.

As the normal human heart

beats seventy-two times a min-
ute, so did this tiny swelling

of tube contract once each hun-
dred years ; fifty tireless years

of contraction, then fifty

soothing years of relaxation,

>tr« you one of Those

people who save the

best things for the

last... who eat all the

chocolate sundae
away from under the

maraschino cherry?

If so, you ere very

like the Peter W.

Merrill MoonplanT.

bringing the walls of the
slender tube together, then
letting them ease apart.

But it was sufficient for its

life.

The pallid yellow sap was
moved about inside the plant,

once each hundred years, and
the plasm of the silicon-pro-

tected cellular structure ab-

sorbed just the needed amount,
bleeding off the waste products
between the very molecules of

the silicon buttresses, and pa-

tiently waiting the century

out till the second helping came
oozing around.

And so it lay dormant,
through heat that could send
a man into convulsions of

agony in seconds, through cold

that fractional degree lower
than can be achieved in a sci-

entific laboratory. IF did not
know where it was, nor what
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it was, nor how precarious

—

by cosmic standards—was its

chance of survival, with sap
enough stored in the stiff,

coarse roots for only a few
more million years.

It simply was, and knew that

it was, and was satisfied.

Such a tiny organism can
have only the most rudimen-
tary of memories, but it re-

membered. Once—Once long

before, there had been . . .

more.

Life had been the same, but

somehow fuller. When it tried

to recall exactly in what this

fullness lay, the memory just

was not there; only a vague
recollection of comfort, mo-
tion, satiation.

When the men landed upon
the moon in the twentieth

century, they did not find it

at first. Locating it would have
been comparable to stumbling
upon a solitary blade of grass,

imbedded in ice at the South
Pole. Men came to the moon,
though, and began to settle

there. The first homes they

knew were mere metal shacks,

filled with life-giving gases of

their planetary atmosphere,

and devoid of all comforts save
those necessary for mainten-
ance of life.

But men have a way of ris-

ing above the status quo, and
so, within half a pulsebeat of

the plant, the surface of the

moon became dotted with these

iglooic shacks, then pressur-

ized tunnels radiated out in

a unifying network, and soon
the Domes began to grow

;

immense translucent light-

weight structures of enormous
strength bubbled up on the

moon, and soon cities were
being built beneath them,
strange towering fairyland

cities on this satellite where
people and architecture alike

boasted six times the power
possessed on Earth. The cities

soared upward in glinting,

stalagmitic pinnacles whose
tapering ends seemed to

threaten the fabric of the

Domes themselves, but were in

reality still far below the

blue-white curving surface.

Machines lay buried now in

the grey pumice that was the
surface of the moon ; machines
that drained gases from the

oxides and nitrates within the

planetoid and filled tlie Domes
for the people with tlve life-

giving gases. And still the

moon grew more Domes, and
more.

And then, three motions of

the tiny plant after the primal

landing of men on the moon,
three half-cycles later, a pulse-

and-a-half—It was found.

The man who found it was
an engineer, a man of high in-

telligence. For, building on the
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moon was a perilous undertak-
ing. A man had to know
stresses and strains, had to be
able to read gauges that warn-
ed of vacuum pockets beneath
the crust of the moon that

—

if broken into—could suck the

life-giving gases from the met-

al caissons within which the

men laid the foundations of

new Domes. Had it been on

Earth, and the workman
unionized and possibly un-

lettered, it would have had the

fate of a dandelion that stands

in the path of a growing sub-

way tube.

Unfortunately, the man—as

mentioned—had intelligence.

Carefully, the fossil—so he
presumed—^W'as cut away from
the rock in which it was
rooted, and laid gently in a bed
of soft cotton, and that bed in

a plastic casing, and the cas-

ing in a metal box. The box
was loaded aboard a spaceship

and sent to a man back on
Earth.

This man was an eminent
botanist, and—eminent or not
— he nearly jumped with joy

when he’d opened the box, un-

sealed the container, plucked
away the cotton, and saw the

plant lying there. It was dead,

insofar as he knew, and ap-

parently useless except per-

haps as a club, but the botanist

was delighted to receive it.

Through his head passed no-
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tions of cutting it in two, then

polishing the twin cut sur-

faces, and studying the cell

structure, so that he might
compare its construction with
similar—if there were any

—

plants of Earth, and then write

a learned thesis about it which
would be read only by other

eminent botanists, who would

all then curse their luck for not

having been friends with any
engineers on the moon. The
whole procedure— taking the

cosmic view — was almost

pointless, but it would make
the botanist happy, at least.

However, after setting up

his instruments, and placing

the plant in a sort of padded

vise to steady it against the

invasion of its privacy, he

chanced to see a bit of root,

broken off by sheer unaccus-

tomed weight on the planet,

lying upon the lab table, and

he placed that beneath the

glass lens of his microscope

and studied it instead.

“I’ll be damned!” he said.

“The plasm is liquid!”

A few dozen of the shattered

cells had indeed let their con-

tents spill out onto the slide

of his ’scope.

“I wonder,” he mused, “if it

is viable?”

Wouldn’t that make for an

interesting paper, he went on,

building his dreams upon
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dreams. A moonplant! Grow-
ing in my garden! He de-

cided, as is the way with bot-

anists, to name his—it was
now “his”; having abandoned
liberty when it abandoned the
moon—to name his plant after

himself.

And that’s how it came to

be called the “Peter W. Mer-
rill Moonplant.” He put it in

his garden, arranged a small

protective wire cylinder
around it, and sprinkled it with
water. Then he went into the

house to start typing up his

notes for that forthcoming
paper.

As he lay there in the soft

loam, feeling the cool trick-

ling of the water passing over
his stiff tendrils, the newly
christened Pete felt a stirring

within himself. The sunlight

that now struck him was fil-

tered by an atmosphere, and
gentle in its action upon him.
Pete prodded his memory, and
suddenly decided that silicates,

after all, are not the most
comfortable of linings for one’s

tender green cells. He seemed
to recall a state of lush, syb-
aritic softness, in pre-silicate

times. Decidely, the silicates

must go, thought Pete.

And go they did, molecule

by molecule, down into the

earth through his roots, which
were now acting as tiny spig-
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ots, getting rid of the scratchy

stuff that had bolstered the
cell walls against change for

millennia past, leaving Pete

softer, greener, livelier, and
a constant delight to the heart

of Peter W. Merrill the First;

whenever he came out to tend

his plant, between pages of his

thesis.

Pete, after spewing the last

hateful molecule away, re-

versed his tiny fibre engines,

and began to draw in. He
drew in all sorts of things,

as the days passed. A lot of

minerals, and just enough
water to float them in. Mostly,

Pete’s growing hunger sought

out iron. Pete didn’t know why
he wanted iron, any more than

a smoker knows why he wants
another cigarette, but Pete’s

interest in iron was as intense

as any smoker’s in tobacco.

Above the ground, he grew
very few inches larger, merely

broadening his dark, green

spiral leaves a bit to catch the

tiny amount of warmth he re-

quired for growth. But be-

neath the soil, as with any tu-

berous plant, his roots were

spread in a rough circular

spoke-like pattern that reached

about ten miles in every di-

rection.

Pete Senior, had he tried to

dig his plant up, would have

been very much surprised to

find he could not do it. But he
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didn’t try, so his life went on
as usual, with no surprises,

which is the way he preferred

it, so he was happy enough.

It wasn’t until his paper had
been duly published, and bo-

tanical cronies had shaken the

dust from their whiskers and
toddled around to see this en-

viable possession, that some-

thing of the root structure was
discovered.

“Seems to spread under-

ground,” one remarked.

“Kind of a lunatic crab-

grass,” another jibed.

“Sure you’re not pulling our

leg, Merrill?” said a third.

“Seems a bit stunted.”

“Gravity,” said Pete Sen-

ior. “Not used to it yet.”

Then they all had coffee and
cake, shook hands with Pete
Senior, and went to their

homes and laboratories.

By this time, of course, at

the farthest reaches of Pete’s

root network, duplicate Petes

were popping up above ground,

quietly and unostentatiously

(Pete stood barely five inches

high)
,
and much like their par-

ent. They, too, began sending

out spoke-like root networks.

Some of them, stronger than
others, sent roots for a radius

of a hundred miles, others for

a few leagues and no more.

Eventually, Pete Senior
reached an age where his body
cells died more rapidly than
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they were replaced, that is, he
achieved old age, and he pass-

ed from his life, leaving a
wife, three children, and an
unpaid fertilizer bill.

Pete himself, by now was
pulsing considerably faster. In

fact, incredibly faster, after

his once-a-century contraction

of short years before. His pulse

rate was now in the neighbor-

hood of ten per second, which
is a pretty good increase. It

soon reached hundreds per

second.

And his offspring weren’t

far behind him either.

Since the whole planet was
now as interwoven with Pete-

type networks as the inside

of a baseball with string,

this constant vibration—which

slowly began to beat in a unit-

ed concentration—began to

make itself felt.

People started to complain

about it.

So scientists with seismo-

graphs, and even dousers with

willow twigs, began to seek

out the source of this unnerv-

ing, almost supersonic, thrill-

ing of the planet crust. Even-

tually, they located the tiny

green plants with the spirally

leaves at the center—the loud-

est point—of each network.

Someone recognized the plant,

and they confirmed this some-

one’s suspicions by a check of
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the Public Library’s back is-

sues of Botanist’s Qmrt&rly.
It was the moonplant, all

right.

The Peter W. Merrill Moon-
plant. Yes sir. That’s what
it was.
The public, though, was not

satisfied with the finding of a
name for the disturbance, and
insisted that it be brought to
a halt somehow. Naturally, the
International Society of Botan-
ists, Biologists and Biochem-
ists raised one hell of a fuss
about this, but on a democratic
planet they were summarily
outvoted, and all spirally little

green Peter W. Merrill Moon-
plants were—well, not up-

rooted; that would be impos-
sible— But they were all crop-

ped flush with the earth wher-
ever found, and salt, acid, and
all manner of nasty things

poured into the stumps.

However, nothing happened
at all to the vibrations.

People began to get fidgety,

and started petitioning their

representatives in government
to Do Something. A lot of

speeches were then made, all

over Earth, about the noise

and general disturbance of the
moonplant roots, but none of
them offered a solution to the
increasing racket.

It was about this time that

plumblines started hanging
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crooked. Oh, it wasn’t detected

at first. How could it be, at

first? Because you judge things

by plumblines, not vice-versa.

However, in a month, when
everything was about five de-

grees off the vertical, notice

began to be taken.

When oranges began roll-

ing off the ground in the Cali-

fornia and Florida groves, and
huddling in a mound here and
there upon the countryside, the

Spirit of Worry injected itself

into the public consciousness.

Niagara Falls’ spectacular

skew-wise splashing toward

the Canadian side didn’t set

many hearts at ease, either.

And then someone remem-

bered the moonplants, and saw
that each new apparent grav-

ity-tug was coming from the

stump of one of the plants,

and a leading scientist figured

out the answer, after getting

a snipped-off segment of moon-

plant root and testing the hell

out of it.

“It seems,” he announced

to the world, or that portion

of the world that was watch-

ing his appearance on TV

;

there being considerable com-

petition with a new series of

NBC Specials on another

channel, “It seems that this

Peter W. Merrill Moonplant is

— er— magnetic, to a certain

degree. Though not magnetism

as we know it. It’s more as
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though each plant, through the

positioning of its roots, and the

coiling of same, plus a heavy
concentration of iron in its

physical makeup, has managed
to make itself—or, rather, the
stump of itself, since all such
plants were cut down, a short
while back—^to make itself the
center of an artificial gravity
field. This field seems to grow
— Rather, these many fields

seem to grow in strength by
the hour, and they have a ten-

dency to topple things, the

gravitational ‘tug’ being most
disastrous near the centers of
the fields. The rims, though
the angle of gravity is sharper
there, are safer for stability

only because they are balanced
by more ‘tugs’ from adjoining
fields. . .

.”

Well, he went on this way
for an hour or so, and soon his

listeners—those who stayed
tuned in—knew what the prob-
lem was : “Down” wasn’t
going to be “down” much long-

er. It was going to depend on
which moonplant stump you
happened to be near.

The prospect didn’t seem too

much fun, and people started

selling their homes and such,

and booking passage to the

moon, where life was control-

led, but carefree, and free of

annoying vibrations and roll-

ing oranges.

Lunar Real Estate enjoyed

a fabulous boom for weeks af-

ter the telecast by the scien-

tist, but it was soon “all filled

up,” and further immigra-
tions would have to await the

construction of more Domes
to house the newcomers.
The laggards, understand-

ably, raised a fuss about this

callous attitude, and went
moonward anyway until about

two-thirds of the Earth’s pop-

ulation was on the moon, the

place becoming so hopelessly

crowded that people had to

half-rent rooms there, sleep-

ing in alternating shifts with

other half-renters, and spend-

ing their waking hours wan-
dering the streets.

“Things,” sighed one realtor

to another, “can’t get much
worse.”

And that’s when the first

meteor landed on Earth. In the

general excitement, first about

vibrations, then about gravi-

tational fields, then about

packing up and going to the

moon, most newspapers had

pushed to the want-ad pages

little articles by eminent as-

tronomers, in which were
noted the odd behaviors of cer-

tain large planetoids in the

asteroid belt between Earth
and Mars. These cosmic hunks

of rock seemed to be “peeling

off” the general formation of

the ellipse followed by their
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fellows, and moving sunward*
singly or in small homogenous
groupings.

Well, the first one landed
and left a dent on Earth where
the Congo used to be, the shock
being felt as far north as
Oslo, to add to their vibra-

tional, gravitational and evacu-
ational difficulties.

Scientists on the moon—be-
ing as singleminded as scien-

tists anywhere—became ec-

static. At last the mystery of
the ages was solved : Who put
the pocks in the face of the
moon? A Peter W. Merrill
Moonplant, of course ! They
looked down in rapture as me-
teor after meteor — drawn
across the countless miles of
space by the pulsating gravity
fields, plunged into the Earth,
leaving pocks visible to the
naked moondweller’s eye. And
darned if each meteor didn’t

strike dead ce ter of each
plant network.

After about a month. Earth
looked almost exactly like the
moon had once looked, with
the exception of one locale:

Australia, and much of the
Pacific Ocean surrounding it.

“It will indeed be a titanic

meteor that hits there!” the
moon scientists enthused. For
their careful check of the rec-

ords showed that only one

*(Ergo: Earthward)
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plant had been found on the
whole continent of Australia,

toward the eastern coast;

which meant that its network
probably extended beneath the

Pacific itself, with a gigantic

field reaching its hungry mag-
netic fingers into space.

And then someone noticed

that no more asteroids had

peeled from the formation. The
void between the asteroid belt

and Earth was barren of hur-

tling rock.

“Wonderful!” the scientists

enthused. “It means that each

field down there on Earth

ceased its tug the moment its

meteor struck it. That means
that once the final meteor

lands, the Peter W. Merrill

Moonplant will be dead, and we
can get some of the crov/d off

this place. Earth’s a bit rag-

ged-looking, but after all, it’s

Home.”
“Funny,” said one of the

younger scientists, “that the

moonplant went so far afield

for meteors, and yet did not

disturb the delicate gravita-

tional balance between Earth

and the moon, its own Satel-

lite.”

“Let us hope,” said an older

scientist, “that this enormous
Australian network has not

been saving itself for us.” He
laughed at this little pleas-

antry, but no one joined him,

because someone had just
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peered through a telescope and
noticed that Australia seemed
to be getting larger.

“You know what?” said the
young scientist, finally. “We’re
falling to the Earth, to form
the largest pockmark of all!”

“What a spectacle!” cried

another scientist. “Pity we
won’t be alive to witness it. I

wonder why the Peter W.
Merrill Moonplant saved us for

last?”

“Possibly,” said the young
scientist, “because—as with a
wedding—the groom asks all

his relatives to come and see

him married, and finally picks

out the person who is to be the

Best Man. The moonplant
probably considers the moon
an old buddy.”
The older scientists, how-

ever, gave this statement the

stoniest of non-replies, and re-

fused even to speak to the

hapless young man for the du-

ration of their journey down-
ward to squashy death against

the home planet.

Romanticism and Science

just don’t mix. the end
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SUZY Her voice vtas his

only link wifh son-

ify. If was a beau-

fiful voice. He
never really
fAougftt whai she

might be.

By

WATSON
PARKER

«nUZY, Suzy, Suzy!”
O Whit Clayborne looked

at the luminous face of the

bulkhead clock for the hun-
dredth time that day. Sweat
started out on his forehead,
and he gripped his face with
a convulsed hand, moaning in

helpless anguish.

“Suzy, Suzy, Suzy!”
The clock clicked imper-

sonally in the darkness, and
Whit moaned again.

The cold. The darkness. The
quiet. And the solitude. But
there was always Suzy, link-

ing him to the earth so many
miles away.

“One hundred and forty-

three days out, four hundred
and seven to go.” The ritual

of the report, designed to

keep him thinking, day after

day.

“Nothing to report, sir, all

equipment functioning. All

graphs tracking. No abnor-

mality of any kind. My health

is good ...”

In four hundi'ed and seven

days they would bring him
down, nearly mad, nearly

dead, but his records well

made on earth, and the re-

cord was what counted.

Five hundred and fifty days

in an obseiwation capsule, the

economical human machine
that did the work of fifty tons

of unprojectable electronic

equipment. Five hundred and
fifty days of cold and quiet

and solitude. The first eight

men had died in the cold and
loneliness of space, until they

thought of Suzy, there in the

WAC manned offices at Point

Magu.
“Suzy! My God, Suzy,

where are you?” Whit could



stand the waiting until the

time came close, then his

mind would give away until

her voice, bridging the space
void came to him and brought
him peace.

“Whit? Whit, wake up, in

case you’re asleep. It’s me, it's

Suzy.”

“Asleep! You know I’m not
asleep! You know I stay

awake for you ! I’ll always be
awake, Suzy. I wouldn’t miss
a minute with you, not a

second.”

“Gee, Whit, you’re nice.

You’re awful nice.”

“Suzy, for the hundredth
time, will you marry me?”
“Aw, Whit, you know I

can’t. You know they made
me promise that before I took

the job.”

“Promise to be a talking

floozy to fifty men in space,

to hold ’em all at arm’s
length, let ’em love you, then

leave ’em in the cold when
they came back down to

earth. They made you promise
to keep us stringing along,

until we got back home safe

and sound, then turn us loose

with our love for you burning
a hole in our hearts ! They
made you promise a thing like

that, Suzy ?

“You can’t handle the mer-
chandise, Whit. When you
come down, then we’ll talk

over things together.”

“Suzy, I love you, T love
you!”

“1 mustn’t say that I love

you too, Whit. They made me
promise that I wouldn’t say
that. But Whit, you’re awful
nice.”

Whit sat silent, and Suzy
kept on talking. She could al-

ways talk. No matter what
you said to her, no matter
how you felt, no matter where
you were, Suzy could always
talk to you and make your life

seem brighter, and the trip

back home again worth fight-

ing to make. You fell in love

with Suzy, they all did, but
as she always said, they made
her promise not to say she
loved you back. Not until you
got back home, safe and sound
and sane.

That was Suzy’s job on
on earth, in a drab little office

with an engineer who con-

trolled her channels, and
sometimes blushed at what he
heard go out over them. She
spoke, sometimes gaily, some-
times gently, sometimes with
all the frail strength of her

body, into a microphone
beamed to each capsule in

turn, and in those capsules

were men, who, but for her,

would go mad before their

time was up.

And Suzy never cheated,

and she never lied, and she
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never changed. She was the

love light of outer space, she

and a dozen others at Point

Magu. She kept men sane, and
she brought them home, and
she kept her promise never

to love and never to marry
until they came back again.

“Whit? What we were talk-

ing about yesterday. Did you
think about that?”

“You mean about the gar-

denias?”

“Umhummm. My garde-

nias, to pin on my blouse.”

“Suzy, I’ll bring you a

thousand, one each day, until

you say you love me. I’m
drawing them now, on paper,

one every day, for you.

“Aw, Whit, you’re awful
nice.”

Then, after frantic good-

byes, shouting, screaming,

pounding on the microphone,
hoping that the dead metal
would somehow speak once
more, Whit would settle back
for another day’s dreaming of

Suzy, while he kept his tiny

house-in-space, read his little

gauges, and kept his dreams
alive. It was only in the after-

noon that madness came too

close, and in the power-sav-
ing darkness he raged and
cursed and pled and begged,
until Suzy’s voice came wing-
ing out of space to comfort
him for another day. when
they talked of all the beauti-

ful things that people talk

about when there is love be-

tween them.

For Suzy loved her men, all

seven of them. To know them
well, to listen time and again

to their recorded conversa-

tions, to pick out points that

were worth repeating, to

avoid the subjects that de-

pressed them, to say what
would bring them home in

love with her was a pleasure

to her, and she worked hard
at the job. All alone, late into

the night, Suzy would sit in

her little office, listening to

her records, and planning the

next day’s battle for the san-

ity of her men.
“Now Al, she’d muse, “he’ll

want to know how that recipe

came out, the one with the

mushrooms. Poor guy, he does

like to eat. I’ll tell him about

the party I went to with

Sheila, and how she ate up all

the rum cakes and could-hard-

ly find her way home again.

He’ll like that.”

“And Jim. He’d like to have
another problem, like the

twelve coin one. I wish I had

a mind like his. Maybe Miss

Graham can find me a book
on math problems that a man
can do in his head. And I’ll

tell him how nice it would be

to be a professor’s wife, and
a little college in the north.
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He doesn’t want me yet, but
he wants somebody ...”

“I guess I’ll have to talk sex

to Crazy Cat, too. It’s about
the only thing he likes to

think about, and that’s my
job. I hope he doesn’t realize

I’m not the hellcat he seems
to think I am. Maybe some
of the girls could give me
some ideas he’d like to think

about; my dates are pretty

dull. They really should have
given Crazy Cat to somebody
else. Some psychiatrist slip-

ped up there, I guess. But I’ll

bring him down! I’ll bring
him down sane if I have to

wade in filth up to my eye-

balls! That’s a joke.”

“Whit’s hopeless, he loves

me so. I hope he doesn’t go
off the deep end, and end up
whacky. Maybe we’ll have to

relay him some instrument
checks, to keep him busy. Or
maybe, if I told him I’d marry
him it would keep him leveled

for a while. Can’t say that too

soon, though, or he’d go nuts
from jealously. I guess I’ll

just have to keep on letting

him love me, just being me,
just showing him I care about
him as much as I can. He’s
a dear, really.”

That was the way Suzy
mused, in her drab little of-

fice, after hours, doing her
job for her men, her hopes
up in the sky where only her

voice and her love could reach
them.

Miss Graham was stiff, and
stood tall in her prim tailor-

ed suit. Her dark man’s neck-
tie clashed with her hair and
her complexion, but her face

was kind and her voice, al-

though firm, was soft and
understanding.

“Suzy, I want to talk to

you. Don’t get up.”

“Yes, Miss Graham?”
“I’ve been listening to some

pf your records. Some of this

stuff you’ve been putting out
is going to make us trouble,

you know.”
“I’m sorry, Miss Graham.

I try to do what I think is

best, and you know I spend a

lot of time planning. It’s too

late to shift poor Crazy Cat
to anybody else, and it’s the

only thing that seems ...”

“Tm not talking about
Crazy Cat Tompkins, Suzy.”

interrupted Miss Graham.
“I’m talking about Whit Clay-

borne.”

“I see. I know I shouldn’t

have said that I’d marry him,

but gosh, he was just about

to go to pieces, right while I

was talking to him. I could

hear him grit his teeth, and
I could hear the mike squeak
with the grip he had on it. It

was awful. Miss Graham.”
“Couldn’t you have waited?
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You could have asked me
what to do, you know. Men
ask our girls to marry them
every day

; it isn't as if it was
a new problem that we hadn’t

handled before.”

“But he needed me, right

then. I didn’t think he could

wait. I had to say I’d marry
him, or he’d have been biting

pieces out of his mattress.”

“I know you did your best,

Suzy. Those rules, well,

they’re not only for his pro-

tection, you know. What are
you going to do when Whit
Clayborne lands, and conies

in here to claim his bride?
Had you thought of that?”

“Honestly, Miss Graham,
I didn’t think of anything,

except that he needed me at

the time. But of course I’ll let

him go. I’d let him go even if

the rules didn’t say I had to.”

Miss Graham’s voice was
unexpectedly gentle. “You
want to get married, don’t

you? We could break a rule,

just this once.”

“Not like that. Miss Gra-
ham. Not like that. It

wouldn’t be fair to hold him
to a promise that he made in

space. Even if you’d let me
do it, I wouldn’t marry him.
I couldn’t live with myself.
He doesn’t know, well, about
me. He wouldn’t have loved

me if I’d told him. He’s never
seen me; all he’s in love with

is a voice that understands
how to keep him sane. I

wouldn’t hold him to that

promise. Miss Graham, if he
was the last chance to marry
that I’d ever have.”

Miss Graham was silent for

a few moments, then turned

to the door.

“You’ve figured out how to

let him know that you won’t
marry him?”

‘T’]} tell him when he comes
down.”
“And you think that just

telling him will do the trick,

Suzy?”
“The way I’ll tell him, it’ll

stick, oh it’ll stick all right.”

Suzy choked off the last

words, and blinked back the

tears that seemd to come into

her eyes.

“I’m glad you’ve got it fig-

ured out, dear.” Miss Graham
said approvingly. “His orbit

got knocked loose somehow,
and he’ll be in, this evening,

to talk things over.”

Suzy gasped. “So soon? I

mean, well. I’ve got it sort of

figured, but, well.” she paused,

collecting her thoughts. “As
well now as ever, I guess. I’ll

wait for him.”

“Do you think he’d get

violent? I could leave a couple

of engineers in the closet, or

maybe you’d like to have
Sheila ...”
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“No, I can handle him, and
I’d rather not have Sheila

here when he comes in. I’ll

handle hinj. And thank you.

Miss Graham.”
The door closed on Miss

Graham’s back, and Suzy be-

gan to think of Whit Clay-

borne.

The door opened slowly,

and the pale young airman
came into the office on un-
steady feet, his hat in his left

hand, and a small package
tucked under his arm.

“Is this Suzy’s office? I

mean, v/ill she be in soon?
Where can I find her?” The
questions came eagerly.

“I’m Suzy.”

For a minute the words
meant nothing to him. He
looked, blankly, round the of-

fice, then back to the seated
figure.

“You recognize the voice,

don’t you, Whit?”
He gulped, and the expres-

sion drained from his face,

leaving it blank, and help-

less. Suzy’s heart went out to

him, as her voice had gone to

him through space.

“I know, the wheel chair,

the rug to cover my knees,

the brace on my arm. There
wasn’t any other way, Whit.

I couldn’t tell you. My voice,

Whit, was all that counted, up
there. Down on earth, other

things count, too. Forgive me,
Whit.”

His head seemed to swim,
and his unsteady feet fumbled
with the floor as he came to

her.

“You could have told me.
I’d have loved you. I’d have
loved you anyway.”
“Would you?” Her face

turned away from him as he
came to her. “Would you,

Whit? Would you have stayed
alive for a broken girl like

me? Would you have waited
out your trip for the sake of
a cripple in a wheel chair?
I know you, Whit, 1 know
your heart and your soul, and
I know you’d have never
loved me if I had told you
what I was from the begin-
ning.”

Whit didn’t speak, and
Suzy continued.

“It was a job for me, Whit,
I had to bring you down. I

lied to you and I deceived you,

and now you’re free, and you
can go away, to live a better

life than I can give you.”

“Suzy, you’re saying that.

You’ve thought it out, and
you’ve written it down, and
it’s what you planned to say

to me. Is it the truth, Suzy?”
“Whit, go away. I’ve said

my piece. I’ve turned you
loose. Now go! Go away, and
don’t ever come back to me
again.”
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Whit’s body seemed to

straighten up, and he put his

little green package down on
the desk in front of her, then
moved away.

“Open it up, Suzy. It’s a
gardenia that I brought you.
Sick or well, crippled or
sound. I’ll bring you another
every day, until you say you
love me.”
Then he went away.
Suzy rose slowly, kicking

the rug from her knees. She
folded the wheel chair into a
compact bundle, and stretch-

ing up on her toes, put it back
on the highest shelf in the
closet. Quietly, she put her
hat and coat on, and went

out of the office, locking the

door behind her. The click of

her high heels echoed bravely

in the silence as she felt her

way along the vacant hallway.

“Sheila, Sheila, come to me,
girl.” she called.

The big German shepard

shook herself as she rose

from her bed beside the door-

way, and with the practiced

skill of years brought the

handle of her harness beneath

her mistress’s groping hand.

Suzy knelt beside the big

dog, and put her arms around
her furry neck, weeping soft-

ly into the thick fur.

“Sheila, Sheila, I think he’s

going to marry me!” she said.

THE END
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THE MAN WHO
MURDERED TOMORROW

By ROBERT BLOCH

Con you imagine Jack the Ripper with

an H-bomb instead of a seaipei, and

a whoie prostituted world to hate?

HOW DID you get in here ?”

asked the General.

I shrugged. “I’m a writer,’’

I said. “Writers have a way of

getting into well-guarded
places—as the husbands of

Lord Byron’s mistresses dis-

covered, to their sorrow.”

“What a character!” the

General muttered. “You sound
just the way you did twenty
years ago.” He paused. “Is it

really that long since I’ve seen

you ?”

I nodded.
“Well, it doesn’t matter.”

He smiled and extended his

hand. “It’s great to have you
here.”

“You’re looking fine,” I told

him, and the lie did not come
easily. His hand was cold and
moist. His eyes were cold and
moist, too.

“Thanks. Sit down and

make yourself comfortable, if

you can.” The cold, moist eyes

made a quick survey of the

small room. There was noth-
ing to see but the desk and the

cot and the wash basin, and
the bank of instruments lin-

ing the wall.

“Sorry I can’t offer you a
drink,” he said. “But it’s

against regulations. They
don’t even let me smoke up
here.”

I glanced at the small book-

case which stood next to the

cot. “You’re permitted to read,

I see.”

“That’s the prisoner’s
reward for good behavior.”

“Prisoner?” I grinned.
“That’s pretty good, coming
from a man with five stars

on his shoulder.”

“Might as well be five num-
bers on my chest,” he ans-
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wercd. “But don’t quote me.”
The lids narrowed over the

cold, moist eyes. “Look here,

you’re not after an interview,

are you?”
“Of course not. Nobody in-

terviews you. Nobody’s even

supposed to know where you
are, or what you’re doing. They
made that very plain before

they allowed me to visit.”

He sat down behind the

desk. “Mind telling me just

how you managed that little

trick? This is top secret. 1

haven’t seen my own orderly

in three weeks, and yet here

you come waltzing in, just like

that. How’d you swing it?”

“They invited me. Some-
how, somebody found out we’d
been to school together.

Thought you might like to see

one of your old friends, help

pass the time.”

“They.” He said it like a
dirty word. “Meaning the doc-

tors, I suppose. They’ve been
watching me for weeks, wait-

ing for a crackup. Medics are

the only visitoi's I ever have

—

they come around regularly

with some tired excuse about
a physical checkup. But I can
see Section Eight in their

eyes.”

“Sorry. I didn’t mean to up-
set you.”

“That’s all right. I know
what you were supposed to
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do. Cheer me up, eh? Little

talk about the good old days,

wasn’t that it?”

“Well, more or less.”

“Then, if you don’t mind.

I’ll settle for less.” He smiled

again, but it was only a twitch

of the lips. “I’ve had plenty

of time to think about the good

old days, all by myself. The
subject is played out. Every-

thing’s played out.” He
glanced over at the instrument

panels. “I suppose they told

you what I’m doing here?”

“In a way. And I can guess

the rest. Even with the secu-

rity lid, the papers are full

of rumors. There’s talk of

Condition Red at any moment
now. And I suppose, when it

comes, somebody has to press

the button.”

The eyes narrowed again.

“All right, so you guessed it.

Somebody has to press the

button. And I’m elected.”

He turned and faced the

instrument panels. “As a mat-
ter of fact, there is a button.”

He pointed at a small black

knob set in the center of a

large dial. “When the signal

comes, I acknowledge it on in-

tercom. Then I’m supposed to

press the button. That’s all

there is to it.

“I press the button, the

planes and missiles take off,

and all hell breaks loose. So
simple, really, a child could do
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it. But they insist on a five-

star General.”

He scowled, opened the desk-

drawer, and pulled out a ser-

vice revolver.

“Wait a minute,” I said.

“You aren’t going to— ?”

The General shook his head
slov/ly. “Of course not. I’m
not that far gone. Not yet.”

He laid the revolver on the

desk-top. “It’s just that I re-

membered regulations. My in-

structions are to remain
armed at all times when some-
one else is in this room. Even
the medics, or for that mat-
ter, the President himself. Be-
cause anyone could press that

button.

“If they try, it’s part of my
job to stop them. Button-press-

ing is an honor reserved

solely for me.” The twitch-

smile flickered once more.

“And that’s funny, isn’t it, be-

cause I don’t have all my but-

tons.”

I stood up. “Now see here,

Sam,” I said. “You called the

shot right the fii'st time. They
d'id send me up here to try and
give you a lift. But I feel more
like bawling hell out of you.

This self-dramatizing kick is

ridiculous. You’re intelligent

enough to know there’s noth-

ing wrong with you except

nervous tension. You’ve been
under a strain, in enforced

isolation. But that’s no reason
for climbing the walls. So let’s

not have any more talk about
buttons.”

“All right. But that leaves

us with nothing to talk about.

Don’t you see, for a man in my
spot, there isn’t anything else

that’s important ?”

He may have been ready
to crack, but they hadn’t given
him those five stars for noth-

ing. Pie knew what the score

was.

But they’d sent me here to

divert him, and there had to

be some way.
I walked over to the book-

case. “Still reading detective

stories, eh?” Stooping, I ex-

amined the titles. “But this is

all non-fiction ! Wertham, Lind-
ner, Pearson. I see you have
Barnard’s old anthology. The
Harlot Killer.”

“Jack the Ripper,” he said.

“You did a story about him
once.”

“Who didn’t?” I shrugged.

“It’s the kind of a case that

intrigues most writers. Every-
body has some theory.”

“So have I.” He tapped the

desk. “That’s why I requested

this type of reading-matter.

Sitting up here. I’ve had a lot

of time to think about mur-
der.” There was animation in

his voice now, and ail at once

I was listening closely.

“I needn’t tell you anything
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about the Ripper. He’s been
identified as a monster, a ma-
niac, a medical man ; a sailor,

a butcher, a foreigner, a wom-
an. But I think I’m the first to

recognize him for what he
really was. A symbol. Jack the
Ripper was the man who mur-
dered an era.

“It was the Victorian Age
which Jack the Ripper really

killed, you know. The age of

hypocrisy, of sham gentility,

of maudlin morality. Wnen
the Ripper rose to carve his

way to fame, the Victorian
Age was doomed.
“A new spirit of scientific

investigation was in the air.

Some of the sham had already
been shaken off. Then the

Ripper appeared—in London,
the very capital of the Vic-

torian world. He emerged out

of darkness; the darkness in

which proper Victorians

buried all their vices. His vic-

tims, appropriately enough,
were prostitutes, whose very
existence wasn’t admitted in

this pious, respectable age.

But the Ripper turned the

spotlight on them as he oper-

ated with the weapon of the

new science—a bright, gleam-
ing scalpel. In dissecting pros-

titutes, he dissected the whole,
infected corpse of Victorian

morality. Jack the Ripper
murdered his age. His coming
was the symbol of change.”
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I whistled softly. “Maybe
you have something, Sam.
Other unknown killers com-
mitted atrocious crimes, but
it’s the Ripper we all remem-
ber. Maybe it’s because of the

unconscious symbolism in-

volved. Now, if you extend
your theory a little further—

”

“I have,” the General told

me. “Take Lizzie Borden. Look
at the hatchet-job she per-

formed on New England vir-

tue ! By the time that case was
closed, old ideas of Puritan
rectitude were dead forever.

This nation entered the new
industrial age.

“I tell you, Toynbee and
Spengler should have thought
of this ! You want to know the

truth about a historical pe-

riod? Never mind its heroes

—

study its murderers

!

“Interested in the economic
collapse of Europe in the

twenties ? Read about Landru,
and about the German butch-

ers who sold human flesh in

the open market. They smybo-
lize what happened perfectly.

And when our Depression

came, we had the Cleveland

Torso Slayer. Is there any bet-

ter way of dramatizing the

fate of the have-nots in that

period than what he did to the

tramps and derelicts who were
his victims?

“The Forties had their sym-
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bols, too. Tortured kids like

William Heirens. Remember
what he scrawied on the wall

above one victim’s body? ‘For
God’s sake stop me, before I

kill more.’ The perfect expres-
sion of the dilemma confront-

ing modern youngsters in the
dawning atomic age. We put
a weapon in his hand, a weapon
he had to carry and couldn’t

stop using. Youth couldn’t

have him, society couldn’t save
him. Now, in the Fifties

—

”

I nodded at him. “Let me
guess,’’ I said. “The Mad
Bomber, of course.’’

He made a harsh sound
which I had some difficulty in

identifying as a chuckle.

“That’s me. The Mad Bomb-
er.’’

“Now wait a minute. You
promised—

”

“Sure, I promised. 1 prom-
ised the Top Brass I’d sit up
here in this little room and
sweat out a crisis. It’s all so

easy. Just wait for the signal

and press a button. I don’t

have to launch the missiles

or guide the planes. I don’t

even have to know where they

go, or see what happens when
they reach their targets. But
I already know the answer.
This era is going to end, too.”

“Please, knock it off! May-
be that time will never come.”

“The time is coming.”
“Forget it.” I walked over

to him. “If I were you. I’d

work on that theory, instead.

Put it all down on paper, think
it through. If you can really

symbolize the end of an era
in its major murderers, then
perhaps you can find a new
approach to the whole prob-
lem. Maybe you’ve stumbled
on an offbeat way of getting

a real answer, the one we’ve
all been looking for. It’s worth
trying, Sam.”
A buzzer sounded, and I

jumped. But it was only the

summons from below, telling

me that my time was up.

“Got to go,” I said. “But
please, promise me you’ll play

around with this idea.”

“Occupational therapy,
eh?”

“Call it what you like. But
I’ll be interested in your final

conclusions.”

“All right,” he sighed.

“When I figure things out.

I’ll let you know.”

A moment later, I left. As
the door closed behind me, he

was back at his desk, staring

glassy-eyed at the little black

button on the wall.

I went right dowmstairs to

see a man named Voigt. He
wasn’t an officer and he was-
n’t a doctor; officially, he had
no title at all. But when he

spoke, everybody jumped.
I jumped, too.
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“Tell me about the Gen-
eral,” he said.

So I told him. I told him
everything, just as I’ve set it

down here. When I finished he
frowned and nodded.

“I was afraid of this,” he
muttered. “What you say only

confirms it. He’ll crack like

the rest of them.”
“There were others, too?”

“Naturally.” Voigt spread
his palms on the desk and
studied the backs of his hands.

“When we first set up this

Alert, we placed a private on
guard in the room—a simple
buck private. Nobody mini-

mized the importance of the

assignment, but aside from
the need for secrecy, we con-

sidered the actual duty to be
mere routine.

“Well, we were wrong.
Within forty-eight hours, the

private had disappeared.

AWOL. Fortunately, we man-
aged to catch up with him be-

fore he talked. Heaven knows
what kind of mob-hysteria
might have spread if we
hadn’t found him in time. But
at least we learned one thing.

We’d picked an ordinary pri-

vate on the theory that a man
of average intelligence would
be too insensitive to react to

the situation. That was a mis-

take.

“So we tried the opposite

extreme. A lieutenant this
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time, a brilliant career phys-

icist in civilian life. But he

isn’t a physicist now, and he’s

not a lieutenant, either. He’s

a catatonic case, a hebephrenic

curled up in a foetal position

in the bed of a military hos-

pital. It took just four days

for him to break.

“The General was next.

I’d hoped we’d found our an-

swer. Military indoctrination,

intelligence, maturity, emo-
tional stability. An ideal per-

sonality-profile, in our opin-

ion. We ran batteries of tests

on several hundred candi-

dates. None of the ratings

showed a prognosis as favor-

able as his. And he’s lasted

just nineteen days.”

“Why not just use all the

men you tested?” I suggested.

“Rotate them, on short

shifts?”

Voigt shook his head. “Im-

practical. A single slip and
secrecy is lost.- With hun-

dreds of men involved, or even

half a dozen, there’s bound to

be a leak sooner or later. No,

we need one man. The right

man.”
“How about yourself?” I

stared at him directly. “You
are a psychiatrist, are you

not?”
“Never mind what I am.

Titles and professional status

don’t enter into this problem.
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I’ll admit this suggestion was
considered. But medical men
are unfit, by the very nature
of their training. We lack the

emotional component to stand
up under the realization of

what would happen if that

button were pressed.”

“Maybe you’re anticipating

unduly,” I said. “Maybe the

General will hold the fort.”

“After what you just told

me about his theories?” Voigt
sighed. “Symbolic murderers !”

“But I believe it,” I mur-
mured. “Look, I’m no psy-

chiatrist, or penologist, either.

But I know something about
the criminal mind. I must
have published several million

words on crime and criminals

through the years. I’ve studied

and observed the destructive

tendencies—

”

Voigt nodded. “Of course.

You’ve channelized your own
aggressions, on paper. But
we’re dealing with reality

now, not symbols. The man
must be relieved from duty
immediately.”

He glanced up as a uni-

formed man strode into the

room. There was no exchange
of salutes or greetings; the

man crossed to the desk and
whispered a few words in

Voigt’s ear.

Voigt jumped up and mo-
tioned to me. “Come on,” he
said. “I was right.”

I followed the two of them
out into the corridor and up
the stairs. We came to the lit-

tle door. It stood open, un-
guarded. “Stay here,” Voigt
told the man. Then, to me,
“You’d better come inside and
see for yourself.”

We went in and Voigt
closed the door behind us.

The General was slumped
over his desk, the revolver at

his side. We could still smell

the cordite fumes. Voigt
walked over to the corpse but
didn’t bother to examine it.

Instead, he reached for a slip

of paper resting beneath the

General’s left hand.
“Read this,” he said, and

passed the paper over to me.
The message was short and

unsigned.

“Yes, there is an anstver.

Every age must have its syvi-

bolic murder. But today, mur-
der is not enough. There is

only one fitting crime and that

is—self-destruction.”

I passed the paper back.

“He must have done it rigA.t

after I left. The conclusion

was inevitable—modern man
will destroy himself. What
more proof do you need ttiat

the theory is correct?”

Voigt shook his head, “lie

just cracked under the strain,

like all the others. One sought

refuge in physical flight, one
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retreated into a psychotic

fugue, and the General took
suicide as a way out. There
is no such thing as a symbolic
murderer — it’s sheer non-
sense!”

Voigt shouldn’t have said

that.

Not about my theory.

Yes, my theory, of course,

just as it was my typewritten
note which I’d left next to the

General’s body after I shot him
with his own revolver there

in the soundproofed little

room.

It had taken me a long time
to learn about the room and
the revolver, but the rest was
simple. After all, haven’t I

been killing people on paper,

year after year? My scheme
had been foolproof, and I’m

sure I needn’t have betrayed
my hand even now. Voigt
would wonder what to do with
me, now that I knew the se-

cret, and he would worry about
finding a replacement for the

General; then he’d finally put
the two problems together and
arrive at the only logical so-

lution. He was ready to offer

me the chance to take the Gen-
eral’s place.

But the besetting weakness
of every writer is pride—and
I had mine.

So when he laughed at my
theory, I merely picked up the
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revolver and pointed it at his

ugly pot-belly.

And then I told him. Told

him everything. Told him what
it really means to “channelize

your agressions” as the stupid

psychiatrists put it. Yes, the

stupid psychiatrists who have
phrases and labels for every-

thing—but can’t see the truth

when it stares them in the

face or pours out of their tele-

vision tubes.

“This is the age of mass-

media,” I said. “The age of

mass-communication. And it’s

the age of mass-frustration,

too. So today’s symbolic mur-
derer has new weapons. The
printed page, the motion

picture and TV screen. Take
a look around you and you’ll

see violence and horror where-

ever you turn; violence and

horror supplied to frustrated

millions by writers like my-
self. We’re the symbolic mur-
derers, using our own fan-

tasies and projecting them be-

cause we don’t have the cour-

age or the opportunity to make
our secret desires come true.

“Well, I’ve got the courage,

and I’ve found the opportu-

nity. Right here, in this room,

with the panic button just

waiting to be pressed. Now
do you believe me?”

Voigt’s face was just a

gray, mumbling mask. “Yes,”

he whispered. “I believe you.”
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“Then get out.”

I squeezed the trigger of the

revolver ever so gently, and
he got out. I locked the door be-

hind him.

And then I just sat there.

Sat there and stared at the

little black button. For a lit-

tle while I was quite happy.
Happy for myself, and for all

the other writers in the world
who had to be content merely
to cut the throats of paper
dolls. Now I. was all those

writers, and I was Jack the

Ripper, too, and Landru and
Crippen and Hitler and Napo-
leon and Tamberlaine. I didn’t

have to do anything
;
the mere

knowledge was enough. The
knowledge that the little black

button was there, waiting. If

I wanted to press it, I could.

I could press the button and
explode the world.

And meanwhile, I could set

everything down here, just as

I’ve done, and nobody dared

stop me. Nobody dared try to

open the door or break it

down, because I have the gun.
But I might have known it

wouldn’t last forever. I might
have known Voigt was lying

—

that he really didn’t believe

my theory.

Because he came back. Yes,
he came back and stood out-

side the door and shouted at

me to come out, or they’d pump
cyanide gas into the room.
He thinks I’m crazy. He can

talk about killing me with cy-

anide gas and he thinks I’m
crazy

!

Well, there’s only one thing

for me to do now, of course.

I must prove my sanity. That’s

•the only way I can get Voigt
to believe me.
You understand that, don’t

you? You believe it’s true

about the symbolic murderer.
Or you will, in a moment.

Because I’ve just pressed the

button . .

.

THE END
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by S. E. COTTS

THE FUNHOUSE. By Benjamin Appel. 157 pp. Ballantine Books.
Paper: 35^.

Though Benjamin Appel has been writing for many years, this is

his first novel of the future. In it he joins the ranks of writers who
present their views of where the world is going to end up if it keeps
on going in its present insane direction. But though his subject may
be familiar, the treatment is definitely his own. Instead of the grim-
faced view of an Earth which has blown itself up, or which is under
some kind of totalitarian yoke, or which is squandering its men and
talents on fighting some interstellar war, as most of his contempo-
raries have chosen to do, Mr. Appel gives us a hilariously chilling

view of the.21st Century Pleasure State. Though the optional two-
hour workday, the Garden of Eden salons for women, and Paris-in-

Miami may sound like fun, they are not at all pleasant to contem-
plate when described by the author’s acid-tipped pen.

The only exception to this way of life is provided by those few
hardy souls who have chosen to live on certain portions of land set

aside as Keservations. There, hard work is still an ideal, or rather

a necessity, since all machinery invented after 1879 is prohibited.

But do these serious high-minded Reservationists get author Ap-
pel’s complete approval? I should say not! They are no safer from
his bite than the soft pleasure lovers.

The book is written in the form of an eyewitness report by the
Reservation Chief of Police. He has been drafted into the service

of his country to help track down a stolen detonator that is capable

of setting off all the stockpiled fission and fusion bombs in the world.

His report is complete with footnotes that help to throw additional

light on the state of the country by filling the reader in on past his-

tory and the meanings of various present fads and customs.
There is nothing particularly subtle about the author’s satire. It

has both bite and bark as he flails about, hitting everything in sight.
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The result is a kind of Keystone Cop humor. If there is any weak-
ness here, it is that Mr. Appel has given the reader too much of a
good thing. But he writes well, and when he’s at his freshest, that
is very good indeed.

THE PIRATES OF ZAN. By Murray Leinster. 163 pp. Ace Books.
Paper: 35^.

Here is another pleasant piece of lightweight science fiction, guar-
anteed for entertainment purposes only. It concerns Bron Hoddan,
an earnest young man from the planet Zan who wants to be an elec-

tronics engineer. You might think this is a laudable aim—but it

wasn’t considered so on his home planet. The only occupation there
was Space Piracy, and all his relatives were salty and thoroughly
unrespectable pirate types. So what does the earnest young man
do? He journeys to the highly civilized planet Walden and starts
building himself a good reputation. Instead of accomplishing his

purpose, he is jailed for a monstrous crime on a very flimsy pretext.

With this insult, he stops trying to disown his unconventional back-
ground any longer, and draws on all his shady knowledge to free
himself, gain his fortune, and marry the girl of his choice.

But, of course, he does not accomplish all these fine ends imme-
diately. The story takes him to still another planet, throws in an-
other girl, and brings back his unsavory relatives, in the meanwhile
poking fun at everything he encounters. This is undoubtedly not a
work for the ages, but it is enjoyable all the same.

THE SEA PEOPLE. By Adam Lukens. 221 pp. Avalon Books. $2.95.

This is quite a fine book, though in a sense the title is misleading.
True, the Sea People do play a large role in the story, but there is

another important strand in it, too. The main character is an Earth-
man named Dick MacCaishe who has been released from the Space
Service because of a crippling wound. During his many years as a
Spaceman he had become hard and unquestioningly obedient in the
pursuit of his duties, thus losing a large measure of individuality

and perspective. After his injury, he is thrown back upon his own
resources as a person, and, for the first time in many years, has to

form a meaningful moral and ethical basis for his actions.

MacCaishe is catapulted into the problems of the Sea People on
the planet Skywash, by circumstances beyond his control. And
though the basic story line concerns a struggle the Sea People are
having, the picture of MacCaishe’s mental and psychological de-

velopment is the finest achievement of the book. This is not to un-
derrate a good adventure yarn, but the very rareness of a fine

character study in science fiction literature is the factor that really

sets this novel apart.
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you say
Dear Editor:

I was surprised and delighted
to see my note printed in the
December Amazing. It inspired
me to write again.
“A Great Night in the Heav-

ens” is something to think
about. I feel that a magazine and
its readers profit by an occa-
sional piece for the old “think
tank.”

Alan E. Nourse has put to-

gether some used ingredients in

a tasty new way, for “Star
Surgeon” is an enjoyable story.

Perhaps you will commission
some authority to do an article

on the practicality of such a sit-

uation arising. I enjoy fact

articles, and this seems like a
good piece of meat for the grind-

er. I found the situation believ-

able.

I eagerly await January’s
Amazing, for the novel sounds
fascinating.

Miss Jacqueline Brice
2843 Van Buren
Alameda, California.

• Just a hint—upcoming nov-
els include a “Hunters" sequel
by Kelleam, and stories by Lein-
ster and Sheckley.

Dear Editor:

You have pretty well loused

up the whole deal, haven’t you?

From a magazine that used to

be actually fun to read, you have

managed to turn Amazing into

a bland, sterile mag. that under

no circumstances would make
one “wait anxiously” for the

next issue.

Who am I to say so? Only a

guy who has read Amazing for

twenty-two years. The first six-

teen in pleasure,—the last six in

despair! I have seen Amazing
decline from its pinnacle to its

present “we are still here” posi-

tion. And if the present trend

continues,—to “well,—we were

there.”

What’s the matter with you

people? You publish' a good, a

selling magazine for thirty

years, more or less. Then sud-

denly the U. S. explodes an atom
bomb and right away you re-

member that you published a

story about an atom bomb in the

long-ago 1934 issue of Amazing.

“Oh, boy! Ain’t we the smart

ones! We knew it all the time!

We ain’t just an old standby

pulp magazine, we are geniuses!

Let’s see now,—trimmed edges.
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real fancy—etc.—Headers? The
ones we got now? Oh, well, they
been O.K., but now that we are
so intellectual we can’t bother
with stories for them. We got to

write and publish stories for the
Van Effinghams. After all, we
got a reputation, now!”

Sure, you got a reputation,

—

a reputation for presenting the
reader with “meat” as Fay Han-
old puts it in the January is-

sue. —But, brother, let me tell

you the “meat” has been mighty
skimpy lately!

For several years you succeed-
ing editors have seen fit to make
great fun and point accusing
fingers at Ray Palmer for pub-
lishing the Shaver stories. Oh,
I never believed them, but I sure
as hell got a bang out of the fuss
about them. Silly? —Sure! . . .

But how does your circulation
compare with Palmer’s, dear
Editor? Do people write you let-

ters filled with acidity, a la

Jackson, Peterson, Moii-, Wal-
lace and other thousands of
fans, who no doubt now hi-

bernate sadly in their homes,
no longer contributing their

wrath/praise to the turncoat
(Amazing) who deserted them??
Or is it that you only publish
the “Oh, I loove Amazing, and I

been a reader for two whole
years!” letters.

I will continue to buy Amaz-
ing. I have no choice. Other
mags that adopted your policy
are long gone and most heartily

lamented, but since Amazing is

one of the three “space adven-
ture” mags on my present news-

. . . OR SO YOU SAY

stand and I am loyal. I’ll buy . .

.

hoping for betterment.

Jess Nash
844 W. Fullerton

Chicago, Illinois

• Don’t he silly, Cele Gold-

smith wasn’t even born in 193il

Dear Editor;

Your December issue of

Amazing was great. It easily liv-

ed up to the utmost of my expec-

tations, which were quite high

considering that resplendent

cover by Summers.
“Phantom Foot” by Phyllis

Gotlieb and “Knights of the

Dark Tower” by Wilson Kane
were the two best short stories

in that edition but I was also

very pleasantly delighted with

the ending Ed Ritter dedicated

to his story “The Lady in 17A.”

How about giving us some good

and gory horror stories in the

future?

“Star Surgeon” by Alan E.

Nourse was the best novel I

have ever read in Amazing. Al-

most all the way through it kept

me guessing, which is more than
I can say for many of the other

books I have read here and
abroad. Mr. Nourse did not, by
any means, degrade his charac-

ters by using such an obvious an-

swer to the virus mystery on the

seventh planet of Brucker 31

that any reader would think

“Why doesn’t the jerk see it

—

it’s so obvious.”

If you keep putting out edi-

tions like your -December one, I

would not mind paying twice as
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much as the present price.

However, I am not encouraging
you to raise your price.

Bob Adolfsen
9 Prospect Avenue
Sea Cliff, L. I., N. Y.

• Well, you can send us an
extra S5^ anytime you feel over-

enthusiastic.

Dear Editor:
I have just taken a subscrip-

tion to Amazing. This is the first

science fiction magazine that I

have subscribed to since coming
to the States six years ago from
England. My reason for doing
this is that the December issue

was so good I don’t want to

chance losing any more stories

like “Star Surgeon.” (Despite a
great similarity with Murray
Leinster’s “The Mutant Weap-
on” recently released.)

I read at least eight science

fiction magazines per month, not
to mention the novels that I con-

sume. Eleven years of undying
faith to the world of the future
have strengthened me so that I

believe that I know how to judge
a story for its merit and not just

its length or author.

Since, as an Editor, you are
probably looking for some idea
of the preferred type of story, I

must confess to a great affinity

for material that broadens my
knowledge, or appears logical,

e.g. “Star Surgeon” with its ap-
parent medical background into

which much research had obvi-

ously been made. It was an ex-

cellent job.

Here’s hoping you continue

with this high standard.

Paul H. Taylor

Box 375
Manchester, Conn.

• All of you readers who so

enjoyed Nourse’s “Star Sur-

geon” will be pleased to know
that the scheduled hard-cover

edition won the Junior Literary

Guild award. This was Nourse’s

(and Amazing’s) second con-

secutive JLG honor. The pre-

vious accolade went to “Gold in

the Sky.”

Dear Editor:

My hearty congratulations to

Mr. Osborn of the P. I. Usually

at his age, people are wont to be

just a little on the narrow-mind-

ed side where s-f is concerned.

I read Vol. 1, No. 1 of Amaz-
ing also and so far as I know,

have not missed a copy other

than during my service in

WW 2.

I read all the s-f magazines

and would probably be hard put

to remember which story was
published in which magazine

but, at the risk of committing

the ultimate faux pas, will state

my choice as the Lensmen se-

ries. I’ll back up Mr. Osborn in

his choice of the worst.

My only complaint at the pres-

ent is the infiltration of ghost

stories, etc., into your magazine.

I love s-f and detest tales such

as Mr. Kane’s in the December

issue. It was well written but

should have rerouted to Weird
Tales. “Star Surgeon” was ex-
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cellent and was one I hated to

finish.

One comment in closing. Bet
Mr. Osborn didn’t have to sneak
his Amazing into the house un-
der his shirt as I did. Ah . . .

those covers!

Frank H. Terrell

3856 B St.

Granite City, 111.

• Those were the days, eh?

Dear Editor:

Your remarks in the January
issue to Rebecca Graham, who
wanted to know how to find

paperback books, lend support to

my impression that editors, al-

though aware that there are dis-

tribution problems, are not too

clear on what those problems
are. You have been in New Y'ork

too long.

You told her that books re-

viewed in The Spectroscope are
on sale in bookstores, depart-
ment stores, and drugstores
throughout the country. How-
ever, most towms—defining the
term as incorporated communi-
ties of whatever size—have no
book.store. Johnstowui, Pennsyl-
vania (pop. 63,000) has none.
Altoona (77,000) has one, com-
bined w’ith a “gifte shoppe,”
and it has not heard of science
fiction. Paterson, New' Jersey,

(140,000) and none three or
four years ago, at least.

Also, I should be wdlling to

bet that most towns—same defi-

nition — have no department
store. Clearfield (12,500) has
one; it does not sell books and

would be offended at any sug-

gestion that it should.

Your suggestion that Miss
Graham write to the publishers

won’t help her much, since she
wanted to know how to address
them. A significant proportion
of publishers are not in New
York City. Further, reviewers

give the publishers by such

names as Gold Medal, Avon,

Crest, Signet, Permabook.s, etc.

These are in fact not publishers

at all, but trademarks used by
publishing houses having quite

different names.
There is another point that

makes it difficult to get paper-

backs after reading a review.

Dealers tell me they keep such

books only ninety day.s. I pre-

sume reviewers get their copies

when the book hits the stands.

By the time the review is pub-

lished the unsold copies have

been returned.

Dr. Raymond Wallace

212 S. Front Street

Clearfield, Pennsylvania

• You’re quite right about the

difficulty of hook-buying in

smaller towns. Probably the sur-

est way to get the paperback

you want is to write to the pub-

lisher. All publishers and their

addresses are listed by their

line-name in such reference

books as Literary Market Place,

Books in Print, and Paperback
Books in Print. AH of these vol-

umes should be available at the

Public Library. Many publish-

ers will, on request, send cata-

logs of their new books.
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COMPLETE

BOOK-LENGTH NOVEL

SEVEN

FROM
THE STARS

By

MARION ZIMMER BRADLEY

IllUSTRATED by FINLAY

SPECIAL BULLETIN : Released from
News Services of Galactic

Centre, received at Dvaneth.

The starship NORTHWIND,
carrying colonists to an iso-

lated sun in the Spiral Arm,
has imploded.

The Master Panel which
carries sensitive studs corre-

sponding to the self-destroy-

ing implosion units in-

stalled, for obvious reasons,

in all space-craft, confirmed
today that the implosion
device of the northwind
has gone dead.

Cause of the disaster is

unknown. The NORTHWIND
may have deviated consider-
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scream, and a violent shock coursed through

augmentator shattered into countless pieces.



ably from her cornyuted
covrse, and possibly have
strayed into the Closed
Planets. It is surmised that

the ship may have been
threatened with capture by
Rhu’inn-dominated ships,

and that the crew may have
destroyed the NORTHWIND to

prevent passengers from
falling into the dread Rhu’-
inn hands.

The escape of any sur-

vivors is unlikely. Lifeships
are not released prior to

implosion unless a planet is

detected within lifeship

range—the swift death of
implosion being more merci-
ful for possible survivors
than a lingering death drift-

ing in interstellar space.

There are relatively few
stars in that section of the
Spiral Arm, amd of these,

only a fraction are pos-

sessed of habitable planets.

The probability that the

NORTHWIND may have re-

leased lifeships in the vi-

cinity of any of these plan-

ets is astronomically small.

The crew and passengers

of the NORTHWIND must for

all practical purposes be

considered legally dead.

. . . BUT there were seven

survivors ....

CHAPTER T

Get clear, get clear!" Reidel

shouted, “the units are set

to go off almost at once after

we surface! Grab the kits and
run, but get clear!”

Still dazed with the long

agony of deceleration from in-

terstellar space, the handful of

survivors stumbled from the

lifeship—which, like the mother
ship, carried a self-destroying

mechanism, set to implode on

surfacing.

They got their first look at

one another in that moment
when they emerged into glaring

yellow sunlight and dusty, wind-
swept space. They didn’t waste
time looking. They fled, scatter-

ing like seeds blown by intang-

ible disaster, across sandy waste-

land that seemed to heave and
sway under their groping feet.

Behind Reidel one of the

women caught her foot, twisted

her ankle and fell heavily to the

ground. Reidel picked her up,

not unkindly but with desperate

ha.ste, and shoved her along.

“This is far enough,” he

shouted, “Lie flat! Get down!”
Glancing back over his shoulder,

Reidel saw the little ship for the

first and last time, still glowing

crimson from their brief, sear-

ing trip through atmosphere.

The old man collapsed rather

than fell, and Reidel bent over

him, thrusting a hand into the

neck of his shirt, a pulse, thin

and dicrotic, quivered crazily

under his touch, and Reidel's

hand came away reddened. The
tall women-—he hadn’t looked at

her—dropped to her knees beside

them.
“Is he—dead?”
“Not quite.”
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The others had thrown them-
selves flat into the sand, and
Reidel heard one of them still

crying in convulsive spasms. The
tall woman was still standing
like a frozen statue, staring at

the pulsing red of the ship. Rei-
del, straightening from the in-

ert form of the old man with the
.smashed chest, stared too, at the
glowing, pulsing shimmer in

the sunlight.

Then the crimson frame
buckled and erupted skyward.
Shouting, Reidel threw him.self

forward, dragging the woman
down. Then the blast of sound
and thundering inrush of tor-

mented air rocked the desert
while the units vibrated—frag-
mentized — vaporized — atom-
ized. A crimson glow lingered
where the ship had been

; drift-

ed, wavered and was gone.

On the sand of the alien

world nothing remained but a
little heavy, dark-reddish dust,

unstirred by the wind.

“Well,” said Reidel in a cu-
rious flat voice, “that is most
emphatically that."

Letting the woman fall, tum-
bled and passive, from his arms,
he rose and looked around.
A flat and sandy wasteland

.stretched to a horizon of low
hills, .speckled wdth a blackish
mottling of small shrub.s. In the
sand a dry and bunchy grass
grew sparsely, in clump.s. There
were a few pricky bushes and
low', leafless trees, stunted and
twisted and blackened.

Reidel scowled at the scene.
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At one edge of the sky a yellow-

ish sun was either rising or
setting—in the flurry of the
automatic landing there hadn’t
been time to determine the pe-
riod of the planet’s rotation, or
anything else about it—except
that it was habitable. If the
ship’s automatic meters had not
registered a range of tempera-
ture and atmosphere that could

support human life, the meters
themselves would have locked

the Implosion Units. And then
they would have died very quick-

ly and mercifully and without
knowing they were going to die.

It was cold, or it seemed cold

to Reidel. He looked around
again, automatically counting

the survivors. Most of them
were strangers

;
ReideTs work

had kept him too busy for the

social life of the passengers.

But he knew, vaguely, who they

were
The old man with the smash-

ed chest W'as Kester; he was
some sort of minor official on

the ship’s staff, Reidel wasn’t

sure w'hat. Reidel had found him
lying senseless and bleeding in

the lifeship bay, flung there by
buckling metal through a gap in

the corridor that had not been
there seconds before.

-The dark slender woman was
stretched lankly on the sand.

Reidel knew only her name; she

was Cleta, one of the aristocrat-

ic ca.ste of telepaths from Vi-

alles, and even in the crowded
society of the spaceship, the

Viallaii telepaths held them-
selves haughtily aloof from the
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rest. Beside her a dark, sturdy
boy, just edging out of adoles-

cence, was blinking, half dazed,

his head propped in his hands.
He was Arran, one of the ap-
prentice engineers in the Rim
Room of the starship.

Crouched in a taut huddle, his
face hidden, a misshapen dwarf
knelt in the sand, oblivious to

all but his own agony. He was
Mathis, one of the ten telem-
paths who had been so carefully
shielded from contact with the
mental babble of the packed hu-
mans in the spaceship. Like all

his kind he was physically a
ruin, warped and hunchbacked,
and although young in years, his
dark coarse hair was already
streaked with long dashes of
white. At his feet a half-grown
girl, albino pale, raised herself
to her knees, shielding great
bruised eyes from the sunlight.
Then she struggled to her feet
and glanced, just once, at the
empty, charred patch where the
lifeship had been.

The seventh and last of the
survivors, a young woman
heavy with child, had been flung

helpless into the clumped grass,

and .still lay there, not moving.
The albino child went slowly to-

ward her, bent and raised the

pregnant girl with gentle hands.

“Here, Linnit,” she said in a

soft and reedy voice, “have a
look at our new home, won’t
you?’’

Then she turned, looking up
at Reidel with a child’s apprais-

ing stal e. She had a child’s face,
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and a child’s body still imma-
ture under a childish smock

; but
the great eyes were not child-

ish. They were far too wise, far

too mature for her few years.

She had the freak coloring that
marked out the hypersensitive

empath; and Reidel shrank be-

fore the intense wisdom and
compassion in those wide eyes.

She said, “I know you, don’t

I ? You’re Reidel. You looked aft-

er the animals, didn’t you?”

Reidel nodded. Then, aware
that he must speak or die of the

idiot laughter that bubbled up
from nowhere in him—he had
spent so much time and worry
trying to transport those accurs-

ed animals across space in good

condition! Reidel said, “Your
name is Dionie, I think. Do you

know all the others?”

Cleta said, without stirring,

her face still pressed to the dust,

“It’s all gone. It’s gone. What
are we going to do?”
The pregnant one—Dionie

had called her Linnit—was on

her feet now, whimpering, try-

ing with clumsy fingers to pick

out the thorns from her hands.

Dionie took the torn hands in

hers, gently pulling out the

prickers.

“This is Linnit, and that’s

Cleta.”

Cleta sat up and flung back

her long dark hair, flinching

when she moved her hand. Arran
got up and turned toward Rei-

del. He said, “Do you know
what happened?”

Reidel shook his head. “No.

Don’t you? I was off-shift and
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sleeping, and the alarm bells

went off, and the ceiling in my
cabin hit the floor, and I decided
it was time to get out of there.

The next thing I knew we were
all in the lifeship and it was
kicking loose.”

Arran shook his head slowly.

“I don’t know a thing. They’d
been running double shifts in

all the drive rooms, for some
reason, but none of the engineers
would tell me why.”

“I don’t suppose it makes a
bit of difference,” Reidel said at

last. “We’re here. I don’t think
any of the other lifeships got
loose—none of them answered
the signals. Do you know where
we are, Arran?”
“Somewhere in the Closed

Planets, I suppose.”

“What, exactly, does that

mean?” Cleta demanded.
Her arrogant tone annoyed

Reidel. “Is this the time to stand
around asking questions? If

your brain is so empty it needs
something to rattle around, you
might come here and look after
this man—” he indicated the
limp Kester—“instead of asking
questions about Galactic Poli-

tics!”

“I thought it might help to

know where we are,” Cleta said,

“and what we are up against.

And you seem to be taking

charge.”

“If you can do better, you’re

welcome to try,” Reidel retorted.

“That sun’s lower than it was.
If it keeps going down at that

rate, it will be dark in a few
minutes. We’ve got to make a
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fire. There’s no telling how cold

it gets here, or
—

” he paused;

there was no point in mention-

ing other dangers. “I wonder if

these bushes will burn?”
“I should think so. They’re

dry enough.” Arran studied

their black, twisted limbs.

“Ouch!” He shook his hand and
sucked at it. “Careful—thorns!”

“Everything wm’ve seen so

far has thorns.” Reidel hoped
none of them were poisonous,

and decided not to mention that

either. Cleta was moving around
stiffly, collecting the survival

kits they had found in the life-

ship. She knelt and started to

unfasten one, but Reidel’s heavy
hand fell on her shoulder.

“Leave that for now. You’re

able-bodied, go and help them
gathering wood. Fuel—fire’s

what we need most, now.”

Cleta shook off his hand and
obeyed. Reidel worked in tense

haste, dragging the heavy dead

trees into a little hollow where
a ridge of banked sand gave

some slight protection from the

cutting wind. Dionie, too frail

to lift the branches, raked the

dry tumbleweeds together, ig-

noring their stinging prickers.

The last rim of the sun van-

ished into a dull twilight. Reidel

knelt, trying to make his pocket

flare catch fire; choking on the

rank smoke when the dry weeds
smoldered for an instant and
went out. He crouched, swear-

ing, shielding the flame against

the wind.
In the cold lee of the piled
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brush, a tiny desolate moan
sounded, and Cleta, biting her
lips against the pain in her own
injured hand—a manicure tool

had been driven through the
palm, in the first shock wave
that had smashed half the pas-
senger deck into scattered
rubble—crept around the bushes.
She found Linnit lying there,
curled into a forlorn heap and
wailing softly.

It was not in Cleta’s nature
to think much about anyone ex-
cept herself; nor did she now.
The weeping lacerated her al-

ready torn nerves, and she snap-
ped, “Stop that, will you? What
good does it do?”

Linnit wept, “I wish I were
dead !

”

“So do I,” .said Cleta brutally.
The cold tone was better than
sympathy; Linnit made some ef-
fort to control her tears, then
twisted in sudden pain and cried
out.

“What’s the matter?” Cleta
asked unsympathetically. “I

didn’t know you were hurt.” Her
own hand throbbed like searing
fire, and she wrung it softly to

ease the burning pain.

“I don’t—oh, I don’t know!”
Linnit wailed. Cleta tried, with-
out success, to disentangle her-
self from the strangling clutch
of the thin arms, but Linnit
gripped her in frantic terror
and Cleta could not get away
wdthout hurting her.

The branches finally caught
fire, and Keidel sighed with
hoarse relief as a flame lurched

upward. He stretched cramped
and stiffened legs. “Now if the

women have those kits ready
—

”

he began, then his eyes fell on
Cleta where she knelt beside

Linnit. “What’s the matter with
her?” he asked.

“I don’t know, I don’t know!”
“You wouldn’t know% would

you?” Mathis the telempath
dragged himself from the shad-

ows. “There’s nothing much
wrong with her.” His tight

smile held a relishing malice, as

if he thoroughly enjoyed their

ignorance of the situation. “The
baby is coming. That’s all.”

Reiclel .swore wearily. “As if

w'e hadn’t enough trouble with-

out that!”

He let himself drop to the

sand. The unfamiliar darkness,

the foul smoke and the .strangers

clustered around him made a

noisy confu.sion in his mind. He
didn’t feel fit to do the thinking

for all of them. He wished

somebody else wmuld speak up.

But nobody did, so Reiclel made
his voice rude and intentionally

harsh.

“Well, we can sit around and
hold a wailing-ceremony, or we
can' decide what to do. Unless

women are different from other

female animals,” he put it as

roughly as he could, to shock

the women quiet, “it will be

some time before we have to

worry about Linnit. Meanwhile
—who’s hurt, and how’ badly?

And w'hat’s in these so-called

survival kits? Maybe in the

morning, we’ll find we’re safe on

a Galactic Planet, and maybe
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we won’t. But tonight we’re on
our own, so let’s start making
up our minds whether we want
to live or die?” It was the long-

est speech he had ever made in

his life.

Dionie began to slit one of

the kits with her fingernail.

There was a whirring sound,

and then a taped voice, speaking
Standard

:

“Attention; you are cau-

tioned to destroy every item
in these kits before making
contact with 'populations

outside the Dvaneth Feder-
ation unless they are identi-

cal with articles of local

manufacture. Attention; you
are cautioned to destroy . .

.”

Dionie took her hand away
and the voice stopped. Then she
began to lift out small sealed

packets. Rations; not much.
Pliable sealed flasks labelled

Water. From betw'een the pack-
ets, thin folds of all-purpose

synthetic fabric fell loose—it

was warm and impervious with-
out being bulky, and could be
molded and sealed into any
shape of garment without sew-
ing—folds and folds of the
stuff, tightly compressed to
cushion the other articles. A
vagrant ripple quirked the al-

bino girl’s mouth:
“Does that warning notice

mean that if they wear other
kinds of clothing here—or if

they don’t wear any, we have to

go naked too?”

“It means exactly what it

says.”

The girl looked at the ground.
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“I know. I just thought it was
funny.”

“I’m glad something’s fun-

ny,” Reidel said without anger.

“They wear clothes,” Arran
muttered, “It’s cold!”

Dionie was still exploring the

packets. “A knife, and—^what’s

this thing, Reidel?”

The man turned the gadget
over. “Water-detector.” He pok-

ed in the folds of cloth. “Any-
thing more?”
Arran lifted up the last

item. “Shocker,” he murmured.
“That’s in case we meet vicious

beasts or—or other things they

might have here.”

Linnit exclaimed, “And that’s

all? And they call it—survival?”

“That’s all,” Reidel said,

“just enough to permit us to

survive for a little while. After

this, we adapt, like it or not. It’s

a
—

” he fumbled for words, not

articulate in abstract thinking,

and Arran said it for him:
“A lifeline of Dvaneth culture

would only retard our adapta-

tion—serve as a cushion. We’ll

adapt whether we want to or

not—it’s part of the condition-

ing they give us. This is just J;o

keep us alive until that subcon-

scious reflex takes over and
starts adapting us and—and
changing us to fit the planet.

Being at the mercy of the new
world—forces you to forget

about possible help, and go

ahead and adapt
—

”

“And if you’re going to die,

it doesn’t prolong the agony,”

Mathis finished cruelly. Cleta
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flinched and let Linnit slide

from her lap.

“Reidel, is there any hope that
this is a Federation Planet?”

"I'm afraid not. In the whole
Spiral Arm, there are only seven
or eight Dvaneth Federation
planets. The most we can hope
for is that it’s a recorded planet,

with a Watcher stationed here.”

“And if there is a Watcher

—

how do we find him?”
It was very dark now and

Reidel was glad she could not see

his face. “That’s another prob-
lem we’ll solve later,” he said.

Arran paced uneasily in the
dark. “The lifeship must have
made a track in atmosphere.
Even primitive people have pho-
ton-conversion detectors, don’t

they?”

Mathis laughed sourly. Reidel
said, “We’ll hope so,” and began
to unwrap one of the ration

packets. “We ought to eat some-
thing and then rest.”

Mathis’ thin laughter cut the
silence. “Little rest any of us
will have tonight—^ha, Linnit?”

Reidel sighed. He wished
Mathis would shut up. He wish-
ed they would all shut up.

Dionie and Arran were holding
up well under the shock, but they
were too young to be much help.

Already he resented Cleta, and
Linnit’s whimpering, sorry as he
felt for the girl, rubbed his

nerves raw. And Mathis—who
should have helped—was mak-
ing matters worse with his jeers.

Perhaps he should have left

everything to Mathis from the
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beginning. But he wasn’t used to

telempaths.

Most of the races called human
are telepathic to a greater or
lesser degree. But ordinary tele-

paths receive and transmit only

worded thoughts ; hence telep-

athy between different lan-

guage groups—or even those

whose education and environ-

ment have given them widely

varying sets of semantic value

symbols—is almost impossible.

A scattered few were like Di-

onie, empaths—endowed with the

ability to pick up emotions and
sensations of those around them.

The telempath, rarest of hu-

man sports, was capable of prob-

ing, not only the thoughts and
sensations of all humans and
some nonhumans, but of trans-

lating these alien concepts into

the language and concepts of any

other race. They had originally

been bred for woi'k among
the nonhuman Rhu’inn. That

was long before the Dvaneth

Federation abandoned the possi-

bility of peacefully resolving the

Rhu’inn menace. The main char-

acteristic of the telempath was
adaptability ;

an adaptability

that was fantastic.

Their powers were almost leg-

endary; Reidel had never seen

one before, for they lived in

strict seclusion. He thought, I

can see why! Mathis certainly

wasn’t the type who’d win any

popularity contests.

Dionie and Arran were trying

to make Kester comfortable on a

length of the cloth.

“You can’t help him,” Mathis
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said to Reidel in an undertone,

“he’s bleeding inside the skull,

too. He’s going to die.”

Reidel rose and flung more of

the piled wood on the fire. The
pungent smoke stung his eyes
and he covered them with his

hands, trying to hold back a
strangling cough. The loss of the

ship that had been their city

and their world, the long sus-

tained suspense of escape had the

numbing, unreal quality of a

nightmare, and now it was as if

he woke and found the night-

mare was real.

Near the fire, Cleta was coax-

ing the reluctant Linnit to swal-

low a few mouthfuls. Her own
face wore a look of patient exas-

peration that would have amused
Reidel if anything could have
amused him now. Of all the

times for Linnit’s baby to be
born! Reidel, accustomed to be-

ing around animals, knew that

such things didn’t wait on any-
one’s convenience, but it was a
complication. He wondered if

either Cleta or Dionie had the
faintest idea what to do for
Linnit.

He supposed these things
came naturally to women ; they’d

have to manage the best they
could

The process of adaptation had
not yet begun; Reidel was still

very much a man of Dvaneth.
He had been an animal handler,

breeder and trainer for a dozen
years, but it never crossed his

mind to question the custom of
his own planet—^which forbade

the study otf human childbirth to

men, relegating all such things

to the province of women.
Looking up, his mouth full, he

met Mathis’ inscrutable eyes and
wondered if the telempath read

his thoughts and if so, why he

didn’t say something helpful.

He rose to his feet and sur-

veyed the dark wasteland. As far

as the eye could see, nothing;

nothing except blackness and

blankness, shadowy trees, queer

rustles and chirps in the unfamil-

iar night. A few stars sprinkled

the dark sky in strange patterns.

A dull, misty-white streak, the

Galactic Arm, proclaimed their

distance from Dvaneth ; their

home planet was in the very

center of the Arm, and the Dvan-

eth night was almost brighter

than day. The faint faraway
twinkle of the distant lights

filled Reidel with a terrible sense

of isolation.

“Reidel—?”
The man turned, realizing he

had come some distance from

the fire. “I’m here, Arran,” he

said. But he couldn’t go back

just yet, to listen to Linnit’s

whining and Mathis’ jeers and

think of ways to turn aside

Cleta’s barbed contempt. He
needed a minute to himself.

“We shouldn’t both leave the

women at once.”

“Mathis will look after them,

better than I could. Let me come
with you, Reidel.”

Reidel suddenly knew what
was in Arran’s mind and was
outraged that it should have oc-

curred to either of them. Anger
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chilled his voice. “I’m not going
to desert. I want to climb one
of those knolls and see if I can
make out anything on the hori-

zon that looks like a light, a
city, a beacon, any place where
humans might live.’’

Arran went back toward the
fire. Reidel walked on, accus-
toming his muscles to the feel

of the firm soil under his feet,

the pull of a planet’s gravity
again. Once he put a foot on
some small live thing that scur-
ried away into the grass and
once he scratched his hand on a
thorn. Abruptly his stride was
broken, and he recoiled, the
breath knocked out of him; he
had blundered against some-
thing in the dark.

Recovering his balance, he ex-
tended a cautious hand. A wire,
about as thick as the seam in
his clothing, was stretched taut,

breast-high, in front of him.

Now, faced with the evidence
of intelligent life—for wires did
not stretch themselves across

barren fields—he wished for

Arran’s refused light. A more
impulsive man would have
shouted to his companions, but
Reidel decided to explore before
he raised or shattered their

hopes.

He followed . the wire by
touch. It was barbed and with-
out electrical charge, and was
nailed into a rough-surfaced
post. On a hunch he ran his

hands down the post. It was a
fence of four wires, and they
were spaced just far enough

apart that Reidel could wriggle
through if he wanted to. He
hesitated, not sure that he did

want to.

The planet was obviously in-

habited. The fact of a fence pos-

tulated intelligence, and some-

thing to be kept in or kept out.

He wished he were the kind of

a thinker who could deduce the

level of a civilization from a sin-

gle artifact. With sudden deci-

sion he bent and stuck one leg

through the fence, hauling his

body after it.

A low ditch, waterless, bor-

dered the fence. He crossed it

and came up on a flat, hard sur-

face. Amazed at the change of

texture under his feet, he bent

and felt it. Some hard, non-me-

tallic substance, too smooth for

natural rock—a road? He v/as

about to scramble back and yell

to Arran for a light, when a pair

of distant lights struck across

his eyes.

Yellow, spaced about the span

of his two arms from one an-

other, they swung up noisily

over the dark horizon, throwing
a beam of light almost' to Rei-

del’s feet, and roared toward
him at incredible speed. Reidel

sprang back and threw himself

flat in the ditch, hoping to be

unobserved by the monster ma-
chine. In the fan of light he

made out a metal hull, four

humm.ing wheels
;
then the lights

flashed past and through glass

panes Reidel saw two unmistak-
ably human heads.

He lay flat until the last red

glimmer was hidden by a rise in
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the road; then, spent with emo-
tion, picked himself up. It was
a human world, then. And the
thing was neither a monster nor
a robot, simply a surface ve-
hicle of some kind.

Someone screamed his name
and. Reidel clambered hastily

through the fence and hurried
back toward the fire. “It’s all

right,” he called, “I’m here.”

Dionie flung herself wildly on
him. “Oh, we heard it roaring

—

we saw the lights-"-” Her thin

arms gripped him with terrified

force, and Reidel let her cling

to him.

“There, there, it was only a

car of some kind, there were
men inside.”

“Oh—” she pulled away, sud-

denly aware and shy again. As
Reidel stepped into the narrow
circle of firelight, Cleta and
Arran flung hasty, expectant

questions at him.

“They didn’t see me. I hid in

the ditch.”

“Why didn’t you signal

them?” Cleta demanded, “they

might have been able to help

us!”

“I didn’t know who—or what
—they were.”

She said in chilly sarcasm,
“How very cautious of you,”

and turned away. Reidel, notic-

ing some constraint in her
movement, reached out and
caught her hand; she tried to

pull away, but he drew her into

the firelight and with strong
fingers, turned her wrist over
and unclosed her hand. The

palm was clotted with dried

blood.

“Why didn’t you show me this

before?”
Cleta was trembling with

rage, “You were too busy order-

ing us around!”
Reidel frowned. “How did you

do it?”

“A—a manicure knife went
through my hand when—when
the alarm sounded—it’s noth-

ing, I’ll look after it
—

”

Reidel paid no attention, mo-
tioning Arran to hold a light

close. “Don’t be foolish. If any

of the tendons are cut, you’ll

have trouble.” He probed and
examined it with meticulous

care. It was beneath Cleta’s dig-

nity to struggle; she curled up
her lip and said, “You seem to

know a great deal. Just who do

you think you are?”

“Does that hurt?” He bent

one of her fingers. “I’ve had
four hundred animals under my
care since we left Dvaneth, and
if we’d reached the colony. I’d

have stood in for the medical

man when he was busy.” He was
annoyed at himself because he

bothered to explain. Cleta shrug-

ged and suffered his attentions

with detachment, and when Rei-

del had done everything he
could, which wasn’t much, re-

marked scornfully, “I hope there

are no alien bacteria or fungus
here! These important survival

kits didn’t include medical sup-

plies!”

“Short sighted of them,
wasn’t it,” said Reidel wearily.

“No, far-sighted,” Mathis
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murmured, “survival of the

strong. Anyone who isn’t, is sup-

posed to die in a hurry and be

oif the others’ hands.’’

Keidel swung round and said

through clenched teeth, “If you
have any more disgusting ideas,

keep them to yourself, will

you?”
Linnit made a stifled sound,

and Cleta turned to rejoin her.

Keidel held her for an additional

minute. “Can you manage?”
Cleta’s thin shoulders went

up and down. “I’ll have to, un-

less—you say the planet’s in-

habited by men. Kester’s dying,

and Linnit—needs help. If hu-

mans live here
—

”

“There’s nothing we can do

in the dark.”

“But what are we going to

do?’’ Cleta sounded desperate.

“We can’t just—just stay here
and wait, can we?”

“Until daylight,” Keidel said,

trying to summon calm and au-

thority, “that is just exactly

what we are going to do.”

Arran’s voice cracked. “But

we don’t even know how long

the nights are! If we wait for

that sun to come up again, we
may sit here till we die! Any-
thing’s better than just—wait-

ing
—

”

Suddenly, they were all rag-

ing at Keidel. Cleta shrieked,

“We’ll die here, you want us to

die here— !”

Keidel took one step toward
the girl, his hand lifted; he
caught himself just before the

blow landed, and only grabbed
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her arm with heavy fingers,

roaring, “Hold your noise! If

you have hysterics. I’ll choke

you!”
Linnit began to cry again,

noisy childish sobs, and Cleta

struggled wildly, clawing at Kei-

del’s set face. Her nails raked

down his cheek. Arran came and
flung restraining arms around
Keidel, and Keidel, his wrath
diverted, whirled and caught

the boy a heavy blow across the

cheek. Arran sprang aside, and
swung open-handed, his slap

sending Keidel reeling. Keidel

clenched his fists and squared

away. If they were going to

fight, he’d settle it now.

Suddenly Dionie cried out and

dropped to her knees beside

Mathis. “Oh, what is it, what’s

the matter?” she begged, “Look

what you’ve done, you fools!”

The telempath was sprawled

sidewise on the sand, eyes

closed. “You brutal idiots,”

Dionie wept, “why do you think

telempaths are kept in isolation ?

You’ve thrown him into shock

with your fighting and shouting,

maybe you’ve killed him! Get

me some water, you fool!”

Shaken into soberness, Keidel

did as she asked.

The dwarf’s collapse had

cooled Keidel’s anger like a flood

of ice. Cleta, her tall tense body

trembling, went silently toward

Linnit. Keidel started to follow,

but the woman spun to face him
in passionate defiance.

“Have enough decency to stay

away!”
“I didn’t realize

—
” Keidel
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averted his eyes from Linnit.

"Can I do anything at all?”

“You men had better go

around to the other side of the

fire,” Cleta directed. Reidel lin-

gered, though Arran had al-

ready lifted the half-conscious

Mathis and was carrying him to

a sheltered place. “Cleta—

”

“Will you go?” she flung at

him shrilly, and Reidel went.

The night grew chill. The men
waited, shivering, on the far

side of the fire. After a time
Linnit’s whimpers deepened to

steady moaning. Later Dionie,

whiter than when the ship blew,

came around the fire and drop-

ped there in a shaking heap. To
Reidel’s concerned question she
said, “I’m a—a no-good, freak-

ish coward—and Cleta knows

—

she knew it was—” she couldn’t

finish. She muffled her face in

her hands, crying silently and
miserably. Arran lifted his eye-

brows and Reidel said tersely,

“Empath. She was feeling every-
thing Linnit was.”
Arran shut his eyes with a

whistle of dismay.

The night dragged by.

After a long time Linnit

screamed and Reidel found him-
self on his feet and, without
really planning it, around the

fire. Cleta motioned him back,

outraged. Reidel, angry though
he was at her obtuseness, tried

to speak kindly.

“Let me try to help, Cleta. I

probably know more—”
“About animals,” she flung at

him in stinging scorn.

"A woman’s an animal, basi-

cally,” Reidel pointed out, keep-

ing his temper on leash. “Cleta,

ordinary customs don’t apply,

this is an emergency.”
“The standards of decency—

”

“—decency!” Reidel’s phrase

was straight from the gutter. It

shocked Cleta into silence. She
moved aside and let Reidel take

her place.

The fire smoldered to coals.

Linnit whimpered now and
then, but there was no more
screaming

;
only Reidel’s voice

at long intervals, low and reas-

suring. Mathis crouched apart,

his eyes squeezed shut in fran-

tic rejection, trying to shut

away the whole interplay of

naked emotions from which he

had been sheltered all his life.

After a long time there was
a queer sharp small sound and
Dionie came awake with a gasp

and a cry, starting upright,

then, with a long sigh, went
limp and quiet and fell instantly

asleep again.

On the other side of the fire,

Reidel covered Linnit and

smoothed down her hair—the

sort of absent-minded, habitual

gesture that he would give any
suffering small animal, then

looked up at Cleta. She was
wrapping up the baby, awkward-
ly like a woman who has never

handled one. She tucked it in

beside Linnit, who was already

sleeping in exhaustion, then

rose to her feet.

“I don’t know what to say,

Reidel. I behaved like a fool.”

“It’s all right. I don’t think
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any of us knew what we were
doing.”

Then Reidel made what he
knew afterward was the worst
mistake of his life. Cleta seemed
suddenly so lovely and gentle,

that he could not resist the im-

pulse to put his arms around her
and draw her against him. She
swayed, caught off balance, in

surprise and momentary yield-

ing, but as his face touched hers,

she gasped, bringing up her
hands quickly to prevent him.

He let her go at once, but the
momentum of outrage carried

her on, and she struck him,
hard, across the mouth. “You
must be mad,” she said, trem-
bling, “Get away from me!”

Before her blazing eyes, Rei-
del knew that if he said anything

,

—above all any word of apol-
ogy—it would double and triple

his offense. He went like a
whipped slave, tasting blood
from his broken lip; but his
pulse pounded savagely and it

was several minutes before he
could calm his breathing.

He mended the fire. Kester’s
body was a long, stark darkness,
and Reidel bent over him, not
surprised to find that the old

man’s fluttering breaths had fi-

nally ceased.

One dead and one born. They
were still seven . . .

He flung himself down, near
enough the fire that he would
know if it died, and closed his

eyes.

Sleep did not come for quite a
long while, but finally his mind
gave way to exhaustion.

Flying Saucer, says Branzell!

Search Called Off For Wreckage
of Plane

Levelland, Texas: Texas
Rangers today called oft a
search for the wreckage of

a plane which reportedly

crashed over the million

acre Branzell ranch late yes-

terday. The unsuccessful

search was called off in the

early hours of this morning
when the Rangers were for-

mally notified that no com-
mercial, military or private

plane had been reported late

or missing in this entire

area.

The flaming plunge of fire

was reported last evening to

the Hockley County police

by Edward Marcus, 26, of

Dallas, currently employed
on the Branzell ranch. Ran-
gers reported that they had
found no sign of wreck-

age or distress flares. The
Air Force Base at Lub-
bock gave an official opinion

that the unidentified object

must have been an excep-

tionally large meteor. They
offered no other comment at

the moment.
Steve Branzell, local

rancher, better known as

publisher and writer for

various magazines, who
supposedly witnessed the

descent of the fiery object,

was quoted as saying, “I

think they saw a flying

saucer.”
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CHAPTER 2

The light preceded the red-

dish sun. First the stars

went out, and the sky lightened

from black to dull blue; then an
arc of pale sunlight crimsoned
the clouds, and Reidel, who had
been lying awake for some time,

rose and went to look at the

sleeping Linnit.

The young mother slept

heavily, her curly hair tangled
around the pretty, sullen face.

The baby was only a red and
wrinkled scrap between muffling

folds. Arran asked softly, as

Reidel covered them again and
returned, “Which?”

“Girl, and I think they’re

both all right. Lucky.”
“Is it?” Mathis asked, with-

out moving.

Before long, Reidel thought.

I’m going to smash that sneer

down his throat. He turned his

back on the telempath. “Cleta,

wake Linnit up. We’ve got to

talk, make plans.”

“Let her sleep, at least,” Cleta

protested. “She’s not able—she
can’t
—

”

“We’ll all have to get used to

doing things we can’t.” Reidel’s

voice was grim, but his hands
were gentle as he lifted up the

sick girl. “Someone may find us

here when it’s daylight, and
we’ve got to be ready for what-
ever happens.”

Linnit stared around wildly

for her baby, then relaxed,

leaning trustfully against Rei-

del’s shoulder, and the others

gathered close.

Reidel said concisely, “I don’t

like speechmaking. Has anyone
any practical suggestions about
what we should do?”

Cleta began, “The car you
.saw last night. Doesn’t that

mean we can’t be far from civi-

lization? It might even be a

Federation planet.”

“It’s a bare possibility, I sup-

pose. In that case, of course,

they’ll have tracked the lifeship

and there’ll be search parties out

looking for us already. Only
don’t get your hopes up,” Reidel

pleaded, “It’s a very small

chance!”
“On the other hand,” Mathis

said, “if the place is inhabited,

it’s certainly a charted planet,

with a Watcher stationed here.”

“Why, then, it’s very simple,”

said Cleta with a triumphant

glare at Reidel, “we find some
center of civilization and ask for

the Federation Ambassador.”

“And if there isn’t one?”

“Then, naturally, we explain

who we are and what has hap-

pened, and ask for their assist-

ance and hospitality.”

“It’s not quite that simple,”

Reidel said. His jaw' ridged in

sudden anger. “There are a few
things you don’t understand. We
are outside the Dvaneth Federa-

tion, and probably on a Clo.sed

Planet. And some—in fact, most
of the Closed Planets are under
domination or surveillance by
Rhu’inn.”

He paused, reluctant to con-

tinue, for Cleta had gone stark

white, and even Arran looked

strained and feai-ful.
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“It means that any Galactics

on this planet wouldn’t dare draw
attention to themselves. If there

is a Watcher here, he'll be well

camouflaged. It may take us a

long time to find him, and mean-
while we’re on our own.”

“But what do we do?” Cleta

demanded.
“We’ve got to live somehow,”

Reidel said. “We’ll have to ac-

cept what we find here. We’ll

adapt—we can’t help it, we’re

conditioned to it. We won’t have
trouble with language, Dvanethy
never do, but otherwise we’re
literally starting from nowhere.
In one sense, Linnit’s baby is the

luckiest of us.”

“Lucky!” Linnit burst into

wild laughter, and Reidel stared,

wondering if the night’s suffer-

ing had unhinged her mind. He
ignored her

;
it was the only

thing he could do.

“Yes, we were all lucky. The
lifeship could have fallen into

an ocean. We could all have froz-

en to death in the night.”

“I wish I had,” Linnit blurt-

et. “Why didn’t you let me die?”

She flung herself away from
Reidel, shaking with incipient

hysteria. The man felt sick with
pity, but he saw Mathis’ face

beginning to twitch, and knew
that at any cost he must not let

Linnit upset them all again.

With a movement so harsh and
sudden that Dionie gasped, he
pulled out the razor-sharp knife

he carried and passed it to Lin-

nit.

“Go ahead,” he said roughly,

“cut your throat. One let's help-
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less creature I have to worry
about. We’ll bury the baby with

you, it wouldn’t live long any-

way with you dead—well, Lin-

nit, what are you waiting for?

Ah, there, there
—

” as Linnit

collapsed in helpless sobs, he

drew her against him and let

her lie, weeping, against his

shoulder. “I’m sorry I had to do

that. It’s all right, now. It’s all

right.”

Spent and quiet at last, she

nestled in the curve of his arm.

Cleta’s eyes were wide with

horror, but Mathis nodded in

approval, and Reidel knew he

had passed the only real chal-

lenge to his leadership. He won-
dered why he bothered.

The sun was up now, and al-

ready it was fiercely hot. He
said quietly, “We were all ac-

cepted as colonists, which means

we were chosen and trained for

adaptability. There’s always a

place, on any world, for the

adaptable person.”

“What do we do first?” Arran
wanted to know. “Do we sit here

and wait for them to find us?”

“Until we know for sure what
kind of planet we’re on, we don’t

dare attract any attention.

Here’s my plan. Mathis and I

will go and see if that road leads

anyw'here. Arran will stay and

look after the women. Mathis

isn’t physically able to go alone,

but I don’t know the language

and I’d be at too much disad-

vantage. We’ll come back and

report what we find
—

”

“I don’t think we ought to
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separate,” Linnit faltered. “Sup-
pose you can’t get back?”

Cleta said, “If there are any
telepaths on this world, can’t

you reach them, Mathis?”
The telempath shook his head.

“Not just—out of the air like

that. If I touched them, or even
saw them—I might. Surro-und-

ed by a crowd of people from
this planet, I could pick out the

telepaths. But—not at this dis-

tance, not without special ap-

paratus.”

Reidel, who was not a telepath
and knew almost nothing about
telepaths, lost track of the dis-

cussion. He walked away to-

ward the place where the life-

ship had landed and imploded.
It seemed impossible that there
should be nothing left. Nothing,
nothing but this little charred
patch of burnt black grass, and
the little heap of red dust.

“Reidel!” Dionie shrilled, and
he hurried back. The others had
drawn close together, as if for

protection
; outside the fence

Reidel had seen last night, a
long low automobile had drawn
to a stop and a man was walk-
ing across the fields toward
them.

Reidel said, low-voiced, “You
handle this, Mathis,” and thrust
the telempath forward.
Only Mathis understood the

words the stranger called:

“Hello, there; are you folks

in trouble?”

Probing, instantaneously, at

the stranger’s mind for emotion-
al concepts. Translating them
instantly into word-symbols . .

.
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and after a moment, Mathis an-

swered the stranger, in his own
language. The others listened,

unable to understand.

The stranger was a man
about Reidel’s age; a husky, tall

young man, dressed in woven
brown clothes that looked pecul-

iar to the Dvanethy. His face,

sunburnt and peeling a little,

was ridged up in an expression

mingling skepticism and sur-

prise, as he listened to Mathis.

When Mathis had finished

speaking to the stranger in his

own language, he said in under-
toned Dvanethy dialect, “He
doesn’t believe me. But he’s go-

ing to take us—just Reidel and
me—to a city near here. Wait
here for us.”

Reidel looked inquiringly at

the strange man. “What did you
tell him, Mathis?”

“I told him we’d go. You’ll

have to trust me, Reidel, or I

won’t be responsible!” Mathis’

words held a trace of menace.

The telempath touched Reidel’s

wrist, and Reidel heard, like a

voice inside his brain, the clear-

cut unspoken command : Get one

of the shockers. Keep it out of

sight. Find some way to slip it

to me.

Reidel managed to do as

Mathis commanded. The stran-

ger had turned, a little impa-
tiently, toward his car, and they

followed. The man jerked the

door open for them. Mathis
clambered awkwardly in, and
Reidel, unwilling, but not quite

ready to risk disobeying the one
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man of his own race who could

find his way around this strange
world, hoisted himself in beside

Mathis.

The telempath touched his

wrist again. He thinks—I can’t

quite make it out—that for some
complicated reason, toe are pre-

tending all this ...
Reidel glanced back for a

glimpse of the others, but they
were already out of sight, slid-

ing down the roadway at sur-

prising speed.

Reidel had no idea what
Mathis was planning. He didn’t

much care. He was despei'ately

tired, and he had held up where
each ot the others had, to some
extent, broken. He felt an al-

most overwhelming desire to

sleep, but he jerked himself up-

right, knowing he must manage
to stay alert for whatever
Mathis w'as intending to do.

Mathis muttered, “Here.”

The strange driver turned
questioning eyes on them, that

widened into fear—for Mathis
had the shocker in his hand, and
it was trained unwaveringly on
his temple.

The brakes squealed as the

car came to a wavering halt. The
driver twisted in his seat, but
Mathis pressed the control of

the weapon and the man slump-
ed helpless over the wheel. Rei-

del looked at Mathis as if the
dwarf had suddenly turned into

a deadly reptile.

“What have you done?”
“You damnable fool,” Mathis

said in disgust, then, “sorry, I
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keep forgetting—you head-blind
nontelepaths are the devil when
there’s fast action needed. He
didn’t believe what I told him,
it had something to do with our
clothes

—

”

“Yet you made us come with
him 1”

“If I’d used the shocker on
him there, someone might have
come along and seen the car. It

had to be here, because around
this bend—he was thinking of

it—the road turns off on a main
highway and there would have
been heavy traffic. It w'ould have
been dangerous, we’d never
have stunned him and escaped.”

“You didn’t kill him?”
“Hell, no. Shut up, will you?"

He bent over the stranger, then

straightened, his face white
with strain. “I deep-probed
him,” he said faintly, and drew
a long breath. “The shocker will

leave amnesia for a little while,

but even if he talks about us, .ao

one will believe him. On thi.s

planet, as nearly as I can make
it out from him, belief in space
travel is considered a form of

insanity,”

So there it was. There was
no hope of rescue. Oddly enough,
the knowledge didn’t hurt. Hope
was what had hurt, and the ef-

fort to keep it down to a reason-

able level. Now they could forget

hopes and make realistic plans.

“It’s our clothing,” Mathis
muttered, “nonconformity is

dangerous here ...”
That seemed strange to Reidel,

used to a hundred planetary cul-

tures. He demurred when, after
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a moment’s concentration, Math-
is clambered into the back seat

and hauled out a suitcase, fling-

ing it at Reidel.

“There are spare clothes in

this.”

“We’re not thieves!”

“We’re safer if he thinks we
only meant to rob him.”
“You're positive you didn’t

kill him?”
“No, no, no! This shocker

doesn’t even have a lethal cali-

bration! Reidel, I’ll argue ethics

with you all hight, after we’re

safe! Right now we’ve got to

survive, even if it mean.s killing

him, and if we hang around un-

til he wakes up, we may have to

do just that. Get into .some of

those clothes, you idiot! If some-
one comes, before we get away,
what wull happen to the others?”

Convinced but still unwilling,

Reidel scrambled into a spare
trousers and shirt he found in

the suitcase. They were only a
little too big. Mathis was a

grote.st]ue figure in the other
.suit, immensely too large. The
dwarf thrust his fingers into the
unconscious man’s pockets and
drew out several small items, but
Seidel struck them from his
hand.

“At that I draw the line!”

Without stopping to argue.
Mathis picked up a rubbed-
leather folder. He said grimly,
“Survival. They use negotiable
paper here, not metal credits.”

He selected, with calm deter-

mination, a number of the bills

—

not all—without looking at their

denominations. He put the wal-

let back. “Look at him. He looks

well fed. He either owns or has
the use of this car. He has spare
clothes. We’re not depriving
him of much. Reidel, I .said I’d

argue ethics later. Let’s get

away from here.”

Reidel sent a guilty glance

backward to the car.

“How long will he be uncon-
sciou.'i ?”

“Not half long enough!”
Mathis fretted. “By the time the

amnesia wears off, and he re-

members where he found us

—

well, we’d better be somewhere
else.”

They trudged back along the

road for a long time, between
plowed fields, planted in long

1‘ows of brownish shrubs from
which hung fluffy white balls of

fiber. Reidel felt heartened. “If

the people here practice agri-

culture, we won’t be completely
lost,’’ he said. The desert stretch

where they landed had frighten-

ed him more than he knew.
Once he grinned in undis-

guised pleasure, and Mathis,
hobbling with his head down,
raised bloodshot eyes blinking

dust and sweat. “What are you
so happy about?”

“I saw a cow.” Mathis scowled
scornfully, but Reidel was
pleased

;
where there were cows

there were other animals, and
where there were animals he
could fit in.

So far, however, they had
seen nothing that could have
been a human dwelling place.

Reidel was beginning to wonder
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if they might not have been
wiser to take their chances in a
city or town with the stranger,

when Mathis froze as a rattling

roar sounded behind them, and
a big truck pulled to a stop. In-

side the truck, someone hailed

them.

The telempath listened, in-

tently, probing; then, in that

eerie way that made ReideTs
flesh crawl, he answered in an
alien language. After a second
he said, “We can safely go with
these people.”

Not understanding, but trust-

ing Mathis, Reidel swung him-
self over the racks into the back
of the truck.

He found himself surrounded
by people and miscellaneous
possessions that were, as yet,

just stacked junk to Reidel.

There were several children, a
tall girl, an old man. In the truck
cab, a man and woman, not
young, shared the seat with two
very small children. Without
quite realizing why, Reidel felt

better.

They were all dark-haired
and dark-eyed, and their skin
was, like Reidel’s own, a color
between bronze and brown.
They wore loose coarse cloth-
ing; boys and girls alike were
dressed in faded blue trousers.
They all stared shyly as the
truck rattled into motion again.

The old man addressed Mathis
politely, and Mathis replied in a

good imitation of his accent.

Reidel, out of the conversation,

listened and felt helpless.

Quite suddenly they were
there ; Mathis banged on the

roof of the cab and the truck
jolted to a stop. They got down
and to Reidel’s surprise the man
and woman inside the cab got

down too.

Linnit was still lying in the

inadequate shade. Reidel saw
Arran furtively seize a weapon.
Dionie ran toward them, crying
out, “Oh, you were gone so long,

I hardly knew you in those

clothes, what—

”

Reidel shushed her impera-
tively. At such close distance,

and in the presence, not only of

Mathis but the telepathic Cleta,

all of the Dvanethy except Lin-

nit—who was too weak and ex-

hausted to raise her head, let

alone listen—could clearly fol-

low what Mathis was saying
and the man from the truck an-

swering. “So your car burned, I

see?”

Mathis, reading the other

man’s mental picture, translat-

ing concepts into language, an-

swered quietly, “Si. Ayer por la

noche.”

“Sua familia?"

The concept of a family was
alien to Mathis, but he had been

conditioned to' almost superhu-

man adaptability, and answered
quickly in the affirmative as the

man expected.

He knew what the man
thought ;

that they were his own
kind, Mexican migrant workers,

who had crossed the border

without legal permission to

work in the Texas cotton fields.

The Mexican had a clear mental
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picture of Mathis’ imagined pre-

dicament. And so adaptable
were the telempaths that Mathis
described it back to him, graphi-

cally; the crash that had
stranded himself and his large
family here with a wrecked car
which had burned, a sick wife, a
newborn baby.

It did not really matter to

Mathis or to his listeners that
he was picking the very words
he used, like an invisible record-
ing device, from his listeners’

composite minds. He convinced
them. By the time he finished, he
almost believed it himself.

Also—since at this short dis-

tance he could maintain com-
plete rapport with Cleta and
Dionie and some slight contact
with Reidel and Arran, by the
time he finished he was speak-
ing Spanish almost identical in

accent with the truck-driver’s,

and both Cleta and Dionie could
have expressed themselves sim-
ply in the new language.
The man from the truck offer-

ed, “They always need extra
workers where we are going,
and there is room for your fam-
ily with us. Come with us—if

the police find you here, they
will send you back across the

border.” He added what Mathis
already knew ; “My name is Vi-

cente Arriagos.”

His wife—they knew she was
his wife—came to Linnit, stoop-

ing to look into the tiny face

folded into the sheet. “Pobre-

cita,” she whispered, and picked

up the baby in capable, mother-

ly arms.
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Cleta began to protest, but
Dionie laid a restraining hand
on her arm. She knew—a deep
knowledge born of the empath’s
talent for shared emotion—that
they were safe now.

In an incredibly short time,

Linnit had been lifted into the

truck and a mattress pulled

down from the stacked house-
hold goods for her to lie on.

Room was made for all of them,
somehow, and the truck sputter-

ed away. Only Reidel looked

back as they headed farther and
farther from the place where
the Dvanethy lifeship had
crashed in the barren grass-

lands of the high Plains of

Texas.

SPACE BANDIT SEARCH

WILD GOOSE CHASE

Levelland, Texas; A search

by Texas Rangers for two
“space bandits” armed with

what their victim described

as “some sort of raygun”
has ended in failure.

Edward Marcus, 28, em-
ployed on the huge Branzell

Ranch, told an incoherent

story of having been held

up by two men dressed in

“floating white robes like

Arabs wear,” after being

accosted by a group of

“maybe eight or ten” simi-

larly dressed men and

women, who spoke halting

English and claimed to

have landed in a crashed

“spaceship.” They attacked
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him with an unfamiliar
weapon which rendered him
helpless and incapable of

motion or speech—“Some
kind of shiny red gun with
an orange flame.” He told

of listening, helpless, while
the two men, whom he de-

scribed as dark-skinned and
roughly resembling Mexi-
cans or Arabs, conversed in

an unknown tongue and
searched his car. They stole

only some spare clothes

from a suitcase and about

eighty dollars in cash.

Jerry Willett, Deputy
Sheriff of Whiteface, Texas,
discovered young Marcus
unconscious in his automo-
bile, parked at one side of a

private road leading into

the million acre Branzell

Ranch. Willett drove him to

a hospital in Lubbock,
where he was treated for

shock.

Sheriff Willett reported
that the Marcus car bore no
signs of a struggle, but that

a suitcase containing ordi-

nary clothing had been ran-

sacked. Marcus’ wallet con-
tained over a hundred dol-

lars in cash which had not
been touched. Routine in-

vestigation of sites along
the road revealed only one
or two campsites possibly
used by migrant workers.

Hospital personnel say
they know of no weapon
which could produce Mar-
cus’ symptoms of shock,
partial paralysis and mild

aphasia and amnesia. When
asked if he were in a state

of intoxication, hospital

personnel declined to com-
ment.

CHAPTER 3

CLINT Landon put down his

paper, scowling, and spoke

one word

;

“Dvaneth!”
Elizabeth Curran, at her desk

across the room, raised her head.

“What did you say, Mr. Lan-

don ?”

“Liz, did you read the paper

—that space bandit story down
in Texa.s?”

Liz chuckled. “They sell strong

hooch down there!”

“No, seriously. What did you

think of it?”

Liz Curran’s eyes grew grave.

She was a tall young woman,

not glamorous but remarkably

pleasant-looking, with dark

.smooth hair and smiling eyes.

“The ordinary flying saucer yarn

with a new twist. Didn’t you clip

out .some fellow who saw a saucer

down there, just yesterday? One

saucer story leads to another. I’d

bet the guy was drunk.”

“You might lose,” Landon

said, frowning, not to the girl.

Liz swung her chair around.

"Tell me something, will you,

Mr. Landon ? I’ve worked for you

four years, and I think I’m en-

titled to a couple of nosey ques-

tions.”

Landon laughed. “Fire aw'ay.

I may not answ'er, but you can

always ask.”
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She looked at her employer for

a minute before framing her
question. There was nothing
about the man who called himself

Clint Landon to mark him off as

different from any other busi-

nessman in the office building, in

the street, in the city; although
feature by feature his face was
rather striking, with strong
proud bones and indefinable dig-

nity. He was a big man, just

edging past middle age, with
dark hair just beginning to fade

at the temples, and he looked like

what he was. A competent pro-

fessional man, who had probably
done hard manual work at some
time, but had enough success by
now to take leisure when he

wanted it, and to enjoy a few
mild eccentricities. She asked
him, anyhow

:

“What kick do you get out of

chasing down these weird, Fort-

ean, flying-saucer yarns? You’re
a perfectly respectable produc-
tion-methods consultant, and yet

I’ll bet—I’ll bet a week’s pay

—

that tomorrow you take off for

Texas to check up on this flying

saucer!”

“You lose,” Landon said. “Not
tomorrow. Tonight. This after-

noon, if you can get me a flight

reservation.” Then his face grew
graver, and he said, choosing his

words

:

“Liz, you’ve heard the story

of the man who cried Wolf.

There have been so many silly-

season stories and false alarms
about flying saucers or whatever,
that no one pays attention any
more. If there should be a true
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story mixed in with the hoaxes
and the hallucinations, it could

easily get overlooked. Let’s say

—

if it does, I want to know.”
“I see.” Liz racked her brain

for a random memory. “Branzell

—Branzell—I’ve heard that

name somewhere.”
“It’s one of the biggest

ranches in Texas. But you prob-

ably know Steve Branzell as the

publisher of Seance Circle, and
The World Saucerian.’’

Liz’ eyes widened again.

“That Branzell? But Mr. Lan-

don, everybody knows he’s o

crackpot! The story’s bound to

be phony—and the Appersen
Electronics contract is still

hanging fire! You’re not going

to chase off to Texas before

that’s settled, are you?”
Landon said indecisively,

“The Appersen contract is im-

portant, yes. And Branzell’s

been tied up with some unsav
ory stunts before this. I’ve in-

vestigated them. Still—” he tap-

ped his fingers on the desk and
finally said, “Put through a

long-distance call to Branzell.

I’ll talk to him before I go all

the way out there.”

Liz nodded and picked up hei

phone.
This was not a new occur-

rence. Landon was a methods
analyst, employed free-lance for

tasks ranging from efficiency

studies to factory-design lay-

outs. He had a high repuation,

commanded considerable fees,

and between assignments, he

turned out a number of techni-
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cal articles for scientific publi-

cations.

However, there was a Jekyll-

and-Hyde side to Landon the

writer, as opposed to Landon
the businessman; he sometimes
wrote lurid, highly sensational

fiction, under pen names, for a

clique of small magazines con-

cerned with pseudo-science and
the occult, and seemed to take

special delight in tracing down
and debunking so-called “Fly-

ing Saucer” stories.

Liz got Branzell on the phone.
“Hullo, Steve? This is Clint

Landon. Remember me? I de-

bunked the Canajoharie saucer
for you—those kids who built

the thing out of scrap metal?

Ring a bell?”

“I remember. Saved me about

a thousand dollars in checking

it, not to mention publishing re-

tractions and eating crow. Gan I

return the favor, Landon?”
“Maybe. You’ve got yourself

in the papers again, I see.”

The pleasant voice was not so

pleasant now. “Clint, that sight-

ing—it was straight. The Air
Force people tracked it on ra-

dar, but they called it a meteor.

I saw it, and they didn’t, and if

there ever was such a thing as

a flying saucer—

”

“I don’t mean that,” Landon
finally managed to head him off,

“I mean that space bandit

thing.”

Branzell swore so horribly Liz

was afraid they would cut him
off the circuits. “The kid saw
something, Clint. He’s in the
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hospital—got a couple of funny
burns—

”

Landon’s face changed as if

someone had hit him in the pit

of the stomach. “Burns? You
say—burns? They couldn’t be
powder burns?”

“No,” Branzell told him, “Not
powder burns. The people at the

hospital didn’t pay much atten-

tion, but they looked like mag-
nesium or sulphur burns. Damn-
ed queer.”

Landon said grimly, “Steve,

I’m coming out to Texas and in-

vestigate. If you’re pulling a fast

one, tip me off and I won’t mess
up your game. But if you tell me
this is on the level, and I find

out that you’re giving me a line

of bunk, then I swear I’ll tear up
an issue of your damn fool mag-
azine, and cram it down your
gullet page by page!”

“If it’s bunk, I’m getting

bunked too, and I’d give my prize

Hereford to know about it. We’ll

do it your way, Landon. Come
and investigate, and if you prove

there’s anything phony about it.

I’ll pay your expenses both

ways—•”

“My secretary’s on the exten-

sion,” Landon cut in tersely.

“That constitutes a verbal con-

tract.”

“Fine. I’ll pay hers, too, if she

wants to come.”

“I’m taking you up on that,”

Landon said, and hung up. Liz

replaced her own extension' and

stared at Landon in dismay.

“And what about the Appersen

contract ?”

Landon looked troubled. Final-
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ly he said, “Liz, it can’t be help-

ed. I’ll grant that Branzell’s a
irat. But there’s that one
chance

—’’

Liz Curran put her hands on
her hips. Her dark eyes were
spitting sparks.

“It would be worth it,’’ she fi-

nally blurted at him, “if you
could put that crackpot out of

business once and for all! I

hope you debunk him high, wide
and handsome!”
“Believe me,” Landon said, “if

he’s faking, it will be the last

time he’ll ever cry wolfi”

After leaving his office, Lan-
don walked a short distance

through the streets and climbed
two flights of stairs to his apart-

ment.

He locked the door, and as an
extra precaution, put on a heavy
night chain. An antique clock

swung out on a pivot, revealing
a thin sheet that looked like a
mirror but which reflected noth-
ing but a complex crystalline in-

terior. Including Mathis the
telempath, riding in a jolting

rattletrap across North Texas,
exactly five people on the planet
would have recognized the ap-

paratus for what it was.
Landon stood in front of it, in

an attitude of fierce concentra-
tion, until a tiny pin-point’ of
light appeared in the glass, and
grew.

The man who received the
message had not seen Landon in

thirty years, and would never
see him again. Translated, their

conversation would have sound-

ed something like this—if it had
been in spoken words.—^Vialmir here.

—Clannon / Landon talking.

Some friends from home (he
weighted the words with all the
telepathic symbolism they would
carry) may have landed here.

I’ve just heard an account of

what sounds like an attack with
a small shocker.

—No ships within reported
distance, nothing.

—Remember the meteor last

night? I’ve got one spike on the
photon-conversion tape. Just a
tremor, a jiggle, but there’s no
normal photon-conversion on this

planet. It could have been an im-
plosion.

—Which would mean, an ille-

gal landing. This planet is

Closed.

—Yes, or it could be a crashed
lifeship. In either case I’d have
to investigate. Stand by—and
wish me luck.

—You’ll need it, Clannon.
Landon—or Clannon—grinned

bitterly. He swung the clock face

shut, and began packing.

Liz had been lucky about res-

ervations, and the next afternoon

found Landon in Lubbock, Texas

at the offices of Branzell Publica-

tions.

A secretary showed Clint into

a cluttered inner office, and a

tall, immensely thin man, his

high suntanned forehead shaded

by a shock of unruly blonde hair,

rose from behind a desk piled

high with manuscripts and pa-

pers and opened envelopes.
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“Landon? Glad to meet you.

I’ve wanted to know you ever

since that Canajolarie business.”

Landon took his hand. "I

thought you’d hate my guts for

that—I spoiled a feature for

you.”

Branzell flung back his head
and laughed. “I don’t like eating

crow. If my yarns can be proved
fakes, I like to know it before I

print them. Sit down, Clint.

Now, what can I do for you?”
“This saucer, or meteor or

whatever. Did you see it land?”
“In a general sort of way. The

Marcus kid thought it was a

meteor. He did go out and hunt,

but what the hell, I’ve got a mil-

lion acres and then some, all

covered with mesquite and jack-

pine.”

“And this Marcus kid started

the space bandit business?”

Branzell nodded. If his bewil-

derment was not simulated, he
was an expert actor. “Landon,
something happened to that kid.

The police said he was drunk,
but he’s been working for me all

summer and never . drank more
than a can of beer.”

“Working on the staff of the

Saucerian?”

“No. Somebody got the notion

there might be uranium deposits

in this county, and I didn’t feel

like having a geological study

made, so I hired this kid—he’s

just out of engineering school

—

to go over the ground, look over

the soil formations or whatever,
with a Geiger counter. Promised
him a fat bonus if he found any-

thing. He made himself useful

around the ranch, too—driving

to town and so forth.”

“Was he badly hurt?”
Branzell shook his head.

“Dazed, mostly. He hardly seem-

ed to know me when I came to

the hospital to see what it was
all about.”

That checked with Landon’s

knowledge of the shockers. He
said, “Is Marcus still in the hos-

pital? I’d like to see him.” He
wanted to check on those mys-
terious burns, which would prove

or disprove his theory at a

glance. Branzell told him that

Marcus had been discharged

from the hospital, and that he’d

gone back to the ranch. He
added, persuasively, “We’ll go

out to the ranch, Landon. I’ll

lend you a car, and you can do

all your investigating from out

there.”

When they were on the road,

Landon said, “Steve, I hate to

ask this, but do you trust the

Marcus kid, or would he pull a

hoax on you ? This business

you’re in might seem—funny—
to a youngster.”

Branzell kept his eyes on the

I'oad, answering slowly “Off-

hand, I’d trust him. You can’t

tell, but his sister Sylvia’s been

staying at the ranch all summer
—don’t get the wrong idea, the

girl’s the best natural medium I

know of and we’ve used some of

her seance records in the maga-
zine. He’s fond of his sister and

I doubt if he’d make fun of the

work she’s doing.”

A medium! Landon’s initial
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distrust swung back, full blast;

the thing had to be a fake! At
the entrance to the private road,

Branzell stopped the car:

“Here’s where the sheriff

found Marcus in the car.”

“Was this where he met the

—er, spacemen?”
“No, he told me he drove

them five or six miles before

they pulled their ‘raygun’ on

him.” Once again, Landon found
himself swinging between belief

and distrust.

They drove in silence for

some time until Branzell stop-

ped the car again. “This is the

spot where he says he picked

them up. The sheriff looked it

over—says somebody camped
here. I put up No Trespassing
Signs all over, but they still

—

”

suddenly, Branzell cranked down
the window of the car; flung it

open and got out.

“What’s going on in yonder?

I wonder if the police are still

checking? Hey, you in there,”

he yelled, “can’t you see this

place is posted?”

There was a rustle in the

blackened brushwood. Then a

young man came out of the

thicket of burned mesquite. He
was wearing levis and para-

trooper boots and a boxlike ap-

paratus was strapped around his

waist. Branzell’s thick, shaggy
fair eyebrows went up when he
saw it, and Landon tensed in

apprehension, for the thing was
an expensive radiation counter.

Branzell said, “It’s Ned Mar-
cus,” and said to the youngster,
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“Good grief, Ned, you didn’t

have to get back to work so

soon, I told you to take it easy

for a day or two.”

The young man didn’t answer.

He took a reeling step and then
another, and suddenly Landon
twisted the handle on his own
side of the door, and in one
jump he ducked under the fence

and reached the kid.

“He’s sick, something is

wrong!” he said with harsh
urgency. Branzell vaulted the

fence and ran toward them.
“What’s ailin’ you, anyway?”

he demanded.
The youngster put his hands

on the fence, leaning heavily

across it. His face was a sick,

dirty white. He gulped, swal-

lowed hard, and managed to get

the words out, “Steve, I reckon

you—better get the sheriff back
out here. There’s a dead man
back there in all that brush-

wood!”

CHAPTER 4

Late the afternoon of the

next day, Landon met Liz

Curran at the airport. On the

way back to the ranch he filled

her in on the events leading to

the discovery of the man’s body
and the circumstances that fol-

lowed.

Branzell had gone for the sher-

iff, leaving Landon and Marcus
to stare suspiciously at one an-

other for a long half-hour until

Branzell came back with the po-

lice. After a time, the Rangers,
arriving, had allowed them to ap-
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proach and see the dead man,
and Landon had gotten the shock
of his lifetime.

One look, and his last doubts
had gone.

He hadn’t recognized the dead

man himself, of course. But the

pronounced cast of feature, not

unlike his own; the faintly

shimmering cloth in which he

had been shrouded; the manner
in which the dead face had been

bound—this was no one born on

Earth.

He had stood by, shaken and
stiff, while the police turned the

dead body over. “Mexican, I

guess. Look, his chest’s caved
in.’’ The officer’s careless eyes

slid over the translucent shorts

the old man was wearing.

“What will happen now?”
Landon asked.

“The coroner will have to hold

an inquest,” the sheriff said cal-

lously. “Not a chance we’ll ever

identify him, though. Just one
of those wetbacks. He’ll wind up
as John Doe, dead on arrival,

and the county will get stuck for

another funeral.”

Landon had looked down into

the face of the- old man—and
protested. “Bury him decently.

I’ll pay the expenses.”

Branzell and Marcus had
stared as if Landon were out
of his mind. And then the police

officer had scowled, too, and
stared, and set his mouth.
He said, “I’ve chased out here

three times in the last three

days, and I damn near didn’t

come, this time, because I

thought it was some more—” he

used an unrepeatable word.
“Look here, this is no ordinary

hit-and-run. Somebody stripped

him to the skin, rolled him up in

a bedsheet—and a damned good
quality one—and hid him very

carefully in this brushwood.
Now just as a matter of form,

which one of you ran over him?
And why did you bother with

that crazy yarn about space ban-

dits? This is manslaughter and

I’m going to get to the bottom

of it.”

As he drove through the clear

sunlight, Liz’ expectant profile

tilted toward him, Landon wish-

ed he could confide in her. She

seemed the only sane person

he’d seen since landing in Texas.

He said, “Of course I didn’t

have any trouble proving when
I arrived in Texas. Unfortunate-

ly Branzell couldn’t account for

everything, and he has—how
shall I say—an unfortunate

reputation, even around here.”

“A-men!” said Liz heartily.

“I rather like him. The trou-

ble is, he’s got the reputation

of a crackpot, and money enough

to do as he pleases, regardless

of what people think. I got the

impression that the local people

have been waiting for a chance

to catch him off base.”

“And you don’t think he’s

hoaxing this time?”
“Liz, I know damn well he’s

not !

”

“Then what Marcus saw were

the murderers?”

“I don’t think there was any

murder at all.”

“I don’t get it,” Liz complain-
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ed. Landon did, not know what
to say.

He felt overwhelmingly ill-

equipped for his job. All the

time he had been stationed on
Earth, his duties had been al-

most nominal, his only duty to

observe and make infrequent re-

ports—the menace of the Rhu’-

inn was too acute, in this part

of the Galaxy, to draw attention

to any one planet by over-use

of communications. Thousand-to-
one contingencies like this one
were not provided for. in his in-

structions. He was empowered to

act at discretion, provided that

doing so did not infringe on his

primary reason for being there.

It wasn’t time to confide in

Liz. He said, “Your first job will

be to buy a copy of every news-
paper published in Texas. City

papers, small-town dailies, rural

weeklies. I want you to comb
through them and cut out any
news event that’s unusual. Any-
thing out of the way.”

“Flying saucers?”

“Or. anything else.”

“And what are you going to

be doing while I do that?”

“I’d be only too glad to tell

you, if I knew, Liz.” Landon
lapsed into grim silence again.

He knew one shattering fact.

A lifeship from some part of

the Dvaneth Federation had
landed here and imploded. There
had been survivors and at least

one casualty. But where had they

gone? Where could they go?

There was only one thing they

could do; they could submerge
themselves in the planet—as he

himself had done—and the rip-

ples close noiselessly over their

heads. The longer he delayed

finding them, the less probable
it grew that he ever would do
so. The more difficult it would
be to distinguish them from
Earthmen.
But just at. first they might

make some mistake, and he
might find them by it. Would
Liz recognize it? He’d have to

assume that she would. Because
he’d have other things to do.

He left Liz and drove to a

large electrical-supply house

;

then thought better of it, drove
on and visited a large mail-or-

der house, where he bought a

small, almost pocket-size Geiger-

Muller “snooper” model radia-

tion counter. It wasn’t a particu-

larly sensitive instrument, but

it would register what he was
looking for, if it was there to

be registered.

Then he drove out, alone,

along the road toward the Bran-

zell ranch.

He parked the car, slipped

through the fence and located

the hollow and the marks of the

fire. Yes, someone had camped
here. He examined the ground
almost inch by inch, and before

long his search was rewarded by

a small torn scrap of something,

too thick to be paper, too thin

to be plastic. Landon flexed it

between his fingers; there was
a whirring sound, and a voice

spoke several Dvaneth syllables.

Obviously this bit of the record-

ing wrapper had escaped the
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careful destruction imposed by
Dvaneth law for all artifacts on
non-Federation planets. Landon
put it in his pocket to be burnt,
glad that the sheriff had not
picked it up.

He searched, but found noth-
ing further.

The Geiger was clucking soft-

ly to itself at background level.

Radiation wasn’t what Landon
wanted to detect, but the resid-

ual radiation would still guide
him to the site where the im-
plosion had taken place. What
he really needed, was a high-
grade scintillation counter, but
that was nothing anyone could
carry in a pocket.

A noise in the underbrush
made him stop short, and thrust
the Geiger into his pocket. Out
of the mesquite walked Ned
Marcus.

“This is a surprise,’’ Marcus
said. He didn’t sound precisely

pleased.

"Hunting up your space ban-
dits?’’

“The police let me go when
the hospital verified my story,

f came back to see what I could

find here—they’ve got Steve
Branzell in jail. Or didn’t you
know ?’’

“I know. I think we’re looking
for the same thing,’’ Landon
said rather grimly.

He had just realized that he
could not read Ned Marcus’
mind.

Landon was not a good nat-

ural telepath; but like all

Dvanethy he had had good basic

training, and with some effort,

he could usually read an unwary
mind. But Ned Marcus—like

many men on this overpopulated,

city-plugged planet—had devel-

oped excellent defenses against

unconscious brainpicking by
passersby. People who did not

officially recognize the existence

of telepathy often had the best

natural defenses against it, Lan-
don had found. And rare

individuals like Marcus had an
almost perfect natural mental
barrier.

Landon called it shuttlethink-

ing; shifting the mind quickly

back and forth among several

related topics so that an ordinary
telepath, probing without spe-

cial equipment, could not follow

any single concept without re-

vealing himself.

Landon abandoned the effort.

Ned Marcus had his scintillation

counter slung over his shoulder

;

an expensive one equipped with
delicate external probes and a

special subsurface probing de-

vice. It was exactly the kind of

instrument Landon had wanted
and hadn’t wanted to identify

himself by buying or renting;

equipment houses usually kept

close track even of the sale of

such expensive machinery.

Marcus demanded belligerent-

ly, “You don’t believe in flying

saucers, do you?’’

“I believe what I see,’’ Lan-
don said evasively. “Is the Bran-

zell ranch as big as they say it

is?’’

“Man, I bet there’s a million

acres of it.”
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“And you know it fairly

well?”

“I been over a lot of it, this

summer.”
“Let’s quit kidding around,”

Landon said. “I came out here

for the same reason you did

—

to see what I could find to back

up your space bandit story, or

figure out if you ran into an

ordinary gang of murderers, or

what. So let’s try to find it to-

gether.”

“I’ll buy that, for the mo-
ment,” Marcus said. “My car’s

parked up there, and I've got

some beer in a cooler. Let’s walk
back and have some.”

On the way to the car Landon
was very conscious of the muf-
fled clicking of his small Geiger
counter. Even silenced by the

folds of his coat, it sounded like

a rather noisy cricket. But Mar-
cus did not seem to notice.

When they got to the car,

Marcus reached into the seat to

lift out a portable cooler.

Click. Click. Cliek-click-click

—

The sudden swiftening of the

hidden gadget sounded like a

kettledrum to Landon, but Mar-

cus still did not seem to hear.

He rummaged in the dashboard,

found a can opener and punched

a hole in the beercan. He handed

it, dripping white foam, to Lan-

don, and punched another for

himself.

“Thanks.” Landon lifted the

can and drank. Marcus tipped

his head, listening.

CLICK - CLICK . CLICK - CLICK-

ETY * CLICKETY * CLICKETY -

CLICK

—
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“What the hell—” Landon
staggered away from the sudden
impact as the beercan was
knocked from his hand. One vio-

lent jerk and Marcus thrust a

hand into his coat pocket, yank-
ing out the small-sized Geiger.

“I thought so!” He dashed the

thing to the ground, where it lay

chuckling to itself. “Wise guy!”

“I can explain
—

”

“You’re good at explaining!”

Marcus glared at him. “The
trouble is, believing it. What are

you—from one of the big mining
or processing companies? That's

the only thing that makes sense
-—you’re trying to buy up min-

eral rights before Steve Bran-
zell finds out what a lease is

worth, and you rigged this sau-

cer business to scare off the

sound investors!”

Landon laughed. He wisheM he

could have thought that one up;

it made more sense than his own
rather flimsy story. “If you’ll

look at that thing, you’ll see I

couldn’t be doing any serious

prospecting with it. It’s just a

toy.” He bent to retrieve his

property, but Marcus, with a vi-

cious thrust of his leg, kicked it

out of reach. It .stopped mutter-

ing.

Landon looked warily at the

youngster, wondering if he

were going to have to fight. “It

sounds as if you think you’ve

made a find and that I’d try to

cash in on it. Let’s get things

straight. You’re working for

Brarizell, I’m not. You’d get paid

if anything turned up hare, not
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me. But there’s not a gram of

uranium around here.”

Marcus only glowered. There
was something very, very
.strange, Landon decided, about
the kid’s manner. He was react-

ing a lot too strongly. Marcus
muttered, “You’d like me to be-

lieve that, wouldn’t you? I’m
wondering if the FBI wouldn’t
be interested.”

Landon thought faster than
he had ever thought in all his

years on Earth. He had to pre-

vent a scientific survey of this

land. A college kid with a radia-

tion detector was one thing; a

team of professionals combing
the area was another. He said,

watching Marcus guardedly,

“I’m wondering if you rigged
the whole thing. Planted some-
thing radioactive here, to get

.your bonus and disappear before

Branzell knew he’d been took—
told that space bandit story be-

cause you knew he’d believe it.

He’s got that reputation.”

Marcus advanced on Landon
angrily. “I don’t know what
.you’re up to, but I sure as hell

don’t like it. Flying saucers

—

holy jumping Moses! You’re

nuttier than Branzell, if you
think he needs debunking—he

thriyes on it I As for fooling him
with a flying saucer yarn, hell

—first I’d need proof that he be-

lieves all that bunk himself!”

Landon began to feel he’d un-
derestimated the kid. Physically

lie wasn’t a match for Marcus,
and.he couldn’t risk trouble. His
whole carefully-built identity of

Clint Landon had been based on

the assumption that as long as

a man minds his own business,

pays his taxes and avoids the

company of criminals and the

vicinity of crime, he can get

away with almost any secret

aims and pursuits. But his back-

ground would not stand investi-

gation. The slightest glimmer of

publicity would be disastrous,

especially now.

The dead man wasn’t conclu-

sive proof that the survivors

were harmless marooned Dva-
nethy. Rhu’inn could have made
this use of an unlucky captive

or victim—they used their

human victims ruthlessly^—to

throw a Watcher off the trail.

No; whatever the cost, he had
to keep his freedom of move-
ment. And that meant taking
the most desperate chance of all.

“I know what you found,” he

said. “That blackish patch over

there.”

Marcus half-turned his head,

looking at Landon with sullen

distrust. “I saw it.”

“Did you try a subsurface

probe? You know my little tick-

tock won’t pick up anything like

that. I can tell you exactly what
you’ll find.”

“You’ve been here before.”

“Never. I haven’t been in

Texas since before they invented

Geiger counters—and I can prove

it.” Marcus hesitated, and Lan-

don pressed his advantage.

“You’ll find a small circular

patch of charred grass ringed

with radioactive carbon. Inside

that patch you’ll find a few
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ounces of reddish, heavy dust. It

will make the scintillator go wild.

You can handle it with fair safe-

ty for about three minutes ; then
it will start to blister your fin-

gers. It won’t scatter in the
wind

; it’s superheavy. And if you
took it to experts—” he paused;
thirty years of silence are not
easily violated, “you’d be told it

didn’t exist—and this whole part
of Texas would be put under
military guard.’’

“I don’t understand—’’

“And I won’t explain now, be-

cause you wouldn’t believe me.
Find it. My counter won’t work
—you saw to that. By the way,
you owe me thirty bucks.”

“How do you know what I’ll

find—if you didn’t plant it?”

Landon said wearily “Because
I know what made it.”

He was weighing his chances.

If this failed he might have to

kill Marcus and disappear.

Weighing one life against the

millions w'ho would suffer if the

Rhu’inn got loose on a planet this

size, Marcus didn’t matter and
neither did he, Landon. But he

didn’t want to kill anyone, damn
it, he’d already seen one dead

man too many.
He said “Find it. Then I’ll ex-

plain.”

Marcus looked down at him,

and Landon would have given ten

years of his life to get past that

shuttlethinking outer guard. Fi-

nally Marcus swung the scintil-

lator over his shoulder.

“You win. I’ll look. But when
I find it—if I find it—you’d bet-

ter have a story I can believe, or

I’ll have the FBI here insido an
hour.”

CHAPTER 5

The sun blinded. Reidel moved
slowly down the row, heavy

cottonsack dragging, stripping

each plant with automatic mo-
tions.

He was darker, burned by the

unfamiliar sun. The work, though
arduous and monotonous, did not

bother him. The process of adap-
tation had done its best work on
Reidel. He was intelligent, but
almost without imagination. He
reserved problems of tomorrow
for tomorrow’s settlement, and
welcomed the physical rigor of

the work, which left him no time
for thoughts better forgotten.

There were nearly forty pick-

ers working along the brownish
rows. Reidel had learned a great

deal about the Foster Cotton
Company in a few days. It was
against the laws of both Texas
and Mexico to bring laborers into

the country except under strictly

regulated contracts. Many ranch-

ers, however, tempted by the

cheaper labor of the “wetbacks”

—called so because sometimes

they actually swam the Rio

Grande to get into the country

—

dared the heavy penalties of the

law and hired them anyway. The
system was cruel and illegal, but

it was hard to convince a man
like Vicente Arriagos that Foster

was exploiting them. Foster’s

wages were low, but they were
higher than he could earn in

Mexico.
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The sun was nearly down. One
by one the pickers came up the

rows and Reidel went to help

Mathis weigh the heavy sacks. At
first he had been upset when Fos-

ter—who hadn’t given them more
than the barest glance when they
turned up with Vicente—singled

out Mathis as weigher and
checker. But it made sense

;
a

task physically lighter, yet re-

quiring trustworthiness and in-

telligence, and Reidel knew that

Mathis, with his insinuating

telempathic abilities, was build-

ing up that impression of his own
trustworthiness. Under this on-

slaught it was natural that Fos-
ter should offer him the post, and
it would certainly have made
Mathis conspicuous to refuse it.

Dionie came toward the truck,

and Reidel frowned, worried. Her
face looked flushed again. She
had been very sick after her first

day in the fields, with fever, and
her skin was still peeling off in

flakes ; Reidel, of course had nev-

er seen sunburn, and did not

know what it was.

Cleta, last in the long line of

pickers, gave up a sack much too

heavy for her; but she stood

there with as much dignity as if

she were at a planetary council

ball.

Reidel said “Cleta, you’re over-

doing. Tomorrow you had better

•stay and look after Linnit.’’

Her dark grave eyes stared

past him. “Linnit doesn’t need
me, and I don’t need pampering.
Mind your own business.’’

He could have choked her. He

spun around and walked away. If

she had shirked or complained,

he could have borne it. . . .

Foster drove away, the cotton

trailer bumping and swaying,
and the pickers who lived in the

barracks at the cotton gin climb-

ed into Vicente’s rattletrap

truck. They returned to the

squalor of the two bare bar-

racks rooms allotted them; the

rickety beds covered with faded

worn blankets, the battered an-

cient furniture from the junk
shop. A single bare bulb hung
from the ceiling. Linnit’s baby,

in a dirty diaper, lay gurgling
to herself in a splintery basket

lined with a soft blanket—the

only new thing in the place. Lin-

nit, her dark stringy braids ac-

centuating the pallor of her bony
face, smiled as she put chipped

dishes on the table. There was
a w'arm and intriguing smell of

hot food.

Reidel, .sleeves rolled back,

went directly to the faucet to

wash.

He fumbled, dripping, for a

tow'el Cleta had taken ; he turn-

ed and saw her standing there,

as 5’emote as if she wei-e on

another planet. She had taken

off the faded sacklike dress and
stood there in a clean cotton

petticoat and nothing else, com-
pletely and coldly unaware of his

presence.

Reidel had grown used to the

lack of privacy here. But now
he snarled “Get some clothes on.

you—’’ and he flung a word at

Cleta from the gutters of Rigel.

The girl could have understood
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nothing but its foulness, but no
one with a scrap of telepathy

could have mistaken his meaning.

She went white; then, as if see-

ing Reidel for the first time,

stood frozen, her head thrown
back, something coming alive in

her eyes that had never stirred

there before.

Then, convulsed into galvanic

action, ,she clutched the damp
towel, hugging it convulsively to

her bare breasts and fled into

the other room.

Reidel went, scowling and
silent, into the main room and
sat down.

He could not help wondering ;

was this only an echo of the con-

ditioning which none of them

would ever remember? This

urge, this biological awareness

out of all sensible context of

time and place? He disliked

Cleta ;
he didn’t think he had

ever disliked any girl so much.

The emotion she roused in him,

for no good reason, drove him

to baffled rage. Urge for sur-

vival or no urge for survival,

it was a damned nuisance. Oh,

yes, Cleta was a pretty woman.
She was a desirable one. But
he wasn’t going to be shoved

around by some damned con-

ditioned reflex or other!

“Where’s Arran ?’’

Cleta twisted her pretty lip

and said, “You think you have to

watch us all, every minute, don’t

you ?’’

Reidel’s chair slammed back-

ward. A shrill wail came from
the basket and Linnit reached for

her child. “She was just going
to sleep,’’ she said plaintively.

Reidel set the chair on its feet

with exaggerated quiet, but the

door banged on protesting hinges
behind him.

It was quite dark now, but
Reidel made out the familiar

outline of a young man’s back
silhouetted in light from a half-

opened door, merging into an-

other silhouette
; full cotton

skirts and long curls that slipped

away and melted into darkness
as Reidel’s foot scrunched the

gravel. The crack of light slid

shut. “Arran?”
The boy whirled, his word.s

choking with rage, “Why are
you spying on me? Just stay out

of my life, will you?”
“Arran, be reasonable. You’re

apt to get more deeply involved

than you realize, meddling with
their women,” Reidel warned.
“Mathis told us about the social

taboos here!”

Arran’s mouth was tight and
ugly. “You grudge me the

slightest—but you and Cleta
—

”

“Cleta? Arran, you fool

—

you’re insane ! I hate the damned
girl!”

When they got back, the others

had finished their meal. The food

was cold now, a stiffening mess

;

Reidel ate without tasting. He
began thinking of the pattern of

relationships that had grown up
between the group. Family feel-

ings, as such, were alien to the

Dvanethy.
Cleta put the baby in Linnit’s

lap and gathered up the dirty

dishes, Arran rising to help. He
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said, with a sour smile, "We’re
certainly getting—adapted!”

Cleta almost dropped a plate

at his tone. He went on, a minor
explosion, “Slavery and filth!

What a planet we picked!”

“We didn’t have too much
choice.”

These bitter exclamations were
interrupted by a knock on the
door. Reidel opened it to see Nick
Foster standing there. He said,

through his surprise, “Won’t you
come in?”

Foster’s face stiffened; Reidel
saw it and was annoyed in turn.
“No,” Foster said curtly,

“thanks. Is there a girl here
called Cleta?”

“What do you want with her?”
Foster, no fool, heard the sus-

picion in Arran’s tone. “Nothing.
My wife asked me to find a girl

to help in the house. She looks
clean and handy. We’ll pay her
more than she’d make in the
fields.”

Reidel wished he were a tele-

path. A beautiful girl is a sale-

able commodity on any planet,

and he didn’t suppose this one
was an exception. He hesitated
until Cleta came out, wiping
soapsuds away with a towel.

“Let her go, Reidel, if she wants
to,” Mathis said shortly.

When Foster was out of ear-
shot, Reidel turned on Mathis.
The telempath said with con-
tempt “Foster is not a good man,
but he does not care much for
women, even his own. Cleta will

have to work hard, but she will

not be in the hot sun all day.
And we might as well see some-

thing of the way others live on
this world.”

“I only thought we should stay
together,” Reidel demurred.

“I didn’t ask you!” Cleta push-
ed past him and began to rattle

dishes violently.

Grim rage welled up in Reidel

and once more the door slammed
behind him.

CHAPTER 6

But what the devil is it?”

Ned Marcus sat back on his

heels, skepticism gone downwind
as he touched, with a cautious

fingertip, the strange dark-red

dust.

“We call the process implosion,

which is a layman’s term and not

too accurate,” Landon said slow-

ly. “Actually it’s a form of mo-
lecular disintegration. Matter it-

self can’t be destroyed, of course,

but the implosion process de-

stroys the atomic orientation of

the particles. The space lattice

collapses, and each element

breaks down into free hydrogen,

free neutrons and radiocarbon.

All, that is, except this red dust,

which is an allotropic precipitate

of the radioactive bromine com-

pounds used in the fuel.”

“Fuel for what? Branzell’s fly-

ing saucers?”
“No,” Landon said. “Scoop

up that dust in a bottle or some-
thing, before someone else gets

smart with a Geiger. And then

I might as well explain to all of

you at once. There’s no sense

going over it again and again.”

As they turned into the drive
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of the Branzell ranch house, the

radiobromine residue scooped for

the moment inside a beercan,

Ned pointed to the station wagon
with the intertwined BR on the

doors, and said “Branzell’s back.

Going to tell him all this, too?”

“I might as well. Find a fruit

jar or something—glass or

enamel—and stow that bromine
residue, will you? It’s not safe

in metal.”

They found Steve Branzell in

the big shaded living room, with
Liz, who stood up quickly as they
came in.

“I found what I was looking
for.” Landon faced Branzell, a
little wearily. “I apologize for ac-

cusing you of concocting a hoax,

Steve.”

Branzell’s sharp blue eyes look-

ed guarded and not too well

pleased. “If I were fixing up a

hoax, I’d hardly arrange to get

myself booked on suspicion of

manslaughter,” he said dryly.

“That seems like carrying a hoax
too far. My lawyer got me out

and it seems they didn’t even
have enough to book me.”

Landon saw that there was an-

other woman in the room ; a fair-

haired girl in her twenties. Mar-
cus introduced her briefly.

“My sister Sylvia, Mr. Lan-
don.” He gave the fair girl a

hard-eyed stare. “No, Sis, cut it

out!”

Branzell said, “I mentioned
Sylvia to you in town. She is one
of the few natural clairvoyants

whose talent will stand the most
rigid scientific investigation.

“When you have time, perhaps
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you’d care to test her powers?
Sit down, Landon, shall I have
the staff get some drinks?”

Landon declined. He was con-

vinced that Sylvia Marcus was
a fake, but she was staring at

him, with a peculiar fixed stare;

he said irritably “If Miss Marcus
can tell me what I am thinking
right now. I’ll gladly dispense

with any further tests.”

It was rash. It was criminally

foolish, he thought, for the next
moment he felt the tentative

touch of concentration—Sylvia

was a telepath and an extremely
strong one. Then the brief rap-

port broke and the girl stared at

him, stark white, and ran a small

pink tongue over her lips. “My
parents should have named me
Cassandra,” she said weakly,

“Who’d believe it?” She almost

ran from the room.

Liz said flippantly, “She does

not seem to have liked what you
were thinking, Mr. Landon.”

Landon sat staring numbly at

the door through which the girl

had vanished, wondering what
he had given away. He was more
baffled than ever. How could a

telepath of Sylvia’s sensitivity

live in the same family with a

shuttlethinker like Marcus, and

stay sane?

Marcus himself broke in with

a belligerent “You’d better get

started on that explanation,” and

set the radiobromine on the table

before Landon. Landon sighed,

and said “I’d better start from
the beginning. It’s a long story.”

An hour later, he faced them
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and finished “That’s really all

there is to tell. After that, I just

—drifted—to where I am now. I

worked in a machine shop for

a while, went to - engineering
school, got into Methods Anal-
ysis. The writing—’’ he looked
tentatively at Branzell, “began
as an exercise in the language.
It let me investigate all sorts of
queer things without attracting
too much attention.”

He fell quiet, facing their

silent faces. Sylvia had slipped

back into the room and was re-

garding him with interest; she
was probably the only one who
had not even a fleeting doubt.
Branzell was frowning, his chin
on his hand. He said finally

“Clint, I’ve had a lot of crack-
pots here and in my office, and
I heard a lot of fantastic yarns.
I’ll say one thing—this tops them
all. If anyone else told me this

story, I’d throw him out on his
pratt.’’

“There’s no doubt about it,”

Sylvia said sombrely; she had
her hand on Branzell’s shoulder,
and Landon was aware of the
rapport between them and of

the exact moment when Bran-
zell’s last doubt.s began to crum-
ble. And now he understood the
glint in Branzell’s eyes. It wasn’t
anger, but fear.

Doubtle.ss, once Branzell had
been telepath himself, more
sensitive by far than Landon had
ever been. And derided for it;

meeting endless charlatans and
phonies in his search to under-
stand his own strange power,

who simulated it by clever con-

juring tricks. Branzdl had final-

ly developed the perfect defense;

a cynical belief that his own
telepathic sensitivity was a pleas-

ant hallucination, a form of wish-
ful thinking. To keep his own
sanity, it was necessary for him
to believe that everyone who
claimed clairvoyance, including

himself, was a deliberate fraud.

Beyond a doubt, he encouraged
the frauds and discouraged the

genuine ones around him.

Sylvia looked up into Landon’s
eyes and saw brief condemnation
in them. She said quietly, “Clan-

non, this world of ours is cruel

to the—different ones. There is

no understanding—only fear.”

“It explains everything about
you,” Liz said. Landon was un-

easy under her dark eyes, know-
ing she was revaluating him a.s a

person. “But you’re—really

human?”
On that point he could be im-

mediately reassuring. “Good
lord, yes! Did you think I was
a monster crawled inside a hu-

man skin?”

Marcus asked dryly, “How
would we know the difference?”

That question sent a shiver

through Landon. He was human,
yes. All the way through. But
there was one race in the Galaxy

that could do precisely that; the

Rhu’inn, the protean, tenuous

terror of a million worlds. He
had told them everything else,

but of this final horror he dared

not speak—the horror that could

crawl inside a man and use him
against his own kind. He pre-
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tended to misunderstand the

question.

“The sub-race I belong to

would fit in a little better in

Peru or Mexico. I picked North
America because I liked their op-

portunities for technical edu-

cation.”

“That’.s flattering,” said Bran-
zell dryly.

Liz put a pertinent question;

"What are the flying saucers

really?”

Landon shook his head. “I have
not the faintest idea what the

‘saucers’ are, or where they come
from, but the persistent reports

of ’em are one reason I’m sta-

tioned here to start with.”

Marcus got back to the im-
mediate problem. “And you sus-

pect that a ship from outside
has landed?”

“I don’t suspect it, I know it.

There is nothing in the universe
which remotely resembles the
implosion residue of radiobro-

mine fuel. It’s the only element
which can’t be destroyed by an
implosion fleld.”

“But why do you want to risk

discovery .yourself, by tr.ying to

hunt up these people?” Mai’cus

demanded.
Liz stared at Marcus in dis-

approving surprise. “Why, he

has to find them! How frighten-

ed and—and lost they must feel 1”

Marcus muttered “They did

not seem very frightened, or

very lost, to me!”
Landon wished he could get

a glimpse inside that shuttle-

thinking. He said crisply “I’m
empowered to make your losses

good. I ought to explain that

while we respect property rights

absolutely in the Dvaneth Fed-
eration, the condition known as

‘desperate need involving the

alternative of loss of life or .star-

vation’ creates a primary right

even in law. You noted, perhaps,

that they didn’t take all your
money, or all your clothes.”

“Sounds hair-splitting,” Bran-
zell murmured, “and a trifle

Utopian.”

Landon continued. “But you
must understand why I have to

find them. They’ll adapt, yes, but

they’ll never be quite safe, es-

pecially here where it’s im-
portant to have proper identi-

fications and background. It was
not easy for me, and that was
in the days when a man could
still get along without a birth

certificate and draft card.”

“What happens when you find

them?” Bi-anzell wanted to know.
“Can you signal your home world
that you’ve picked up some
strays ?”

Landon explained. Dvanethy
stranded on Closed Planets had
to be abandoned: rescue work
anywhere was difficult and ex-

pensive, and on Closed Planets,

an impossible risk.

“What I want to know is this,”

Marcus broke in rudely, “how
did they happen to speak Eng-
lish ?”

“There must have been a
trained telempath with them.”
Landon was struck by a sudden
incongruity. If they had read
Marcus’ mind, how was it that
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he, Landon, could not read it

now? Was it possible that Mar-
cus could turn that shuttle-

thinking on and off at will ? That
would mean he was aware of it,

and in Landon’s experience, it

was almost always an uncon-
scious thing. It could be learned
—Landon could do it himself if

he had to, but only for a very
short time.

Liz asked “How was it that
the space bandit story sent you
off in such a rush?”
“The newspapers described the

effects of a weapon very com-
mon on Dvaneth but unknown
here. When Branzell mentioned
burns—

”

“1^ I’d known what I was
getting into, I might have kept
my big mouth shut,” Branzell

muttered.

Landon stood up. “Marcus, I

want the best description you can
give me of them. I want Liz to

keep combing the newspapers
for some unusual event that
might mean one of them had
gotten careless.”

“And when you do find them ?”

“It will depend on the cir-

cumstances.” Landon hoped Syl-
via would not try to read his

mind. Try as he would, he could
not keep the ominous thought of
the Rhu’inn from sneaking into
the far corners of his brain.

Proably they were harmless
survivors of a crashed trading
or colonizing starship. There was
an off chance that it was an il-

legal entry, but the chance was
small. Anyone daring the ex-
treme penalty of Federation law

by landing on a Closed Planet
would have known how to set or

dismantle the Implosion device

and prevent their ship from de-

stroying itself. Fugitives hiding

from Dvanethy justice on a world
where they knew no one from
outside could ever follow, who
were clever enough to burn their

bridges, would know enough to

scatter, take away and hide the
radiobromine residue which
would be sure to give them away
to the Watcher on every Closed
Planet.

Branzell got up and began to

pace the floor. “What absolutely

rotten luck,” he said vehemently.
“I’ve been hunting something
like this for forty years. They
land right on my own ranch. And
then they vanish into thin air

again. Where could they have
gone ?”

Landon watched him; a little

amused, a little troubled. Bran-
zell finally swung around and
said “Damm it, Clint, where
could they go? There’s no one

around except my ranch hands
and a few Mexican workers on
the cotton farms out in the Bra-
zos valley—”
He stopped, point-blank. Liz

and Sylvia stared at Landon,
open-mouthed. “And you look like

a Mexican, Landon. That didn’t

take any mind reading.”

Landon slumped. “But how
many labor camps are there for

Mexicans? Hundreds. Besides,

would anyone take them on?
Don’t they have to be vouched
for by the Mexican government
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or something before they can
cross the border?"

The rancher nodded. “That’s

one reason I don’t bother with
cotton. Nylon’s put the cotton

growers almost out of business,

and then you have to monkey
around and get a contract and
a work card for every man,
woman and kid on the place.”

“But some of them cross the

border illegally and get work
anyhow,” Sylvia said eagerly.

“It’s against the law, but some
ranchers do it, Mr^ Branzell.”

Branzell became excited and
spoke as if he were giving orders

to his own editorial staff. “We
can start there, maybe. I know
a lot of ranchers, even though
I leave running my own place to

a string of managers and spend

most of my time with the mag-
azines. Maybe I can find out

which of the men around here

have been in trouble, before this,

for hiring workers without prop-

er immigration permits. Landon,
you’re welcome to Use the ranch,

or the offices of Branzell Publi-

cations, for your base of oper-

ations. They could help your

secretary with that clippings

business—they hunt the news-
papers for queer events any-

how—

”

Landon instantly vetoed that;

the fewer who knew about this,

the better.

Branzell yielded the point, but
he sighed. “Lordy, how I’d like

to put my whole staff to work
on this thing. I feel as if my
favorite daydream was walking
out of the pages!”

“Clint, all I ask is this. If you
ever do make it public, give me
the first chance at an interview.

And whether I can print it or
not—^when we find them, I want
a chance to talk with them!”
That much Landon could prom-

ise with a clear conscience.

CHAPTER 7

Not far from the barracks,

near the railroad siding

where cotton was loaded and
shipped, there were stock pens,

and the evening freight train

often stopped to load and unload

cattle, calves and sheep.

Reidel had taken to leaving

the barracks each evening, and
strolling across to watch the ani-

mals and the skill, or lack of it,

with which they were handled.

The railroad agent soon grew
accustomed to seeing the sun-

burnt young man still hanging
around the pens; the second or

third evening, when there had
been no stock loaded or unloaded,

and he saw Reidel turn away, he
called him back to ask “Are you
expecting something to come in

by this train?”

Reidel, less of a linguist than

Cleta, hesitated and the agent

repeated the question in rough-
hewn Spanish.

“No,” said Reidel, “I just like

animals.” The agent laughed and
paid no further attention to him.

One evening Cleta detained

him with a quiet “Reidel,

wait—

”

He made no answer except an
ungracious noise. He had avoided
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Cleta since the last time he
walked out on her.

Now he became aware of an
astonishing change, she seemed
more feminine than ever.

“Where do you go every night,
Reidel?”

“Out to watch the stock pens
at the railroad.”

She said with a shaky laugh,

“We haven’t made it too easy
for you. You and I seem to spend
most of our time fighting and
then apologizing to one another,
don’t we?”

“I can think of worse ways to

spend my time.” Reidel felt ab-
surdly light-hearted. “Let's fight

some more.” Cleta giggled, and
he added, “Or—why not come
with me and watch?”

She hesitated just along for

the bitterness to surge up again.
“Or don’t you care to be seen
with a roughneck like me?” he
added sourly.

“Of course I’ll come,” she said
warmly. “I’d meant to tell you

—

Mrs. Foster said today that Fos-
ter had a prize bull of some kind
coming in on the train, you’re in-

terested in things like that,

aren’t you?”
He was touched that Cleta

would remember and mention
this. Arran had disappeared on
some private errand

; Linnit, the
baby in her lap, was sitting on
the rickety step with a neighbor
woman nursing an infant. Dionie
had gone with Viola Arriagos to
do their shopping.

Cleta called to Linnit, and
walked on beside Reidel. “Linnit
seems contented here.”

“She’s very fortunate,” Reidel

said, smiling.

Cleta flushed, “Working at the
Foster house—seeing how some
people live here—it made me
realize, we’ve done just what
Arran said, we’ve slid down too

far. It makes me want to—fight.

Dionie’s getting to look like these

grubby children, runs about
barefoot—Linnit sits there with
those cows of women, and the

baby kicking in the dirt, per-

fectly happy—that’s what’s so

dreadful, Reidel, they’re hap-
py—”

Reidel put his hands on Cleta’s

shoulders. “Do you really hate to

see anyone happy?”
“Do I sound as hateful as that?

It’s only—oh, Reidel, they’re

turning into animals, it’s getting

at me too, it’s like—like an in-

visible tide sucking me under—

”

“Cleta, girl!” His hands
tightened and she let herself fall

against him, sobbing desolately.

“Cleta, Cleta, Cleta!” He kept

saying her name over and over,

helplessly. He waited till she had
quieted a little. “You’ll have to

be patient. Why do you think I

come here ? The same reason that

you w’atch Foster’s wife and
daughter—and it’s already

changed you.”

He looked across the siding to

the railroad yard. A little knot

of men was clustered by the

fence, smoking and talking.

“They must be the men come
to unload the bull, but the train

won’t be here for some time.

Cleta
—

” Reidel drew her back
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into the shadows, so that they

were shielded from sight by a
corner of the heavy fence. He
hardly knew, until he spoke her

name, what he meant to say;

and then he didn’t say it. He only

pulled her close again and kissed

her with hungry, helpless vio-

lence.

She was startled and passive

for a moment, then her arms
went up around him. Only for

a moment; the she pushed him
away. “That won’t solve any-
thing,’’ she said, but her voice

was softer than he had ever
heard it.

His words came unsteady and
breathless.

“Cleta. You know the customs
here?”
“Some of them,’’ she said, try-

ing to speak flippantly.

“I’d like to—have it on our
own terms, my dearest. In our
own words and under our own
law’s. But we can’t, not here.

Cleta—will you marry me, under
the customs of this world?”

She looked up, eyes wide and
her face stained hot scarlet.

“Reidel—not the way they do
it here

—

”

Reidel said, with an intensity

of emotion that blurred rational

judgment from his voice, “Cleta,

I’m frightened for you. I want
to take care of you, I—don’t even
know what it is I want. It’s not
just the mating privilege we’d
give or grant on Dvaneth, I

want the right to
—” he fum'oled

with unfamiliar words, even un-
familiar thoughts, “to—to keep

you from working too hard. To
make you—a little less unhappy.”

She laced her fingers through
his. She said with her eyes

lowered stubbornly, “I couldn’t

—

not the way it would have to be,

here—one man and one woman
and a permanent commitment
that might last all our lives.

I simply haven’t adapted that
far. And suppose we had chil-

dren? I’d be like Linnit—always
frightened for them, but not
caring about anything else

—

”

“But Linnit’s happy,” Reidel
reminded her very softly.

She tried to smile, but she
looked trapped. “Not yet. Give
me a little more time, Reidel.”

A sudden blaze of electric light

illuminated the stock pens, and
Reidel, blinking in the glare,

saw that Cleta’s face was wet.

“The train must be coming

—

yes, there’s the whistle now. And
there’s Mathis-—^what are you do-

ing here?” he demanded. “Is
anything wrong?

“Everything’s fine. I only
wanted to see what was the mys-
terious fascination of this place,

to lure away not only you but
Cleta!”

They paid no attention ; Reidel
because he had ti’ained himself
to ignore Mathis, and Cleta be-

cause she knew there was no real

malice behind him. They made
room for the dwarf as the train

shuffled to a halt.

Foster and two of his fore-

men were edging around care-

fully, trying to get into the
special car in which the prize

bull had been shipped. While
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Cleta and Mathis watched and
chuckled at the antics of a car-

load of frisky yearling calves,

Eeidel moved along the fence to

where he could watch the unload-

ing without getting in the way.
The bull snorted and heaved

up his head, pawing at the straw.

Reidel studied it with an ex-

pert’s eye. Good breeding stock,

he judged; but vicious. If he’d

been in charge, he’d have had it

gelded as a calf.

They were all wary of ap-

proaching it, and Reidel’s con-

tempt for Foster increased as

he saw the ineffectual way the

man was bossing the unloading.

If he had followed his inclina-

tion, Reidel would have shoved

them all aside and said, “Here,

you idiots, let me do that.”

Cleta said, in low-voiced won-
der, “Why, they’re really cows!”

“They’re smaller than those on
Dvaneth, that’s all.”

Mathis frowned and muttered,

“Foster’s getting angry—doesn’t

he know the bull will smell it on
him?”

“It will charge him”-—Reidel

gripped the fence. And then it

happened; the bull lunged,

crashed through the wooden rails

nailed across the boxcar, door,

and hurled a ton of power
straight at Foster. The men
leaped up on the fence. The bull

crashed into the fence rails and
the impact hurled Foster to the

ground—inside the pen.

Reidel flung over the fence in

one leap. He ran only a few steps,

but they seemed endless. On
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Dvaneth he had been the winner
of a green banner for this

sport—skills deteriorate if you

don’t use them, he thought
frantically, can I still do it ? And
then he was hurtling at the bull’s

body and in another instant had
stopped its charge and vaulted

clear. The bull, stopped in mid-
lunge, but only briefly, by the

impact of Reidel’s body, saw a
new tormentor. It turned from
Foster and the foreman dragged

the dazed man safely outside the

fence while Reidel clung to the
bull’s horn-stumps. Then, getting

one arm around the bull’s neck,

he braced his foot in the flank

and clung there, swaying with
the bull’s maddened plunges,

sending a wordless scream at

Mathis. The bull tossed his head

and stamped, trying to throw
off the maddening weight, to

fling this leech into the dirt and
stamp on him

—

Then the bull stopped, planting

his feet, and Reidel let himself

slide trembling to the ground.

Mathis hobbled close and patted

the heaving neck. Reidel, breath-

ing hard, leaned against the ani-

mal’s sweating sides. Mathis had
certainly saved his life. It was
easy enough to grab a bull if you
knew the trick of it, but if

Mathis hadn’t thrown his force

into the empathic rapport, Reidel

would have been thrown off

sooner or later, and trampled.

Only a telempath could quiet a

really maddened animal and
Reidel had never seen a meaner
one.

Foster hurried toward him,
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limping slightly on an ankle

twisted in his fall. Eeidel patted

the quieted bull, and Foster

stared. “Hey, that bull’s gentle

as a calf! Man, you ought to be

in the rodeo—I sure thought I’d

had it!’’ He recognized Mathis
and Reidel with a start. “Don’t

you two live in my barracks?

What are you, a bullfighter ?’’

Reidel shook his head, still

panting with effort. “I’ve been

trained to handle animals. After

Mathis hypnotized him—he’s all

right, you won’t have any trouble

with him for a few hours, but

you really need an empath
around to handle a mean one like

this!”

“Hypnotized!” Foster gave a

snort of laughter. “I guess he

did at that. He seems all right

now. I hardly know what to

say—” Foster’s hand went to

his pocket, but Reidel made a

gesture of proud rejection.

“Keep your money! I did what
you’d have done, I hope!”

Foster saw the blaze of anger

in the dark eyes, and returned

the wallet to his pocket. “No
offense meant,” he said swiftly,

“but a man who can handle a

bull like that is wasted pulling

cotton.”

“Hey, Nick, if you’re all

right
—” someone yelled. Foster

shouted back “Just a minute!

Reidel, come to the office tomor-

row—maybe I can find you some-

thing better to do.”

“Well, now you’ve really done

it,” Mathis’ voice was acid, sear-

ing Reidel’s tired brain. Reidel
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said wearily “What else could I

have done? What else—what
kind of inhuman brute would
I be, to let a man be trampled
and savaged before my eyes ?”

“Did you have to babble all

that about hypnotism and em-
paths?” Mathis snarled.

It was dark, and Reidel could

not see Cleta’s face, but her clasp

on his arm was very gentle. “Of
course you had to do what you
did,” she said. “But now there’s

no help for it. We’ll have to go
away.”

Reidel walked a few steps

without answering. He was
weary and shaking with exertion,

but he felt more like his old self

than ever.

“All right,” he said at last,

“We’ll go. But wait till I see

Foster tomorrow. Perhaps I can

arrange it so we can go without

any trouble.”

Prominent Rancher Escapes Death

From Savage Champion Bull:

Bracero Plays Toreador!

Clearwater, Texas: Nicholas

Foster, cotton rancher and
owner of one of North
Texas’ finest herds of dairy

cattle, narrowly escaped

mauling yesterday under the

hoofs of Westwoods Cham-
pion IV, prize Guernsey bull

reportedly valued at $30,-

000. The bull was being un-

loaded at the Clearwater sid-

ing by Foster and an em-
ployee when he broke out

of the box ear and charged.

Tragedy was averted when
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two Mexican ranch workers
employed by Foster jumped
into the pen and diverted
the bull’s attention.

The men were identified

as Ray Reydel, 29, and Ma-
this Reydel, Mexican Na-
tionals employed by the
large Foster Cotton Com-
pany. The younger man
seized the bull’s short horns
and bulldogged him, rodeo
style, while the older man
supposedly subdued the bull

by gazing into his eyep and
hypnotizing him.

CHAPTER 8

CLINT, I wish you’d look at

this.” Liz Curran handed
him the clipping. “Didn’t Mar-
cus say that one of his—I hate
to keep calling them space ban-
dits—called the other Reidel, or
something like it?”

Clint read, frowned and read
it through again. He said, “That
bull-hypnotizing trick doesn’t
sound like ordinary rodeo. I

wouldn’t spell the Dvaneth
Reidel as Reydel, but a person
used to Spanish names might—

”

“We might find out if this

Foster is the kind to hire uni-
dentified Mexicans.”

“It’s a place to start, and
heaven knows we need them. I've

been out of town as long as I can
manage. Not that I particularly
need the money, but I have a
business reputation of sorts. I

can't afford mysterious disap-
pearances.”

“And if word gets around that

you’re in Texas helping Bran-
zell chase flying saucers—

”

Landon laughed soundlessly.

“I’ve been spared that.”

Landon knew how difficult it

was for Branzell to keep from
publicizing the whole business,

but so far he’d kept his word.

“We might as well have a talk

with this fellow Foster, Ned
Marcus knows that part of the
country,” Liz said. “I wish you
hadn’t confided in Marcus,
though. I’m not sure I like him.”

“Liz, I had no choice. If he’d

found the radiobromine, and had
it analyzed, the lid would have
been off. You might as well

pack—if this is another wild
goose chase, I’ll fly back to New
York and try to work out a new
approach. If we don’t find them
in another week or so, we never
will.”

“Well, do we take Marcus
along, or don’t we? Clearwater
is on the map, isn’t it?”

Clint stood with his hands
clasped behind his back. “Yes,

but suppose Marcus decided to do
some hunting on his own? I’m
nervous.”

“Some special reason? Or are
you mind-reading again ?”

Landon laughed sourly. He’d
give a lot to read Marcus’ mind.
“I have hunches sometimes, and
it’s wise to trust them. Right
now one hunch is telling me to

get rid of Marcus, fast, and an-
other hunch is riding me, tell-

ing me to keep an eye on him.
Between the two, he’s less trou-

ble where I can watch him.” He
smiled at the girl and said.
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“Sometimes I think you’re the

only sane person around. I could

not live without you!”

Her answering smile was
crooked. “You pay me well.”

He turned, his voice a little

hoarse. “Liz, don’t! I’m—even
after thirty years here I’m not
wholly free. I don’t know how to

explain—I’m a sort of soldier
—

”

“And regulations include—no
fraternizing with the natives?”

“Liz, that’s not fair!”

“I noticed you don’t say it

isn’t true.” She removed his

hands, firmly and almost forcibly,

from her arms. “And since we’re
not going to get rid of Marcus,
let’s go pick him up.”

Clearwater was nearly three
hundred miles from the Bran-
zell ranch along smooth, straight

and almost hypnotic highways.
Marcus drowsed in the back seat

;

Liz was silent, her sleek head
turned out the window, and for

two hundred miles Landon re-

spected her silence.

“Boiling hot day,” he said at

last. “Want to stop in the next
town for a drink?”

“No, thank you.” She closed

her eyes as if half asleep, but he
persisted, “I mean ice water or
root beer, of course. Texas is a
thirsty state—but it’s a dry
one!”
“The heat doesn’t bother me.”
Landon reflected that her man-

ner would quick-freeze a side of
beef. He lapsed into silence,

crowding the speed limit, until

Liz broke into vehement speech.

“Why do you talk like a tour-
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ist? Why try to act—as if you
were really interested in any-
thing here? Can’t you be natural

for once? You aren’t human and
I know it, so why pretend? Or
were you trying to go native?”

Landon’s hands jerked on the

wheel. “Pretend? I don’t under-
stand you!” And all at once he
did understand. Tardily, Liz was
getting the full implications of

what he had told her. It hadn’t

really hit her until now.

“Liz, there’s no pretense. I

don’t know what to say to you.

I came here by my own choice,

and I’ve been here thirty years.

I couldn’t live anywhere else, and
I wouldn’t want to.”

A sleepy sound from the back

seat recalled the presence of a

third party. Landon, who had
forgotten not only Ned’s presence

but his very existence, swore to

himself.

Marcus sat up, yawning.
“Have you figured out what
you’re going to tell this Foster?”

“It will depend on what sort

of person he turns out to be,”

Landon said.

Liz was looking out the win-
dow at the cotton fields. Pickers
were dragging the heavy sacks
along each row, and she said

after a time, “I should think
someone would invent a mechani-
cal cotton picker for such awful
drudgery!”

“There is one,” Marcus chuck-
led, “only it’s expensive, and
farmers won’t use it. Cheaper to
hire wetbacks.”

“It shouldn’t be cheaper,”
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Landon said with a vehemence
that even surprised himself,

“Human labor is always worth
more than machinery!”

“You wouldn’t talk that way
if you knew anything about
them,” Marcus retorted. “Take a

good look at them, sometime.
They’re not human, they’re not
much more than work animals.”

Landon could not drop it there.

“Would you do the work they do
for the pay they get?”

“That’s different,” Ned Mar-
cus protested. “I have skills that
are worth more.”
Landon started to say, maybe

they would too, if they’d been
trained, but he only said, “Still

they work harder than you do

—

actual, physical effort—don’t

they?”

“It’s all they’re good for, I

tell you. More than half the

people in the world are morons.

Any world,” Marcus insisted.

“All they can do is the work that

machines could do better. In a

halfway decent world, they’d be
allowed to die out. But idealists

like you won’t let them starve,

so they have to have a chance to

earn a living, and you’d take

even that away by giving their

work to machines!”
“Hold on, I never said that

—

”

“You sentimental Utopians

just want them to go on clutter-

ing up the world with more
morons like themselves!”

This time Landon did not an-

swer. He was thinking ; that was
a very ancient point of view, and
the nonhuman Rhu’inn would
have approved. Only they drew

no distinction between intelligent

human and moron human, lump-
ing the entire human race into

the category of living cattle

without rights or dignities, cre-

ated for the convenience of the

Galaxy’s one truly intelligent

race (by their lights) the

Rhu’inn.

It was just a matter of where
you placed yourself. Anyone
could accept tyranny if he was
placed among the tyrants rather

than the victims. Marcus, one

of the superior class in his lim-

ited world, needed no scruples

about the inferior.

But Landon, educated to

knowledge of the Rhu’inn, lump-
ed himself with all humanity
among the species considered in-

ferior. It made a great difference

in the point of view.

Clearwater was a town of a

single street, crammed untidily

with grocery stores, a dingy
pharmacy, secondhand stores

spilling anonymous junk. The in-

evitable water tower straddled

the town, head and shoulders

above the roofs. They found the

Foster Cotton Company without

difficulty and paused outside the

gates.

Landon, already ruffled from
his brush with Marcus, disliked

Foster on sight, from the chilly

eyes to the knife-pressed khakis.

He told qualified truth; “I read

in the papers about your bull. I

thought it would make a good

feature story—good publicity for

your herd, too.”

Foster’s eyes were not friend-
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ly, though he was civil enough.
“Thanks, but I’d rather not have
that kind of publicity. Qnce the

words gets round that a stud

animal is vicious, his value

drops. The less talk, the better.”

“What about the fellow who
stopped the bull? Was he one of

your regular cowmen ?”

“No, just a wetback. Only been
here two, three weeks.” Landon
kept his face non-committal, but
the time element was right.

“I never gave him a second
look till the other evening. He’s
not quite all there, I’d say. After
it happened, he claimed the other
fellow, his brother, hypnotized
the bull. We get some awfully
dumb ones.”

“You don’t suppose he really

did hypnotize it?”

To Landon’s surprise, Foster

hesitated. “You never can tell.

That brother of his was a queer
one. Hunchback.” (Landon made
himself calm; Marcus had de-

scribed the second as a hunch-

back). “He wouldn’t have been

much good picking, so I put him
to work as a checker, and come
to think of it, that’s peculiar. I

usually give that job to someone
I know real well. It’s too easy

to cheat—the checker can put
down extra weight for his own
family. But he gave me the im-

pression he was plumb honest.”

He looked up, almost but not

quite laughing. “You don’t reck-

on he hypnotized me, do you?”
Foster added, “About the bull

business, I can’t tell you much.
I was flat on my face in the dust

when it happened, expecting that

blasted bull to stomp me. Every-
body says it was some stunt,

though.”

Landon tried to make his next
question offhanded. “I noticed

the article especially because I

used to know some Reydels, and
one of them worked with a rodeo.

Where could I find young Rey-
del?”

He told himself sternly that

this Reydel might turn out to be
a young Mexican with a talent

for amateur rodeo work
; but he

was inwardly convinced that the
long hunt was over.

“Well, now, I’m sorry,” Foster
said slowly, “I haven’t the least

idea. Reydel and his whole fam-
ily cleared out last night.”

For a moment, Landon’s dis-

appointment was so acute that

he let his pose of disinterest

slip.

“Why?”
“How would I know?” Foster

sounded injured. “This morn-
ing they didn’t come out with
the other pickers. Vicente said

they just packed up and left.”

Now Landon was positive of

the identity of the supposed
Reydels. It was exactly what the

Dvanethy conditioning would
prompt them to do. Just the

same, Foster was hiding some-
thing; that was perfectly clear.

Deliberately, to shock it out of

him, Landon threw the lie in

his face.

“I don’t believe you ! You were
afraid, after that newspaper
story, that it would come out
that you hire wetbacks here!”
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Foster stared up, indignant.

“Listen, Mister—” he started.

His words died in the middle,

for a very curious glint had ap-

peared in Landon’s eyes. Foster
sank weakly back in his chair.

Landon was using every scrap of

telepathic power he possessed,

and under the powerful impact,

Foster gasped.

“Did you kick them off the

place?”

“No ! No !” Foster choked. “I

—

sent them to a better job. I

—

gave him a letter to my brother
Duane in San Angelo. He breeds
saddle horses and sends them
around with a rodeo.”

So the hunt had to begin again.

“Your brother’s name? Ad-
dress? Write them down.” He
didn’t believe they would go
near Duane Foster, but he would
have to check it.

Automatically Foster reached

for a pencil and scribbled.

“How did they go? Bus,

train
—

”

“They bought Vicente’s old

truck.”

“The license number?”
Foster scribbled again, in a

daze.

“Now. How many in Reydel’s

family?”

“I dunno.” Foster mopped his

forehead. “No, wait—-I’ve got

the names in the barracks list.”

He flipped through an ancient

ledger, pointed with a still shak-

ing pencil. “I never could spell

Mexican names.”
Landon read down the list.

Not a single name that could not

be spoken in Dvaneth syllables;

not a single Felipe, Francisco,

Dolores. It wasn’t proof, of

course. Nothing would be proof

until he saw them.

He returned to the car and sat

there, despondent, for several

minutes, until Liz, troubled by
his silence, asked, “Weren’t they

the ones?”

“I don’t know. I’ll probably
never know.” He told the story

in a few words, finishing, “We’re
sunk. I could chase them all over

Texas for the next ten years.”

“You have the truck’s license

number,” Marcus suggested.

“Have the highway, patrol pick

them up.”

Landon refused emphatically.

“To the police, they’re just wet-
backs, unless I explained every-

thing. I can’t do that, so they’d

only be dumped over the border.

Here in Texas I could hunt for

them as a citizen, at least. I’d

have no excuse to do detective

work in Mexico!” He glanced at

his watch. “If I drive like hell.

I’ve just time to get an evening
flight for New York.”

“You’re giving up?” Marcus
asked.

Landon said slowly, “No. Liz,

would you stay in Texas and hold

down this end for a few days?

There are a few things in New
York I have to handle myself.”

Vialniir, he was thinking, would
be waiting impatiently for a re-

port.

“We have the names they’re

using now, and the truck’s li-

cense number. You can check

with Foster’s brother in San
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Angelo—though it's a long
chance. The truck’s a rattletrap,

might turn up in a junk yard or

service station.”

“Are you counting me in?”
Marcus asked.

Landon hesitated. He really

had nothing against Marcus ex-

cept some vaguely displeasing

political ideas and that shuttie-

thinking—wnich wouldn’t bother
Liz.

“It’s up to Liz.”

Liz searched Landon’s face but
found no hint there. “He’d rec-

ognize Mathis and Reydel,

wouldn’t he?” she said at last.

“Yes, let him come.”

“Give me the license number,
then.” Marcus scribbled the dig-

its on an envelope. “Let’s stop
at that filling station. I’ve got
to make a phone call.”

Clint was airborne over Cleve-
land before he realized that Ned
Marcus had not accounted to him
for the radiobromine residue.

CHAPTER 9

REIDEL might have been im-

pressed by the age of Cairo

or Rome, the size of New York,
or the teeming billions of Bom-
bay; but a hundred years ago,

San Angelo, Texas, had been raw
gras.s prairie. His eyes, remem-
bering the spacious bridges and
pylons of Galactic planets, the

hum and intensify of life on a
dozen planets, saw little differ-

ence between Clearwater’s one
street and the more numerous
but fundamentally similar streets

of San Angelo.

For all his intelligence, Reidel

was naive. At the lowest levels

of a provincial outland, he had
still secretly believed that the

more settled portions of this

world would resemble his own.
Now he sighed with disillusion,

steering Vicente’s rattletrap

truck to a corner. He turned to

Cleta, who sat wedged between
himself and Linnit:

“I don’t know if we should

cross into the city or not. On
Foster’s ranch no one paid any
attention to us, we v'ere ex-

pected to act like foreigners.

Here, we simply don’t know how
to act.”

A sniall grocery store yielded

a haphazard lunch, and Cleta,

noticing a number of citizens

picnicking on an expanse of

lawn along the river bank,

guessed rightly that the place

was a public park and that one
more group would attract no at-

tention. They finished the im-
promptu meal and Reidel said,

“I’d better go alone to see

Foster’s brother. Where will you
wait for me?”

Cleta and Arran looked up
simultaneously to protest, and
Reidel wondered what plan they
had contrived between them.

“Go ahead.”

“No, you tell him, Cleta.”

Reidel felt annoyed, but in an
attempt at fairness said, “I’ll

listen to anything reasonable.

What is it?”

The girl looked down at her
hands. “I think we .should drop
the Mexican pretense altogether.

We’ve seen enough of this world
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to fit in at another level. You
and Arran have skills you can
use. The longer we stay at our
present level, the harder it will

be to leave it.”

Taking Reidel’s silence for

agreement, Arran continued out-

lining the plan. “We may never
have a better chance to switch
identities. Cleta and Mathis can
already speak English without
an accent; you could, if you’d

try. I’m certain I could find

work as a mechanic; these in-

ternal-combustion engines—” he
waved a contemptuous hand at

the truck, “I could rip one apart
blindfolded, they’re just one 55tep

above the invention of the

wheel ! That’s typical of this

culture!”

Reidel felt his jealousy blaze

up again, but he fought to con-

trol it; was he a civilized man,
or was he a damned barbarian?
“Cleta, is this what you really

want?”

Cleta twisted her slender

hands. Reidel’s eyes fell on the

livid scar that marred' the palm
of one hand and Cleta hid it

quickly in a fold of her skirt.

“It’s the most logical thing.”

“The only logical thing,” Ar-
ran corrected. “Don’t you agree,

Mathis?”
The telempath shrugged.

“Leave it to Reidel.”

“Reidel, Reidel!” Arran’s
words stabbed. “Maybe when we
first landed Reidel had to take

charge, but does he have to keep

on making decisions for us all

our lives?”

“He can go on making them
for me,” Linnit said quietly. “I

don’t understand culture levels

and all that, but he’s kept us

safe so far.”

Dionie looked up. With the em-
path’s chameleon ability to ab-

sorb atmospheres, already she

seemed alien to Reidel; belong-

ing to this sky, this sun, this

world; not their own. “Why not

give Reidel a chance, Arran?”
she asked, in her sweet reedy

voice. “He may decide, after he’s

talked to Foster’s brother, that

he likes your plan best.”

Reidel felt surging gratitude.

Of course Dionie would under-

stand; this would give him a

chance to think it out, slowly as

he needed to think everything

through, away from the others.

Arran shrugged.

“I won’t go against you all. I

can wait.”

They found a tourist court

on the fringes of town; a quiet

place, shabby but clean. Shaved,

dressed neatly in a new grey

work shirt and jeans, Reidel felt

somewhat less the roughneck
and more like the respectable

professional man he had been. He
left the others.

After his departure time

dragged. Cleta wandered about

the rooms, too keyed up to rest.

Arran had stacked their belong-

ings into the tiny kitchenette

and she was sorting them, rest-

less, when Arran himself came
from the other room.

“What are you doing, Cleta?”

She nodded at the cardboard

boxes. “The worst makeshifts
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can be destroyed, and the things
from the lifeship have to be.

It’s a Dvaneth law. I thought
you’d destroyed them already.”

“Dvaneth law!” Arran made
an expressive sound. “The Fed-
eration isn’t wasting worry on
us. We’re dead, to them. What
right have they to dictate to us
now ?”

“I wish you’d destroy the
shockers, at least!”

“The shockers are just what
I intend to keep.” Arran slipped

one into his pocket. “Not that I

couldn’t make one in an hour
or two, given proper materials

—

simplest thing in the world.”

Cleta was uneasily aware that

he was meditating some plan

whose details she preferred not

to know. She closed her mind
against him. “I wonder what
Reidel will decide?”

“Does it matter? Cleta, if

Reidel decides he wants to stay

—

barbarian—let him! You and I

know what we want! I can give

you the kind of life you really

deserve, and it won’t be long,

either ! Say you’ll come with
me!”

Cleta stared, half amused

;

then, as his strong young arms
swung her around and prisoned

her, she became aware that it

was not a joke.

“Please, Arran—” she said,

very low.

“Is that what you want,
Cleta?” Reidel asked from the
doorway. He looked weary and
grim. Cleta struggled to say
some word of excuse, but speech
always deserts a telepath in the

flow of strong emotion, and she

only sobbed, sick with shame,
unable to push Arran away.
Reidel ignored her.

“If you want to know,” Reidel

said, “I turned down Duane
Foster’s offer. It was a good
one. He wanted me to go with a

rodeo, that’s an exhibition of

horses, as a handler; maybe an

assistant trainer, if I worked
well. I would have, I know ani-

mals, I’d have been right in my
element. Only thing was, I’d have
had to travel, to be away from
the rest of you. And I felt that

our main aim was for all us to

stay together, no matter what.
It seems I was wrong.”

Cleta found her voice, thickly.

“Reidel, we know we have to stay

together. I’m sorry, so sorry
—

”

“Nothing to be sorry about.”

Reidel sounded crushed by tired-

ness. He walked to the sink and
drank a glass of water with
thirsty haste, as if nothing else

mattered. “You gave me my way,
Arran. Now I’ll have to give you
yours,”

“It’s not my way," Arran said,

exasperated. “It’s what’s best for

all of us.”

“No matter.” Reidel sat down,
his head bent. “You’re in charge.

I keep promises. What’s the first

move ?”

Arran outlined his plan. “We’ll

sell the truck, first
;
it’s too easy

to trace. It isn’t worth much,
but still—^we’ll stay out of sight

until we can all speak good Eng-
lish—that won’t take more than
a day or two, we’re all good lin-
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guists. Reidel and I will see about
finding work, and somewhere de-

cent to live. Camouflage, with
Mathis among us, won’t be any
harder than in the barracks.

Don’t you agree ?”

“You’re telling this.”

“Cleta, burn all but the most
presentable clothing. Cut Lin-

nit’s hair short as the Ameri-
can women wear theirs, and
Reidel and I will go and sell the

truck.”

Driving through the desultory

noon traffic, Reidel was silent,

his shoulders drawn taut, his

mouth grim. He didn’t speak to

Arran.

The used-car lot was tucked

under the approaches of the

bridge, an asphalt floorway bor-

dered with little fluttering pen-

nons in red and yellow, that

spelled out WE buy and sell.

Reidel drove through the gate,

and the attendant came toward

them. “Can I help you?”

Reidel said in precise unfamil-

iar English, “To sell this truck.”

“Trade on a new model? Just

to sell for cash?” The man looked

them over for a minute. “Maybe
we can do business. You have

registration and title papers?”

Arran produced them ; he had

been careful to ask Vicente about

the necessary transfers of prop-

erty. The salesman riffled

through the certificates. “Arran
Reydel. You look a bit young, and

I don’t see a parent’s counter-

signature on these. Are you le-

gally of age?”
Arran, not telepathic and not

entirely understanding, masked
ignorance in annoyance. He said,

“Of course,” and hoped it were
true; he hadn’t the slightest

notion what constituted legal age
on this planet.

The man handed back the

papers. “I’ll want to see your
driver’s license, too. Before I

can make an offer. I’ll have to

telephone. Wait here.” He indi-

cated a wooden bench and went
inside, closing the door.

Reidel remained standing.

“We’re in trouble, Arran. You’ve
no driver’s license. Can’t you see

how little we really know, if a

simple thing like this trips us

up without Mathis to probe for

us? A rudimentary instinct in

Reidel was warning him to get

away from there fast, but Arran,
less sensitive than Reidel, did

not understand that Reidel had
received the full blast of the at-

tendant’s suspicions.

“We can bluff our way through
anything.”

“Mathis might. Don’t fool

yourself—we can’t!”

The attendant returned and

began to examine the rattletrap

with great care, checking tires

and door handles, poking the

worn upholstery, lifting the hood.

Reidel’s unease grew.

“He’s^ delaying us,” he mut-

tered, “he could have set a value

on this old wreck in five minutes.

Arran, tell him we’ve changed

our minds and let’s get away
fast!”

It was already too late for

that; a black car had driven up

at the entrance, and two uni-
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formed men were crossing the

sidewalk. They glanced at Arran
and Reidel, bent to look at the
license plate. “That’s it,” one
said. “We had a call tipping us

to watch for this truck.”

The attendant looked quite

satisfied. “I thought you might
have it on your lists somewhere,
officer,”

Arran said angrily, unasked,
“It isn’t stolen and I can prove
that!”

The policemen exchanged the
briefest of looks. “Who said it

was?” He snapped out at Reidel,

“Como se llama? A donde vine?
Donde ha usted trabajado?”
Lying didn’t come naturally to

Reidel, and without Mathis at

hand he blurted out the truth.

“I worked for Nick Foster, near
Clearwater.”

The second policeman said,

“That figures, we’ve picked up
wetbacks from that Foster out-

fit before this.” He said in Span-
ish, “Do me the favor of showing
your work card.”

Reidel stood mute. He knew
they had none of the necessary

credentials. The officer said, in

tired exasperation, “I thought
.so. I’m sorry, you’ll both have

to come with m.e.”

Arran glanced wildly around
and his fists clenched. “Reidel!

Are you going to let this—this—” words failed him. His hand
slid into his pocket and came
out clutching the shocker. Reidel,

with a smothered cry, flung him-
self on Arran, fighting down the

boy’s arm. He rabbit-punched
Arran’s arm muscle, grabbing

the shocker from the suddenly
limp hand, and with one swift

movement, broke it open and
crushed the essential part of the

mechanism under his heel.

Then there was a restraining

grip on them both. “What wa.s

that?” demanded Arran’s cai)-

tor, roughly and efficiently run-

ning his hand over the boy’s body
in search for other weapons,
Reidel caught at a pretext.

“A—a toy—he thought he
could scare you with it

—

”

The policeman glanced at the

broken plastic tube. “Drop it.

then. And you—no more of that

—we can put you in handcuffs,

if you want to get rough!”

In the police car Reidel sat

silent, shoulders sagging. He
knew Arran blamed and would

always blame him for their fail-

ure to escape with the shocker,

but Reidel was too frantic with

worry to waste thoughts on

Arran. What would happen to

the women now? From talk on

Foster’s ranch, he knew they

would be deported—but where
and how far?

The sight of the jail shocked

him to speechlessness. They were
searched again, more thoroughly,

and conducted to a cell. As the

steel door closed, Arran said,

speaking Dvanethy in his hor-

ror, “Reidel, we haven’t com-
mitted any crime, have we?”

Reidel was fighting hysteria

himself. “I was going to speak

about the women—we’d be de-

ported together, what are coun-

tries and boundaries to us here?
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But—but we can’t have them
brought to a place like this!”

The stigma of a prison, on
Dvaneth, was horrible.

“Maybe we’re not in real trou-

ble now!” Arran was searching
for reassurance.

Reidel answered, trying to con-

vince himself as well, “Mathis
will look after the women. The
less trouble we make, the less

trouble we’ll have. Why don’t

you try and get a little sleep ?”

And finally Arran, being
young, did sleep. But Reidel did
not close his eyes that night.

CHAPTER 10

I
N LANDON’S New York a-

partment the clock case was
swung aside and Landon leaning

forward before the thing that

could have been a mirror and
wasn’t, might have been intently

adjusting his tie.

—Clannon.

—Vialmir here. Make your re-

port.

—I found the usual implosion

residue. Apparently a Dvanethy
lifeship.

—Not Rhu’inn dominated?
Are you sure, Clannon?
—How can I be sure? But

there was a dead man—in

thought swifter than speech, the

man who called himself Landon
outlined his search.

—Clannon, if it was a

Dvanethy lifeship, you must find

the survivors. There might be a

Rhu’inn-sensitive among them.

—Clannon, even using the aug-

mentator like this is dangerous
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if there are Rhu’inn on this

planet. It could draw their at-

tention to us.

Landon felt the stiff short

hairs at the back of his neck

bristling with atavistic horror.

The Rhu’inn, the enigma of

the universe. They had nothing

resembling normal senses. Most

of their perceptions seemed to

lie in some register of vibration

outside the humanly perceptible

wave-lengths. As regarded the

material world, they were blind,

deaf and invisible. They seemed

to have no notion of sight or

sound, touch or smell.

Their technology—if tech-

nology was the word for any-

thing so unsubstantial—was
largely extra-sensory; they had

only one field of overlap with

the human. They shared with

mankind the two senses of telep-

athy and empathy. In those two

fields, human met Rhu’inn on

fairly equal terms, with one ex-

ception. Anything a human tele-

path could do with the Fed-

eration’s carefully developed ap-

paratus — augmentators, tele-

pathic dampers — the Rhu’inn

could do better without them.

—Could Rhu’inn live here

without revealing themselves ?

—I don’t have to remind you

that Rhu’inn can use human
hosts

!

—If there were a telempath

among the survivors, is there

any chance of finding him men-

tally without finding him first

physically, Vialmir?”

—It’s not impossible. (Landon

saw, as if with his own eyes,
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the high, almost inaccessible

mountain crag in Tibet where
Vialmir lived; he could not have
survived more than a short time
in the thick oxygen of sea level.)

Some of the people here are good
functional telepaths, after all

they’ve been our contacts on
Earth for centuries. They think
the Khu’inn are devils, and that’s

true enough. I could get them
all into the augmentator for a
search. It would be dangerous,
but this is a Closed Planet and
we’re all expendable by defini-

tion.”

“We would try it as a last re-

sort, I suppose—

”

Suddenly the sensitive me-
chanical-telepath shrieked sound-
lessly with pure horror.

—rhu’inn! help us!
The shock was so violent that

Landon physically staggered,

piercing agony in every nerve,

like an electric needle poked in-

to his brain. Then the mental
picture fused and everything
went dark and blank and van-
ished.

When sight came back Landon
found himself sprawled on his

face on the carpet, a picture

burned into his brain. He could
examine it only like this, in

memory, for Vialmir had van-
ished, like a blink of light, and
Landon’s half-hearted effort

could not reactivate the aug-
mentator; for all he could tell,

Vialmir might be dead, blasted
mindless by that force.

In his mind was a clear pic-

ture ; a large room somehow both
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bare and crowded, with a blaze
of something that could have
been fire at the center but could
also have been a brain building
focus of mental force. There was
nothing intangible about telep-

athy. It was a vibration as
palpable as electric power. And
some frequencies could be deadly,

for they could vibrate their

harmonics into the magnetic
field of an entire planet.

Someone — a trained telepath
or telempath, for no untrained
mind could project such a force

—

had mentally shrieked for help,

and that cry had shown up on
the augmentator like a jet

streaking across a radar screen.

And as he evaluated this mental
picture he realized that it had
all been superimposed, like a
double exposure, on the face of
Ned Marcus.

Ten minutes later the aug-
mentator had been stripped to
component parts, scattered in-

to boxes of loose radio and elec-

tronic parts, and Landon, with
no luggage but his hat, was
speeding toward the airport.

“You’ll have to accept it,”

Mathis said at last, “they’re not
coming back.”

The sun of the third morn-
ing was sending fierce light

through the blinds of the tourist

cabin. Even Dionie had deserted
the pretense of optimism.

“What could have happened?”
Mathis said, “They might have

broken some law, without know-
ing it. They might have been
hurt.” He cursed his own double
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sensitivity; the emotions of the
women were tearing him, and
that agony made his words
harsher than he intended. “Or
they might simply have—gone.”

Cleta’s heart-shaped face was
white with protest.

“They wouldn’t!”
“Arran wanted to leave us,

strike out on his own, the night
we landed,” Mathi.s said w'earily.

“Reidel talked him out of it

—

that time.”

Cleta asked, “What’s a telem-
path’s extreme range?”

Mathis hesitated, unwilling to

damp their last hope. “If they

were telempaths, I could vaguely
sense them anywhere on the

planet. Since neither of them has

more than rudimentary psi, the

range is limited, but knov;ing

them as well as I do—I can’t be
sure, there may be conditions

on this world I don’t know about,

but as far as I know they’re not
within perceptive range at all

now.”

“I can’t believe they’d leave

U'S!” Cleta repeated.

“It’s your fault!” Dionie
pounced on Cleta like a small

and gusty hurricane. “You were
always belittling Reidel, fight-

ing him! He hated you!” Dionie

was hysterical now, and Cleta,

dismayed beyond words, could

only stare at her.

Mathis said, “No, wait. He did

resent you at first, Cleta
—

” But
Cleta was no longer listening

Breaking into frantic sobs, she
fled to the farthest corner of the
apartment.

When she became aware of her
surroundings again, she was
alone in the cabin with Linnit,

who was lying on the shabby
carpet playing with her baby.
Linnit raised her pale, animated
face as Cleta came wearily from
the bedroom, saying gaily,

“Cleta, she really laughed at me!
They say babies this young can’t

even smile, but I can tell!”

“Where are Mathis and
Dionie?”

“They went out. Mathis told

me to tell you—^don’t worry.”
Alone among the survivors, Lin-

nit was entirely without tele-

pathic or empathic sensitivity,

but what she saw in Cleta’s mis-

erable face made her anxious to

comfort. She knew only one way
to do it; she stood up and put
her baby in Cleta’s arms.

Mathis and Dionie came in as

the sun was beginning to set.

Dionie’s white face was whiter
than ever, but she looked calm,

and she smiled apologetically at

Cleta as she went to pull off her

coat. Anxiety made Cleta’s ques-

tion sharp.

“Where have you been?”
“Out,” said Mathis, and the

word was a slap. He gave her

stare for stare, his closed face

conceding nothing—as deliber-

ate an insult as one telepath can

give another. Cleta was almost in

tears again by the time he said

“You resented it when Reidel

tried to watch us all. Why
should I tell you?”
A caustic retort was on her

tongue; then Cleta saw it as

Reidel had seen it. Personal
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quarrels weren’t important. Her
voice had changed utterly when
she spoke. “Can’t you under-

.stand ? I thought perhaps I

might help.’’

Mathis’ face altered too. “I’m
sorry, Cleta. I thought none of

us mattered to you. I’ve been
checking the city street by
street—trying to find another
telepath. It was a slim chance,

but I had to take it.’’

Cleta asked “But would it be
safe—to give ourselves away
like that?’’

“Women are so stupid!”

Mathis fretted. “This planet has

a very low proportion of tele-

paths, but there must be some.”
He added, his deformed face very
earnest, “They’d believe our
story. No one else would. Not
here.”

Cleta could read the unspoken
thought behind his words ; if dis-

aster, not desertion, had kept

Reidel and Arran from returning

there might be some danger they

didn’t know about.

“Have you found anything?”
“Nothing of value. I can’t go

into large crowds alone.” He haz-

arded, “Perhaps—with you—

I

could. Dionie’s an empath and
she only i-e-inforced my own
panic. You wouldn’t do that, at

least. How much telepathic train-

ing have you had?”
“Not much. But when I’m wide

open, I receive thoughts at ran-

dom even from nontelepaths. I’d

certainly recognize another.”

Mathis’ dark eyes brooded.

“I’ve found two sensitives al-

ready, but—” he shook his head
at her questioning glance, “One
wasn’t—sane. The other was just

learning to walk, and mentally

defective. The percentage of tele-

paths on this planet must be
astronomically low. All the more
reason to suppose that the more
intelligent ones will be banded

together—possibly in some form

of secret society. They may even

have had some contact with the

Federation, through the Watcher
here. At least, they would cer-

tainly help me find him.”

It sounded reasonable to Cleta.

Mathis continued

:

“There are plenty of empaths,

but without special training,

they can’t receive worded
thoughts.” He looked straight at

her. “Of course, that’s Dionie’s

trouble. Let’s go. Get a coat, it’s

cold.”

The next hour was night-

marish, a random walk up and

down streets, residential thor-

oughfares, slums, the business

district. Cleta was so unaccus-

tomed to keeping her mind open

that within ten minutes she was
a bundle of raw screaming

nerves. Bits of irrelevant

thought filtered randomly from
everywhere, but never once did

she contact the familiar flow-

and-response of mutual tele-

pathic contact. Once she touched

the mind of a shuttlethinker, and
the contact was so painful that

she gasped
;

it was like touching

a burned finger to sandpaper.

“Mathis! Something

—

“How close?”

“I don’t know!” Cleta shrank
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from that contact again. Mathis
glanced uneasily at her. “You’re
worn out. Shall we give up and
try again tomorrow?”

“Mathis, this random search-

ing isn’t accomplishing a thing.

Can’t we try to trace how they
might have left the city? Bus
stations, railroads and so forth?
You could—probe and see if any-
one there had seen Arran and
Reidel—

”

“Bus station.” Mathis stared

at Cleta with such intensity that
she flinched. “You may have
picked up some flick of thought

—

I keep getting that picture, too.

Someone—something vaguely fa-

miliar, but I’m not sure what.”
He said at random, “I keep
thinking of Kester, for no rea-

son at all.”

“Do you know where the bus
station is?”

“Yes.” He set off at a rapid

walk, his small twisted body bob-

bing doggedly up and down. Cleta

ventured a telepathic question

:

—You don’t suppose Reidel

and Arran are there, do you ?

Mathis sent back an unexpect-

edly savage, wordless command
for silence.

The bus station was big and
bleak, and Cleta stopped in the

doorway, curiously unwilling to

step aside. Mathis looked back
impatiently, and she conquered
her unease and went in after

him.

There was a scattering of men
and women inside, but almost im-

mediately Cleta focussed on the

center of her unease. Beside a
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row of baggage lockers stood the

young man who had first discov-

ered them, in the open field, after

the lifeship crashed.

There was a dark-haired wo-
man beside him, but Cleta barely

noticed her. The young man rais-

ed his head, and his eyes rested

thoughtfully on Mathis ;
Cleta

sensed the mental touch. Angry
and surprised, Cleta flung out a

telepathic slap

—

And met perfect, locked de-

fense. She gripped Mathis’ arm,
panicky. “Mathis, over there

—

isn't that the same man who—
careful, he’s a shuttlethinker

!

He’s watching us!” She had
whispered it aloud—a low voice

was inaudible unless you were
within hearing range, while tel-

epathic contact was as open as a

shout if another telepath hap-
pened to be within mental range.

Mathis looked up, startled. He
murmured, “Ned Marcus—” then

abruptly, harshly, “It’s not the

same man! It’s not! He’s not
even—

”

And then

—

And then Cleta became aware
of a sudden tremendous tension

like a glare of light, a frighten-

ing grip, a sort of mental smell.

Fear spurted inside her ribs.

Rhu’inn!
Rhu’inn! The word vibrated

madly in her brain, with a sud-

den surge of words in a terrify-

ingly familiar language;

—Where are you? Where are

you? We can’t do anything to

help unless we know where you

are . . .

All this. Battering inside her
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mind, impossibly amplified, not

in their own Dvanethy dialect

but in the Standard which every

Federation citizen learned in

infancy. She kept herself up-
right and motionless, with an
effort that made her heart pound
and pound, but horror was a
maelstrom inside her mind,
flooding round and round with

confused pictures. A snow-cov-
ered crag, a skyline of tall

buildings, the young woman who
had stared from across the bus
station, the flat surface of an
augmentator found only in the

possession of trained tele-

paths ...
Horror surged away like a

wave at low tide and rolled back,

leaving Cleta shocked and con-
scious again. How long she had
stood unseeing, she would never
know. The girl, and the young
man Mathis had called Ned Mar-
cus, were gone. Mathis himself
had slumped on a bench, breath-
ing painfully. His eyes fluttered

open, and with an effort that

made sweat start from his face,

he muttered, “Close down

—

you’re wide open—only thing

saved us, they don’t dare attract

attention either—”
Outside in the street the high

scream of a siren went wailing

away, and Mathis jerked, gal-

vanized. “See what happened!”
Cleta was sick with fear at

the thought of opening her mind
to that—horror—again, but as

she probed briefly for contact

with someone, the blessed nor-

mality folded around her like a
soft blanket. A man in uniform.

head pillowed on a rucksack,

slept on one of the benches; a
woman shushed a crying child

and an old lady in long-sleeved

black stared with purse-mouthed
disapproval at Cleta’s bare head.

Cleta was too relieved at the

normality of the thought to re-

sent it.

“A woman fainted on the side-

walk. They’re taking her to a

—

a hospital.”

Mathis relaxed. “I’m not sur-

prised. If there was a sensitive

within a mile of that—” His
face still looked like death. She
sat down beside him on the hard
bench, shielding the dwarf with
her body and her mind. “Mathis,

what happened?”
“I’m not sure; I got it for just

a fraction of a second.” She
measured his distress by the fact

that he spoke Dvanethy. “All

hell’s going to break loose on
this planet, Cleta. Someone tried

to kill us both—someone who
knows Rhu’inn tricks. And
someone tried to get through to

us with an augmentator.”
Cleta caught her breath.

“That means there is a Watcher
here!”

“Yes,” said Mathis, and his

tormented eyes fell shut, “Yes.
But where?”

Looking down at him, Cleta

gave way to despair. She no
longer saw the telempath’s al-

most superhuman powers; only

his agonizing weakness.

Mathis said in an urgent un-

dertone, “We’ve got to find the

Watcher now, Cleta. It’s no
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longer a matter of safety, or

personal convenience, it’s more
important than that.”

His words struck terror all

through Cleta.

—.Drop your shield she beg-
ged without words, —^don’t shut
me out of this

—

He took an uneven step and
grasped her elbows. “Don’t!” he
commanded in a tense whisper,

“don’t dare do that again! Can’t

you realize, there are Rhu’inn on
this planet!”

The compulsive memory made
Cleta feel sick again.

She huddled into her thin

coat, her eyes widening with de-

layed shock. “Mathis, what good
will it be if we do find the

Watcher now? There’s no de-

fense against the Rhu’inn. It’s

only a matter of time until this

world—

”

“What a fool you are, Cleta!

Do you think I’d be putting my-
self through this—this hell, if it

were as hopeless as that? Gods
of the Galaxy, why do you think

they sent ten telempaths in one

starship? They gambled we’d

reach the new colony—remem-
ber, right at the rim of the For-

bidden Stars.

“Have you ever heard of the

nullifier field, Cleta?”

“Never.”
“How much do you know

about Rhu’inn?”
“Almost nothing. Only—no

one knows why they attack a

starship, or a world, but when
they do, it’s—doomed.”

“That was true once,” Mathis

said. “To a limited extent it’s

still true. We’re just barely be-

ginning to understand Rhu’inn.

The Rhu’inn don’t believe, I

think, that humans have any
mind worth understanding. Just

as—well, some insects have
sight, for instance, better than

ours, but we don’t take a bug’s

brain into consideration because

of that. Telepathically the Rhu’-

inn are as far beyond a human
—even a telepath—as the telem-

path is beyond the ape. We’ve
theorized that they sometimes

find humans useful because our

senses extend into dimensions

over which the Rhu’inn have no

direct control. Fortunately they

don’t often bother.”

He paused, wondering how to

make it clear. “They can—take

over whole populations, when
they want to, physically and
mentally. They don’t seem to un-

derstand why humans should

mind that.”

He was silent again, while

Cleta shivered in dread. Finally

he added, “However—this is top

secret even on Dvaneth—there

is a protection ;
the nullifier

field. I couldn’t explain it to you

even if I understood it myself

—

which I don’t. But basically, if

it can be set up on a planet—it

has been set up on most Federa-

tion planets—^within that world’s

magnetic field, it—forces the

Rhu’inn back into their own di-

mension.” A mirthless laughter

rattled in Mathis’ throat. “As far

as we know it’s not even fatal

to them—just chases them out

of our particular segment of the
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spacetime universe. Like electric

fencing to keep robbers out of a
stock pen.”

“And you know the nullifier

field?” Cleta asked in wonder.
“By intense simplification

—

yes. I couldn’t set one up myself.
I know the specifications but I

don’t understand a thing about
them—for my own protection. If

I found the Watcher, he’d under-
stand them and know, perhaps,
how to get access to the mate-
rials to make them—maybe.
Watchers are supposed to know
such things. It sounds hopeless,

doesn’t it? Especially when you
stop to think that the null-field

is something really new, and if

the Watcher on this particular

Closed Planet was sent here very
long ago, he may never have
heard of the field. But it’s a

chance we have to take.”

“But how do we find him?”
Cleta demanded, and Mathis said

with a helpless shrug, “Exactly.

That’s exactly the problem.”

CHAPTER 11

XT’S A LUCKY thing she was
X carrying my address in her
purse,” Steve Branzell said.

Landon, facing him in the bleak
hospital corridor, demanded.
“But what happened to her?”

“I don’t know any more than
you do. I got a call in Lubbock,
yesterday, saying that a Miss
Curran had had an accident and
was in the hospital here, and
they couldn’t locate anyone else

who knew her. I tried to tele-

phone you in New York, but
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your apartment didn’t answer,
so I drove down here myself.
Then this morning, when I call-

ed to check, Sylvia told me
you’d fiown to San Angelo last

night and I only had to call your
hotel. Are you psychic?”

Landon shrugged that aside,

for a nurse appeared and beck-
oned. “You can go in now, but
don’t stay too long.”

Liz Curran’s self-sufficient

face looked oddly young against
the white hospital gown; Lan-
don took her hand as if afraid

to break it. “My dear, what hap-
pened?”

“I don’t—know.” Liz looked

frightened. “I can’t seem to re-

member. The doctor told me I

fainted in the street and a by-
stander called the ambulance.”
Her dark brows drew together

as if in pain.

“I’ll never forgive myself for

leaving you,” Landon almost

added, with Marcus, but held the

accusation back; it might have
been Marcus who sent that

screamed mental SOS.
“Where was Ned Marcus

when this happened, Liz?”

She fought to hold drooping
lashes open. “I don’t know.
There’s—something wrong with
my head.” She gave up the fight

and dropped asleep again. A
nurse, apparently believing he
was Liz Curran’s father, reliev-

ed his anxiety in a few words:
“A mild concussion, and a

terrific bruise on her neck. But
no fracture. She’ll be all right

tomorrow.”
“No burns?” Landon asked,
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and the nurse stared as if he
were a dangerous lunatic and
said, “No, no. No burns.”

Outside Branzell took charge,

taking his arm. “Come' on. We’re
going out for some food. You
look like the devil after a night

out.”

Landon nodded gratefully.

Branzell located an excellent res-

taurant and while they waited
for food, Landon asked the ma-
jor question in his mind.
“Where was Ned Marcus while

this was going on?”
“I’m damned if I know!”

Branzell sounded annoyed. “He
hasn’t even reported to me.”

Landon let his attention lapse

trying to recapture every detail

of that remembered call for help.

It was filed in his mind like a

photograph, and he took it out

now and examined it from every

side, trying to extract every per-

ception from it.

Item; an unknown telempath

had broken in on his contact with

Vialmir. A telempath, under
stress, could break in on even a

tight augmentation-beam ;
he

and Vialmir, on a “head-blind”

planet, used the loosest possible

hookup.

Item ;
Liz turned up with con-

cussion and amnesia. Meanwhile
Marcus—Landon paused, re-

phrased the inquiry; meanwhile
where was Marcus ?

Item; Marcus had disappear-

ed. But his face had surrounded
the picture, at the moment when
the unknown telempath was ac-

tually sensing the presence of a

Rhu’inn. (Could Marcus himself
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be the unknown telempath behind
his shuttlethinking, be playing a
complicated mental game?)
Anyhow that telempath had

sensed the presence of a Rhu’inn
—which did not mean Rhu’inn
had been physically present. The
term physically present was al-

most meaningless anyway, with
Rhu’inn ;

their perceptions of

space weren’t human, at least

within a planet’s gravitational

field they weren’t.

With that unsettling ability to

follow the progress of a train of

thought, Steve Branzell demand-

ed, “Landon, you referred to

our world as a Closed Planet.

What exactly does that mean?”

“That it’s permanently barred

from the Federation. That no one

can leave, that anyone who comes

here has to accept permanent ex-

ile.”

“But why?” Branzell wanted

to know, “because of our wars,

or something?”
Landon said moodily, “I wish

it were that simple.”

Earth—until now, at least

—

was not a Forbidden Star, where

Rhu’inn were known to exist. It

was a Closed Planet because,

once, it had been touched by

Rhu’inn.

No one knew why. No one

knew what obscure motivations

drew Rhu’inn out of their un-

known trans-material universe

and into the normal 3-dimension-

al world. No one knew whether

they absorbed civilizations from

sheer lust of conquest, or

whether they were like the nat-
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uralist who studies the habits of

the wolf by putting on a wolfskin
and joining the pack.

But when they came they were
irresistible.

That was why starships de-

stroyed themselves rather than
fall into Rhu’inn hands, though
of course Rhu’inn had no hands.
That was why once-invaded plan-

ets were Closed for good and all.

If you met the Rhu’inn on pure-
ly physical terms—for instance,

encysted in a human host—as
long as you knew the host, you
were safe. If you met them on
mental terms, the only thing to

do was commit suicide or force
them to kill you—promptly—so
they couldn’t use you against
your own kind.

Landon swore, half aloud. He
was stationed here as Watcher
—and that was all he could do.

He could watch. To the Federa-
tion — which meant, to the
wishful-thinking bureaucrats on
Dvaneth—he and Vialmir were
there to take note of any possi-

ble Rhu’inn invasion. But one
man, or two, couldn’t actually do
a thing, in the event of such an
invasion, without a convenient
miracle or two. That had honest-

ly never occurred to him before.

As long as he and Vialmir were
alive, all was assumed to be well.

If they failed to report on sched-
ule, they were presumed dead. If

their replacements disappeared
too frequently. Earth would be
moved from the lists of Closed
Planets to that of Forbidden
stars. How complacently he had
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accepted his post as a weather
balloon

!

He swore again gloomily and
said to Branzell, “I’ve lived here
thirty years without realizing

that I was nothing but a conces-
sion to Federation politics!’’

He told Branzell as much as he
could without mentioning the
Rhu’inn—that revelation had to

be saved for a desperate last re-

sort. Once this world had been
on stellar maps ; but, too close to

the rim of the Forbidden Stars,

the people of Earth had seen dis-

aster crowd on them and had
released their whole incredible
technology. A world had lain

shattered in man-made floods and
earthquakes which had wiped
out all but a slim margin of sur-

vivors and reduced them to sav-

agery. It had also, perhaps,

drowned out the first Rhu’inn in-

vasion; but Landon left that

point unmentioned.

And Earth had dwindled, after

that, to a name on a bureaucrat’s

list of Closed Planets
; a place for

volunteers only, who would be
willing to accept permanent ex-

ile. A blacklisted, quarantined,
forgotten world.

Branzell had let his excellent

steak get cold while he listened,

his eyes rapt. “Good Lord!” he
murmured, when Landon was
finished, “It explains all the leg-

ends—”, he broke off. “Landon,
we’ve got to find them. I don’t

know where Ned Marcus is—^he

may have gone to run down some
lead of his own.” Landon groan-

ed inwardly and hoped not.

“But I’ve got half a dozen new
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approaches. As a last resort we
could put a picture of—^well,

maybe one of your—what’s that

word, Dvanethy spaceships, on
the cover of both Branzell publi-

cations, and hope they’d see it.

And you say one of them is a
telepath—

”

“A telempath,” Landon cor-

rected.

“Whatever. Anyway, Sylvia is

a clairvoyant, which is about the
same, isn’t it? I’ll bring her down
here, and let her try to get in

touch with them clairvoyantly.

I’ll check every service station

and used car lot myself, and
every hotel, rooming house or
camp where they might be hiding
out.” His eyes glowed at Landon
and he vowed, “Landon, I’ll find

them if I have to tear San Angelo
apart house by house!”

And Landon could see that he

meant it.

Liz was released from the hos-

pital next morning, and Landon
took her to his hotel room; he

didn’t dare to let her out of his

sight, now, until she was safely

on a plane for home. He had de-

cided, over a sleepless night, that

he wouldn’t drag her one step

further on this chase. The party

was getting too rough.

Another thought kept sneaking

into the back attics of his brain

;

that Liz or Marcus or both, will-

ing or unwilling, might be a

Rhu’inn agent, tool or dupe. Any-
thing could lie behind the safe

fence of Marcus’ shuttlethinking.

And while Liz seemed transpar-

ent, Landon had learned in a
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hard school to distrust his judg-
ment where he was personally

involved.

“And now, Liz, tell me every-

thing that happened.”

“I’m still not sure. Ned Marcus
wanted to check all the railroad

and bus terminals, to see if

they’d come into San Angelo, or

left, that way. We were in the

bus station, and I saw a girl

—

and a hunchback—

”

The word bus station rang an
invisible alarm bell in Landon’s
mind. “Go on,” he said grimly.

“I dont know why, but it oc-

cured to me that the hunchback

answered the description of

Mathis, and he was looking at

Marcus as if he recognized him.

I started to ask Marcus about

him. Then—” her eyes dimmed
again, “I don’t remember an-

other thing until I woke up in

the hospital.”

He was silent for so long that

Liz stared. Finally he said “Liz,

did you call the Highway Patrol

and give them the number of

the Arriagos truck?”

“Why, no. We decided not to,

remember?”
“Well,” he said a little grimly,

“Some one did. I suppose it could

have been Foster, but still—

Branzell and I checked four used-

car lots, last night, and we found

the truck in one of them. This

was lying on the running board.”

He tossed the plastic tube to her.

She slid her hands over the

broken calibrator. “It looks like

a Buck Rogers toy of some sort.”

“It isn’t,” he said, and took it

back. “The attendant at the car
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lot didn’t want to talk about it,

but Branzell got him to admit
that whoever was driving the

truck had been picked up by the

police. Branzell’s checking with
the city police now to make sure

whether they’ve been deported.

But I think this is the end of the

line.”

He sank into a chair, his hands
clasped on his knees.

“I give up, Liz. I’m sunk, I’ve

got to get back to New York and
salvage my position, or what’s
left of it. Branzell’s on the rag-

ged edge of giving away the

whole show by some big grab for

publicity. Ned Marcus has gone,

and he’s got the radiobromine
residue. If the FBI get hold of

it—and they might—the first

thing they’ll do is to search my
New York apartment, and I’ve

got parts of a telepathic damper
and an augmentator and half-a-

dozen other things I can’t have

found.” Also, though he didn’t

say so, he had to check and see if

Vialmir was still alive. If not

—

and he couldn’t find the unknown
telempath, to get the message
from Earth that Rhu’inn were
here again—well, he didn’t even

want to think about that.

“Clint, you can’t abandon
them now!”
Landon reached fol- her, obey-

ing an impulse as irresistible as

the moment itself. But before

the embrace could complete it-

self, a surge of isolation of icy

rationality, washed over him. He
schooled his overfiowing emotion
into manageable proportions and
said, in a voice hoarse with all

he was repressing, "Liz, you’re

—

you’re a miracle. Bless you, girl.

But—but I have to go back.

Don’t worry about them, too

much. They’ll adapt. I did.”

“Did you?” He read condem-
nation in her dark eyes. She
turned toward the door without

looking at him again. “If you’re

serious. I’ll go and make flight

reservations.”

She was gone long enough for

Landon to begin worrying about

her again; but just as he was
about to go downstairs and start

searching, she returned, with

Steve Branzell in tow. Branzell

looked jubilant, and Landon felt

like pin-pricking his enthusiasm.

He asked sourly, “Can we get a

flight home?”
“We can. But I want you to

wait for a phone call first,” Bran-

zell said. “And before you get

sore at me for meddling
—

”

Landon got up. He advanced

on Branzell, and his eyes were

terrible, shocked out of caution

by a stark fear that held no

hint of cowardice. “What have

you done?” he demanded, “I

swear, if you’ve given me
away—

”

“Sit down!’ Liz Curran’s voice

iced over. “And listen. I did

what we should have done the

first day, instead of sneaking

around like an interplanetary

Sherlock Holmes. I went on the

assumption that you were Clint

Landon, a respectable business

man, not Space Ranger or the

lord high muckety-muck of Mars,

and that these people were re-
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spectable cottonpickers instead

of lurking fugitives from outer

space!”

Landon was so shocked by her

manner that he did sit down.
“You mean you don’t believe

—

”

“Of course we believe every-

thing you’ve told us,” Branzell

said placatingly. “I’m talking

about what we want the author-

ities to believe. I wouldn’t have
had any legitimate reason to do
it, but as your secretary, she
could do it.”

“Do what?” Landon demanded.
“I went to the police,” Liz be-

gan. “I gave them one of your
business cards, and identified

myself as your private secretary.
I told them that you had found
out that some distant relatives

from Mexico had come into this

country illegally, and that while

you were trying to find them
and relieve their hardships, you
discovered that they had been

picked up—I told them how

—

and maybe deported. Could we
find out where and how? After
hearing my sad but essentially

true tale,” Liz gave a tiny ironic

grin, “the policeman made four

telephone calls at the expense

of the taxpayers. Then he in-

formed me that one Arran Rey-
del and one Ray Reydel had been
held in the county jail for two
days, and at this moment were
being flown back to Mexico with
a group of other illegal entrants.

He suggested that you wire the

airport at the border, and have
them held there. Then you could

talk to them by tei.^phone, and
if they turned out to be your
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long-lost grandsons or cousins or

nephews or whatever, you could

meet them at the border and
bring them legally into the

country.”

Landon felt stunned at the

marvelous simplicity of it all.

“Do you think we should do
that?”

“Should do it, hell!” Steve
Branzell said, “I did it already.

They’ll be telephoning you at this

hotel as soon as the plane lands

down there. You’d better be
thinking up what you’ll say in

case this Reydel turns out to be
a perfectly ordinary young Mexi-
can with a talent for bullfight-

ing.”

CHAPTER 12

Laredo lay hot, dry and

solitary in the noonday sun,

and Arran looked around, sus-

piciously. “You don’t suppose it

could be a trap?”

Reidel was irritated at him-

self for sharing Arran’s unease.

“No, I talked to him myself,

yesterday. He spoke to me in

Dvanethy. There may have been

delays
—

” he never finished the

sentence. The waiting-room door

opened and a man and a tall

young woman came toward them.

For a heartstopping moment,
Reidel thought the woman was
Cleta; then he saw her unfamil-

iar face and stopped, sick with

disappointment.

At last he found his voice and

his nerve.

“You’re—” he started to say

Clannon ; said, “Landon ?”
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"Reidel? Or Arran?’ Even a
stranger less sensitive than Rei-

del would have sensed the

warmth in his voice. “It’s good
to see you. You’ve led me some
chase.’’

“How did you find us,

Watcher?” Arran asked in Dvan-
ethy.

“It’s a long story, and if you
don’t mind, we’ll speak English
or Spanish. Also, it would be
wise to get the formalities over

as quickly as possible. “I’m sure
we’ll have no trouble at the

border.”

They didn’t. Landon was not
even required to sign a guaran-
tee; they were issued tourist

cards and told to register their

addresses if they stayed in the

country six months. Then, since

neither Reidel nor Arran could

produce evidence of recent vac-

cination, they were turned over

summarily to a local doctor for

the process, to which Reidel sub-

mitted with amused curiosity,

and Arran with a glowering re-

sentment. If they had been alone,

Reidel would cheerfully have hit

him.

At last they were aboard the

Northbound plane, and in the

semi-isolation of rear seats Lan-
don could tell them, step by step,

hcnv he located them. With ten-

sion gone and the disgrace of im-

prisonment behind him, Reidel’s

thoughts reverted to their orig-

inal pattern and once again he
became concerned for the others.

“It hasn’t occurred to me to

ask where we’re going. Clan—

”

he caught and corrected himself.

“Landon. But shouldn’t we try to

find the others?”

“I’m sorry.’ Landon said it

with reluctance, foreseeing the

misery that would settle over his

face when he said it. “I have
friends there who are trying to

locate them, and they’ll do their

best, but at present
—

” he ex-

plained, without elaborating, why
he must get back to New York
as soon as possible.

“As soon as it’s safe, every

resource I have will be at your
service to find them.”

“By which time,” Arran mut-
tered, they’ll be so well hidden

that a telempath with a planetary

scanner couldn’t find them!”

Landon frowned at the inter-

polated Dvaneth words, but for

once let them pass. Reidel said

shrewdly, “You’re not really

asking us. It’s an order, isn’t

it?”

Landon felt uncomfortable. “I

wouldn’t put it that way. I’m

older than you, and have more
experience—

”

“—and resources,” Arran mut-
tered.

“Precisely,” Landon kept his

voice cheerful.

“Of course you know best, sir,

but they’re women, and young.

I can’t help worrying.”
“Reidel, there’s no use argu-

ing,” Arran said. “We’re at his

mercy.”
Landon did not try to answer,

knowing nothing could placate

Arran’s sullen determination to

resent everything he said and
did. Reidel, too, was inwardly re-
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bellious, but at least Reidel was
trying to be agreeable.

New York, when they landed,

roused even Arran to reluctant

interest. Reidel fretted, “It's al-

most too big! I hadn’t the least

idea anything here was so large,

or so complex!’’

Landon reassured, “Don’t
worry. In some ways it will be
easier to find them than on a

less complex world. There are
better methods of communication
and travel.’’

At Landon’s apartment Reidel
walked to the window, looking
down at the streets of a city

which compared with any on any
world. As on that first night,

without his knowledge, Reidel’s

adaptability was working again.

A moment later Landon took

them into the guest room and
then went into the living room
to catch up on the stacked mail.

Presently Reidel and Arran
joined him, washed and brushed
and freshly clothed, and Landon
gestured. “Just looking over the

work that piled up while I was
away.”
“What do you do? When you’re

not hunting strays, that is?”

Landon chuckled. “I don’t have
to do much of that. Im a Methods
analyst—I help manufacturers
set up assembly lines and factory

layouts and so forth.” He ex-

plained in more detail; Arran
listened, fascinated, and Landon
remembered that this youngster
w'as an apprentice engineer who
had already reached the Rim
Room of a starship. He sug-

gested, “Perhaps you can go to

engineering school here. It would
give you background, technical

vocabulary.”

“Engineering school here?”
Arran flung the Dvanethy words
like an obscenity. “If there’s any-

thing resembling engineering

here, I learned it before I could

feed myself with a spoon! Why,
they use internal-combustion

engines! Go to school to them?’’

Reidel started to speak, but
Landon gestured him to silence.

This was the time to force a

showdown. “You can do as you
please about that. However, I

must ask one thing—or insist on
on it, as your superior under
Dvaneth law.”

Arran’s face twisted in de-

rision. “We’re a good long way
outside the jurisdiction.”

“Call it a personal favor, then.

I’d appreciate it if you’d speak
English—Spanish if you pre-

fer—at all tunes, and avoid ref-

erences to our common past ex-

cept when I consider it safe.

This is the only thing I do ask
of you, and it’s for my own pro-

tection.”

His tone silenced Arran com-
pletely.

Landon started rummaging
around the apartment, collecting

the scattered boxes of loose parts.

“Make yourselves at home, I’ve a

report to make.” Briefly he told

them about his interrupted call

to Vialmir.

He spread his work out on the

table. Arran came and watched,

his face schooled to indiffer-

ence—he had had enough of
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Landon’s rebukes for one day.

Landon, aware of his interest,

said, “I dismantle the augmen-
tator whenever I leave town.”

“Do you have—” Arran stop-

ped ; said defiantly, “I don’t know
the English words!”
Landon said, ready to take

advantage of his momentary ac-

cessibility, “If you’re interested.

I’ll tell you the names.”
“I could put them together

while you do. I’ve done this any
number of times. For my ap-

prentice examination, I had to

take apart and rebuild a matrix
damper blindfolded.”

“Carry on, then.” Landon
watched the skilled young hands
articulating the components, un-
erringly separating the red-her-
ring junk from the augmentator
parts. Arran would have no trou-

ble making a place for himself
here, once he’d picked up the ru-

diments of a technical vocabu-
lary and discarded his arrogant
assumption of superiority. Lan-
don, who had the technology of

two planets at his fingertips, had
a solid respect for that of Earth.

They finished, and he activated

the augmentator.
The call went unanswered.

Landon scowled, opened the

mechanism and painstakingly

checked every item of Arran’s

articulation. It proved to be per-

fect. Once again, he laboriously

calibrated the mechanism and
once again the call went unan-
swered.

He waited, his courage drop-

ping to the breaking point. At
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last he let himself slide heavily

into a chair.

It might mean nothing. Vial-

mir’s augmentator might be out
of commission, or Vialmir other-

wise occupied, or atmospheric
conditions unsatisfactory. But
the answ'er he feared most seem-
ed most likely; Vialmir had been
killed or shocked out of function-

ing ability by that blazing at-

tack.

That made it imperative. At
the ri.sk of secrecy, at the risk

of reputation, at the risk of all

their lives, Mathis had to be
found. The frail cripple might
be this w'orld’s only bulwark
against unimaginable danger.

Telepath and empath, trained

to detect the nonhuman Rhu’inn,
Mathis was the only person on
the planet now w'ho might help.

And no one knew where
Mathis was.

CHAPTER 13

He was debating whether to

make a second telephone

call to Steve Branzell, emphasiz-

ing the terrifying urgency of

finding Mathis without delay,

when there were steps in the

hallway, and a knock. He ges-

tured to Reidel to open the door,

and, looking past him, saw two

men in the corridor.

Both were dressed in grey

business suits, both unsmiling,

though one was tall and thin-

faced and the other chubby and
slightly bald The chubby one

took a leather folder from his

pocket and opened it ; at his look
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of consternation, Landon came
and motioned him aside.

“I own this apartment, gentle-

men. May I see those credentials,

please ?”

“Special Investigator Platt,

and this is Jorgenson,” the
chubby man said. Landon glanced
at the credentials and handed
them back. With unruffled po-
liteness, he conducted them in-

to the apai'tment.

“You know why we’re here,

Landon ?”

“I haven’t the least idea.”

It was chubby-faced Platt who
did the talking. “We’re informed
that you recently made a trip to

Texas, more particularly to the

vicinity of the rocket bases
theie.”

“If I was within a hundred
miles of any rocket base, I didn’t

know it.” Landon’s puzzlement
was perfectly genuine. He hadn’t

the slightest interest in rocket

bases. Present-day rockets were
too ineffective to interest him.

Platt consulted a notebook.

“You stayed in Texas a month,
neglecting some very good busi-

ne.s.s offers. Can you explain?”

Landon leaned against the

mantelpiece. “I don't understand
this. Do I have to explain?
Frankly, I didn’t know it was
against the law to neglect my
business.”

The trace of a smile flickered

on Pratt’s mouth. “We don’t

care if your business goes broke.

But just what were you doing
in Texas?”

“I found some Mexican rel-

atives of mine were having a
hard time. I located them, and
brought a couple of young coust

ins back with me.”

“I see.” Platt snapped his note-

book shut and asked, with jar-

ring abruptness, “And what
about radioactive bromine?”

There was a full stop.

Landon’s brain was circling

wildly, but his manner betrayed

nothing. “I beg your pardon?”
“You’d better not kid around,

Landon. In the first place
—

”

Plait crossed the room to the

augmentator, “What is this gad-

get? We checked this apartment
on a call from the FBI in Austin
and found it full of loose elec-

tronic gadgets
—

”

“Gentlemen,” Landon inur-

mured, “electronics is my busi-

ness!’

“Yes. Then we recovered, from

a car you’ve been driving, a jar

of code-designated fuel resi-

dues
—

”

Ned Marcus. The name flashed

like a red light as Platt con-

tinued, “We have some reason

to wonder if you are not, per-

haps, communicating with—let’s

say, illegal destinations. Do you
mind if we search the apart-

ment for a radio transmitter?”

Landon almost laughed, the

thought was so ab.surd. “A trans-

mitter of that power? In an
apartment this size ? Sure, search

away! Are you hiding an atomic

furnace in your pocket?” The
gaunt Jorgenson snickered, sub-

sided under Platt’s frown.

“If you find anything resem-

bling a radio. I’ll eat it. As for
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the augmentator—well, get a
radio expert to look it over, if

you want to.”

‘‘No need,” Jorgenson said

grimly, ‘‘I was a radio expert in

the last war.” He approached the

augmentator gingerly. “What
did you call this mockup?”
“A telepathic augmentator.”
“A telewhich?”
Landon spelled it, deadpan.
“Huh,” said Jorgenson, with-

out inflection. “I won’t electro-

cute myself on it, will I? Looks
like a radio man’s nightmare.”
"No cords, no batteries.” Lan-

don released the catch, exposing

the mechanisms. The detective

knelt, examining the coils and
tubes with meticulous compe-
tence.

“Inspector Platt, what else am
I supposed to have done?”

“I’m not exactly at liberty
—

”

Platt reflected a minute. “I can

say this. A month ago. Civil De-
fense tracked something on ra-

dar which might have been a
large meteor or small aircraft.

You made an unexplained trip

to that vicinity. There was an
unexplained murder, too, and the

victim—we did some checking,

too—wasn’t a Mexican migrant,
whatever the local police said.

Analysis of stomach contents

proved he hadn’t bought his last

meal in this country. Then we
find you salvaging coded fuel

residue.”

Landon stared. Platt had come
so close to the truth that it was
a temptation to tell the whole
truth. He .said, with desperate
earnestness, “Tell me one thing.

Is anyone on earth actually

using allotropic bromine for

fuel? A practical rocket fuel,

that is?”

Platt said laconically, “Now
they are. If you know so much

—

what happened to the wreckage ?”

“There wasn’t any wreckage,”

Landon said wearily. “The mech-
anism was set to destroy the

craft after surfacing. It im-

ploded to free neutrons, hydro-

gen and radioactive carbon, and
if you can tell me there’s any
nation on Earth that’s mastered
that process, you’re a fool or a
liar.”

Platt didn’t answer that. “Jor-

genson, what about the radio?”

“Radio!” Jorgenson used an

unprintable phrase and brushed

dust from his knees. “It wouldn’t

send a radio wave to Flatbush.

It’s just dummy tubes—glass
and crystal—a fancy fake. Of
course,” he added slowly, “I

couldn’t tell whether it really

does anything, offhand I’d say

not, but I wouldn’t stake my
year’s salary on it. I can only say

it isn’t a radio.”

“That’s all we wanted to

know.” Platt turned to go.

“You’ll hear from us, Landon.

Stay where we can find you.”

“So you’ll run back to head-

quarters,” Landon said bitterly.

“And when the- scientists get

through analyzing the crystal-

line structure of the radiobro-

mine, and all the red tape has

been cut, you’ll decide it really

wasn’t made on Earth. And then

you’ll go through some more red
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tape,” his voice was savage now,
“and finally you’ll ask me what
I know, and call a session of psy-

chiatrists to decide whether to

believe me. And by then it will

be too late.”

Platt looked embarrassed, even
distressed. “Look, Landon. We
know you’re mixed up with that

Branzell nut and his saucers.

We’ve checked Branzell all the
way back to his crib. If we could
do the same for you, we wouldn’t
have bothered you at all. The
Bill of Rights gives the man a
right to make a damned fool of

himself any way he wants to.

But there was the chance you
were using him to cover for
.something else. Let me give you
some advice, Landon—you and
all the other saucer nuts. The'
next time you stumble on some-
thing like this, call the FBI and
keep out of it.”

When they had gone, Landon
sank in a chair and buried his

head in his hands. “And there,”

he said, “goes the reputation of
Clint Landon, Methods analyst.

That about finishes it.”

Reidel looked unhappy. “I hate
to think we’ve gotten you into

this trouble.”

“It's not your fault. I’d have
had to locate the radiobromine
even if you’d all died in the crash.

But do you realize what it means,
if Eai'th is using radiobromine?”

“Well,” Arran wanted to know,
“what else is there to use?”

“That’s exactly the point.

There’s been no space travel here
because they’ve been working on

the wrong lines for fuel. But if

they’ve discovered the allotropie

bromine, that means they’re

within a year or two of inter-

planetary — even interstellar —
travel. They might flounder

around awhile, but they’ll get it

eventually.”

Now he had to contact 'Vial-

mir, if only to insure that the

message got through—this par-

ticular Closed Planet was no
longer safely isolated by inabil-

ity to climb past its own atmos-

phere. He started to explain this,

but before he had made much
progress, there w'as another
knock.

“What now?” Landon demand-
ed. He was tempted not to ans-

wer it at all. Then; expecting

that it might be Liz Curran, he

w^ent and opened the door.

Ned Marcus w'as standing in

the hallway.

“This,” said Landon, “is the

last straw.’’ He started to slam
the door, but Marcus caught and
held it. “Hold on! I know I owe
you an apology

—

”

“An explanation, maybe.”
“I—had to save my own neck.

The FBI picked me up for ques-

tioning about that killing again,

and they found that radioactive

gook in the back of the car. So I

—told them it was something of

yours. What else could I do?

They were talking about crashed

Russian planes and fuel stolen

from Cape Canaverel. But as

soon as 1 could, I came to see

this thing through.”

“You mean, to be in at the

kill!” Landon glared. Abruptly
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he realized they were still stand-

ing in the doorway. “Come in-

side, then, I’m not going to stand
in the hall and argue.”

Marcus came in. He saw Reidel

and looked at him with mutual
recognition. He said to Landon,
“Why get sore at me? You found
them anyhow, I see.”

“Didn’t you let Mathis slip

through your finger.s in the bus
station in San Angelo?”

There was a curious glint in

Ned Marcus’ eyes, but it sub-

sided. “Never saw or heard of

him.”

Landon said, “I’ll believe you if

you let me make a full telepathic

examination.”

“Whatever that is.”

Landon’s thoughts recoiled

again, flatly, from the shuttle-

thinking surface.

He was sure it was deliberate.

The ordinary noiitelepath is vul-

nerable to any telepath who
knows hi.s language and can prod
the right mental trigger. But
IMarcus was oblivious to the

roughest force Landon could use,

short of murder. It was like

deafness. An ordinary deaf man
can’t hear you talking, but if you
shout he can hear something, and
if you get a transistor hearing
aid with bone conduction, he
hears fairly well.

But Marcus was like a man in

whom the aura) nerve has at-

rophied before birth, who has
no idea of the nature of sound.
No, Landon thought. Not even
like that. Marcus was a shuttle-

thinker, for which there was no
analogy at all.

Marcus seemed totally oblivi-

ous. He was talking to Arran
and Reidel about the search,

casually. Then he asked Landon,
“Can’t you prove the whole thing
to the FBI by giving them the

formula for that fuel ?”

Landon stared, finally laughed.

“I’m an administrator, not a pro-

fessional spaceman. I probably
know less about rocket fuels than
you do! But I couldn’t give any-

one the formula even if I knew
it, I’m not allowed to interfere

in the internal affairs of earth.

Giving any one nation techno-

logical tidvances over the others

would constitute interference.”

“Even when that one nation is

maintaining world peace?”

“Go wave your flag somewhere
else!”

Arran broke in, “But I do
know the fuel formulas, Clan-

non. If you need them, to keep
out of trouble

—’’

Landon swung away from
Marcus, deadly menace in his

eyes. “No, Arran. I forbid that

—

even to save my life or yours

!

Dvaneth law forbids any Closed

Planet from having such things

without authorization.”

“They’ll get it anyway from
that residue,’’ Arran blurted out,

“and according to that detective,

they’re discovering it them-

selves.”

Landon looked troubled, for

Arran was perfectly right. “If

I could contact Vialmir and get

authorization
—

”

“Can’t you do anything under
your own initiative?” Arran
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asked with a shadow of con-

tempt.

Landon said a flat, final, “No.”

Meanwhile Marcus was look-

ing speculatively at Reidel. “If

nothing else,” he said, “I could
help these two get acquainted
with the city.” He sent a shrewd
glance at Arran and said the one
thing calculated to stop Landon’s
possible objections at their

source

;

“Or don’t you trust them out
without you?”
When he put it that way, there

was nothing Landon could say.

For the time being, Marcus had
to be accepted at his face value.

His two guests were old enough
to take care of themselves, theo-

retically anyway.
In some ways it was a relief

to see the three young men go.

CHAPTER 14

The college lecture room was
deserted at this hour, a

bleak grey room with tables

chipped and marred by absent-

minded pencils. It was made to

seat two hundred men, and the
slightest step or whisper echoed
endlessly against the plastered

walls.

Ned Marcus, scribbling hasty
figures, glanced at Arran, and
the boy took the pencil and turn-

ed the paper to sketch a quick
diagram. “I don’t know your
terminology, but—coiled wire
here—you coat them with the
special damping compound, or
the reaction gets back to your
hand and paralyzes it. You

figure the grounding poten-

tial
—

”

Reidel scowled and hit the

desk with his fist.

“I don’t like this, Arran!”
“What else can we do? Clan-

non’s fumbling around like a
blind worm. He simply doesn’t

realize there’s no time for his

methods. Aren’t we trying to

help him?”
“I don’t understand what you

are doing.”

“Marcus is putting lab facil-

ities at my disposal
—

” Arran
gestured, “and I can redesign

and rebuild the broken shocker.

His government won’t call us

cranks if we have something to

demonstrate.”

“The internal affairs of this

planet
—

”

“Once and for all,” Arran
grated, “we are outside Dvaneth
law! Landon means well, but

he’s been conditioned to hopeless

inefficiency. It’s time someone
new took over

!”

Reidel subsided. He didn’t

know what else he could do. Mar-
cus was explaining, “Not every-

body can get lab privileges, but

a college friend of mine is on
the faculty here. He trusts me
not to blow the place up.”

“Not with this, anyhow!”
Arran chuckled.

“This is a chemistry lab, not

electronics, but I thought it

would be best because of that

atomic-weights chart there.” He
indicated the wall-chart and Ar-

ran went and examined it.

“The symbols are diffei'cnt,

and the drawing, of course,” he
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said, “but yes, it’s the same old

periodic table of elements.” He
came back to check the equip-

ment piled on the demonstration
table. “Heat equipment, clamps
and tongs, wire—copper wire
won’t work if we’re going to step

this up to a lethal charge. We
could fudge up a demonstration
model with copper, but we should

have—” he stepped back to the
chart of elements, ran his finger

down the atomic-weights of met-
als. Marcus translated where his
finger pointed. “Ii’idium, tung-
sten, silver—there might be sil-

ver wire in the medical build-

ing, they use it in surgery. What
else?”

“Silicone powder or silicon

paper, quartz crystals and equip-
ment for cleaving them—”

Reidel was so lost in trying
to decide what to do that he lost

track of the conversation. When
he picked it up, Marcus was say-
ing in an urgent undertone, “It

doesn’t matter! Pi-etty soon this

nation will be the only one—

”

he broke off abruptly, looking at

Reidel. “You still there? We’re
going to try and get hold of some
silver wire. We’ll be back.”

Reidel pretended to be sleepier

than he was. He laid his arms
on the table, dropping his head
into them, and said through a
yawn, “L^t me know when you’re

finished.”

He heard their footfalls die

away before he raised his head
and looked around. Smashing or
interfering with their equipment
wouldn’t delay them much; any-

how, it didn’t belong to Marcus

and Reidel guessed the laws

against vandalism didn’t change
much from world to world.

Arran’s diagram of the shocker

lay on the bench. Reidel turned

it over in his hands. He could-

n’t make head or tail of it. He
crumpled it into his pocket and
went out of the lab and down
the stairs. If he had them fig-

ured right, they’d pay no more
attention to his absence than

they had to his presence. Some-
times it was a good thing to be

underestimated.

He walked in on Landon like

a black thundercloud, forcing the

diagram into his hands. Landon
untangled the paper and let out

a long, low whistle o‘f dismay.

“And a lethal calibration fig-

ured—the damned idiots!” Grim-
mouthed, he flung it down.

“We’ve got to stop them! Where
are they?”

Reidel told him, and Landon
crossed the room, pulled open
a drawer and took out a mur-
derous looking pistol. “You’d bet-

ter know,” he said, as he broke
and loaded it, “that I’m pre-

pared to kill them both before

I let this happen.” He paused,

scribbled a few lines on a card,

and said, “If I’m killed or ar-

rested—^take this to Steve Bran-

zell.” He wrote down the address.

“It explains how to use the aug-

mentator. Find Marcus if you

can; if not, let Branzell decide

what to do.”

He started to leave. “I’m com-
ing, too,” Reidel said grimly,

“Arran’s my responsibility.”
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“All right, but hurry. We
haven’t much time.”

The lecture room was locked

now, no light penetrating the

door. Landon asked, “You’re sure

it’s the right room?”
“Positive.”

“All right.” Landon bent, just

touching the lock with one finger.

After a minute Reidel heard the
mechanism snap back and the
door swung open. Landon was
breathing more heavily than
usual. “I didn’t know I could
still do that. But they’ve gone,
all right. You didn't hear their

plans ?”

“No,” Reidel swore. “I should
have stayed and made sure.”

“No. They wouldn’t have dis-

cussed anything definite in front
of you, once you’d definitely

formed your opinion. Marcus is

probably still clairvoyant behind
that shuttlethinking — ” He
broke off and swmre again.
“That shuttlethinking. W h y
didn’t I think of that ? But let’s

get out of here before the night
watchman has us in jail for
breaking and entering!”

They cut, in silence, across the
deserted city block that was the
college campus. “I should have
probed Arran’s mind when he
first started arguing with me.
As for Marcus—if I’d gotten
him under the augmentator—
but no, I couldn’t take a chance,
it was too big a risk

—

”

“Clint
—

” Reidel began.
“If you have any questions,

Reidel, save them ! I have enough
unanswered ones, right now. But

if you have any bright ideas,

for heaven’s sake let’s see them.”
“Just where, exactly, are we

heading ?”

Landon stopped short. Exactly
nothing would be gained by
wandering around Brooklyn with
a loaded gun in his pocket.

“There’s an automat down the

street. Let’s talk things over
first. I’d suggest a drink, but
we need real, not alcoholic cour-

age.”

To Reidel, the automat was
the first really familiar thing
on this planet. They took coffee

and anonymous hunks of pie, and
carried their trays to a table.

Reidel looked doubtful.

“Can we talk here?”
“When you have private busi-

ness to talk, take it to a public

place—the more crowded, the

better,” said . Landon. stating

Rule One in a life of successful

camouflage.

“You know best.” Reidel put
a fork in his pie, while Landon
finally forced himself to think
seriously about the possibility

he had refused to face ; that Liz

or Marcus or both were work-
ing w'ith Rhu’inn. He tried to

explain it to Reidel and got no-

where.

"I thought the Rhu’inn were-
n’t human I”

“I mean—carrying one as a
parasite.”

“But why? People don’t just

join up with nonhumans against

humanity ?”

Landon stared at the table-

top, turning that over in his

mind. What possible motive could
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prompt a man to ally himself

with mankind’s oldest enemy? He
saw that Reidel was gripping
his fork until the knuckles pop-

ped white. “Do you—are you
thinking x4rran may be—one of

them, too?’’

Landon said an instant, un-

equivocal, “Hell, no. Your friend

Mathis couldn’t -possibly have
lived under the same roof for

weeks without one of them sus-

pecting and killing the other!’’

Reidel felt better, but his

voice was a strained parody of
itself. “But why—’’

“The Rhu’inn are incompre-
hensible from a purely human
standpoint. Marcus-—if it’s Mar-
cus—is probably convinced that

his motives are purely altruistic.

Marcus is intensely patriotic in

a distorted way; violent in ha-’

tred of other racial and national

groups. Maybe all his life he’s

secretly believed the world would
be better if taken over by an in-

telligent ruling caste. And his

education’s been lopsided, tech-

nical v.'ithout any compensating

balance in the humanities,’’ Sud-

denly he did not want to talk

a'oout it any more. “Come on,

let’s get moving.’’

Reidel kept back his ques-

tions, but was not surprised

when they rang a doorbell and
Liz Curran came into the vesti-

bule of the tiny apartment, her

face turning white as she saw
them.

“Good Lord, Mr. Landon, it’s

midnight ! Come in, but be quiet

;

the old biddies here would love

to spread the story that I en-
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tertain men at this hour. What’s
happened, are the police after

you?’’

“Not yet.’’ Landon let Jiiiz close

the door after them. A dark
tailored robe was wrapped high
around her throat, and her face,

innocent of lipstick, looked pale

and strained. “Let me get dress-

ed, Clint, and make some coffee.

I need it, if you don’t. What’s
gone wrong?’’

Landon said, “I’ve got to do

something I should have done
when this first started. I want
both of you to let me make a full

telepathic examination. Reidel,

you first.”

He had a good reason for that.

Reidel was used to such pro-

cedures on Dvaneth, his matter-

of-factness might make it seem

less bizarre for Liz.

“Any time,” Reidel said, try-

ing not to show his disturbance.

He didn’t like it . . . his fists

knotted, gripping the arm of the

chair.

Landon said aloud, “Relax.

It’s normal to think of every-

thing you’d like to hide, every-

body does. But I’m not interested

in your private life.” After a

moment the ringing pressure

lightened. “You’re clear, of

course. Liz?”

This, of course, was what he

had been dreading. The probe

of Reidel had been waste motion

for her benefit. But now it had

narrowed down shockingly to Liz

or Marcus, and it wasn’t fair,

or safe, to assume t’nat it had to

be Marcus.
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Liz Curran’s face was com-
pletely drained of color. “I’m not
going to do it,” she said in a
whisper. “I’m not—some alien

monstrosity—^but if you can’t be-
lieve—” she turned and fled in-

to the other room, a sob hang-
ing in the air behind her. The
men stared at one another, Rei-
del mute with distress, Landon
in an agony of suspicion and
misery. He found himself grip-
ping the pistol in his pocket.

Then a shaken, red-eyed Liz re-

appeared and said in a low voice,

“All right, Clint. Then get the
hell out of my apartment and
out of my life.”

“Liz, I hate to do this—”
“That’s easy to say, isn’t it?”

Her shoulders shook with the
violence of her sobs, and her
lovely dark eyes were rimmed
with pale crimson. Reidel was
shivering with the backlash of
transferred emotion before Lan-
don lifted a haggard, drained
face.

“You’re clear, Liz. I’m sorry
about all this.”

The woman’s lips barely
moved. “I—hope—^you’re satis-
fied !”

“Liz—my dear, my dear—

”

She struck his arm down. “I’m
not your dear,” she said, her
cheeks flaming, and now her
rigidity began to be shaken by
violent trembling.

“You — can’t do this to me
too!”

Landon’s arms were around
her, now. He said huskily, “I’d
never—have had the nerve to
say it—I’m not . . .

” His voice
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trailed into incoherence. She sob-

bed wildly for a moment, then
dug her face into his shirt front.

Reidel got up, helplessly. He
said in a mutter, “I’m going out
in the kitchen and see about that
coffee ...”

By three in the morning they

were all quieted. Liz was very

subdued now, snuggled into the

curve of Landon’s arm. The
Watcher’s face wore a slightly

foolish expression, but Reidel

envied him anyhow.

“The time’s past for conceal-

ment. We’ll have to take our
chances on the truth. If we win,

any means will be justified,”

Landon said, “and if we don’t

nothing will make any differ-

ence any more.”

The phone rang. Liz reached
for it. “Hello?” She listened,

said another startled, “Hello?”
and then said, “good grief, do

you know what time it is? Well,

as a matter of fact, he’s here.”

She covered the mouthpiece with

her hand and said, bewildered,

“It’s Steve Branzell. He says he’s

been calling your apartment
every hour all night, and called

me as a last resort. He’s found
them—found Mathis . and the

others, and they’re about to

board the plane for New York.”
Landon caught the phone from

her hand.

“Steve? You found—yes, but
listen, there’s no time for that
now. Is Sylvia Marcus with
you ?” Reidel heard confused
noises from the phone, and Lan-
don swore. “Yes, yes, but I don’t
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give a damn if you do have to

hold up the plane—no, don’t give

me that—Steve, this is no time

to be funny! Life or death? I

wish it was half as simple as

life or death! You get Sylvia to

this phone and get her here

fast!”

Liz stared, appalled, for Clint

Landon was shouting, his face

white and distorted. After a long

time he spoke into the receiver,

this time more gently.

“Sylvia ? Think carefully,

child. Have you ever been able

to read your brother’s mind?”

Silence. Reidel and Liz ex-

changed baffled glances.

“Until recently?” Landon’s
voice caught, so that he actually

had to breathe twice between
the two words. “Sylvia, listen,

this is more important than you
can possibly guess. Can you re-

member exactly when — ” he
paused, “yes, I know, we call it

shuttlethinking, but when did he
first start it?”

Slowly, a look of horror stole

over his face. His voice was a

drained shred of itself. “That
day / came to the house with
him? Yes. I remember, he said.

No Sis, cut it out.” He had to

stop and bi'eathe again. “Sylvia,

I can’t explain now, go and board
the plane. I’ll meet you at the

airport. But whatever you do

—

if your brother Ned meets you,

stay away from him on any ex-

cuse whatever. Tell Steve—no

don’t tell him anything. I’ll ex-

plain when you get here. Just

trust me.” He hung up and Kei-

del said, “He’s found them?
Found Cleta?”

“And all of them,” Landon
said in a heavy tone that made
Reidel shrink with dread, “and
I’m beginning to wish he hadn’t.”

The taxi seemed to crawl
through the jammed streets. Lan-
don held Liz Curran’s hand,
sharing the short time before
the arrival of the others forced
duty on Lam’ on again. And
watching him, Reidel understood
himself as well.

To Landon, the other five

were strangers. Landon would
do his duty by them, he was
even prepared to like them; but
they were strangers. Where Rei-

del, through an acceptance of the

duty thrust on him—equally re-

luctant at first—had formed an
indissoluble tie.

Now and for always Cleta was
his wife, and the physical mat-
ing, whenever it happened, would
only confirm an existing pattern,

not create a new one. Dionie and
Linnit had a claim on him only

slightly less than the claim of

paternity. And Arran, although

so few years his junior, could as

well have been his son. These
things were facts. They didn’t

need explaining; they just were.

The airport was crowded, an
orderly confusion that reminded
Reidel, with nostalgic force, of

Dvaneth. Uniformed men fussed

with rolling steps, and Reidel

saw women in furs, men in busi-

ness suits. Then he saw Cleta at

the top of the steps and his ex-

citement caught fire. He wanted
to shout frantically. Linnit look-
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ed tired and cold, the baby a
sleeping bundle in her arms.
Dionie’s odd intent eyes sought
and found Keidel immediately

through the crowd. A man Rei-
del did not know had his hand on
Mathis’ shoulder as they came to-

gether down the steps. Reidel

.started toward them when a sud-
den shrill scream, cut through
the noises of the crowd, touch-
ing off a rustle of panic. Dionie
threw herself, still screaming, at

Mathis. She wrapped her thin

arms around the dwarf’s neck
and hurled him to the ground.
Reidel fought through the crowd,
elbowing, cursing. Somehow he
forced his way through to them
as Ned Marcus appeared from
behind the baggage tractor. His
hand came up, holding a crim-

son tube from which blossomed
a flower of orange flame. The
flame missed Mathis as he fell

in a heap of Dionie’s arms and
legs, and Steve Branzell, with a
hoarse cry of i>ain, staggered
and fell, crashing down full

length at the foot of the steps.

It seemed to happen slowly, but
within seconds Marcus was brac-
ing the tube again. Reidel
vaulted Branzell’s fallen body
and leaped; then a sturdy dark-

haired boy behind Ned Marcus
struck up the barrel of the
shocker and the orange flame
flared harmlessly in the air. The
three men collided and Reidel
felt Arran’s fist thud into his

ribs as he grappled for the
shocker. Someone grabbed him
and hauled him bodily off them.
Then Marcus was staring into

the blued muzzle of Clint Lan-
don’s pistol.

“Drop it! Drop that shocker!’’

The crowd edged backward,
noisy with a muddle of sounds.

Then a new voice rose in deep-

throated authority. “Ladies and
gentlemen, please step back
slowly, and no one will be hurt.

Don’t anybody move!’’

A queer hush settled over the

croMM as they tried to obey these

contradictory orders. Reidel saw
blue uniforms everywhere, and
the voice of authority was that
of the chubby FBI man. Inspec-

tor Platt. Two policemen stepped

forward, one to snap handcuffs
on Marcus; the other to bend,
gingerly, for the fallen shocker.

Arran, panting and a little dazed,

allowed himself to be handcuffed

to Ned Marcus.

“Landon, I’ll trouble you for

that pistol,” Platt said, then

shouted, whirling. “Grab him!
Stop him!”

Marcus, still handcuffed, had
made a break for freedom,

dragging Arran with him. The
crowd wavered, streamed back.

Platt was dancing with rage.

“Grab him! Get him! Shoot if

you have to
—

”

“No! Don’t kill him!” Mathis
bellowed, hauling himself to his

feet, “not in a crowd like this

or we’ll all have to die ! Can’t you
see that’s what he’s trying to

make you do ?”

Platt shouted incoherent or-

ders. The pistols vanished and
Marcus went down in a welter

of blue uniforms, dragging Ar-
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ran down too. He fought blindly;

it took a dozen men to subdue
Marcus and, at a hastily-shouted

plea from Mathis, whose very

hysterical intensity won cre-

dence, to unchain Arran from
his wrists. Arran gave them no
more trouble, slumped between
two policemen.

Ned Marcus, too, stood beaten
at last, hanging almost uncon-
scious between his captors. He
had fought so savagely that they
had been forced to be brutal,

and his face was a mass of rap-

idly discoloring bruises and
blood. Sylvia screamed when she

saw him and even Landon was
sickened by the beating the kid

had taken. He had to remind him-

self, forcefully, that Marcus was-
n’t just a beaten-up youngster.

Marcus squinted through his

good eye and mumbled, “Let me
—speak to m’sister

—

”

Platt looked distressed. Mar-
cus jKiinted Sylvia out, and the

FBI man motioned her forward.

Sylvia lifted her face, reluc-

tantly, then a scream of terror

ripped her frail throat apart.

She flung herself on Landon in

a frenzy. “Oh, take it away, take

it away,” she babbled, “It’s not

Ned, it isn’t, it’s not even hu-

man, don’t let it get me, don’t,

don’t
—

” the words broke into

tearing sobs.

The police had cleared the field

by now, and Platt put a hand
on Landon’s shoulder. “We’ve
wasted enough time. You’re all

under arrest.”

As if to confirm his state-

ment, a policeman shepherded Liz

and Cleta, politely but firmly,

toward another patrol car, while

a sturdy police matron approach-

ed the hysterical Sylvia, and men
jumped from a hastily summoned
ambulance and ran to lift the

unconscious form of Steve Bran-
zell.

“All of us? On what grounds?
You’re not taking the women
and children to jail too, are

you?”
“Any grounds you please. As-

sault with a deadly weapon. Un-
desirable alien. Disturbing the

peace, if I can’t make anything
else stick. And we’re not taking
any of you to jail,” Platt told

him. “All of you, Landon—or

Clannon, if you prefer—are go-

ing upriver to Albany. And
you’re going in front of Civil De-
fense and demonstrate that space

radio gadget. Then, if you want
to tell your spaceship story

again, we’ll listen.”

Landon blinked. “I don’t un-
derstand

—

”

Platt turned toward a news-
paper kiosk at the edge of the

field and snatched up a paper. He
pointed

;

SAUCERS FLY AGAIN!

Businessman Claims To Be Planet's

Guardian; FBi Confirms Story!

Branzell had picked the right

moment, for once, to cry wolf.

And it looked as if he’d been
killed for it.

With no further reason to re-

sist, Landon allowed himself to

be taken along with the group.
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CHAPTER 15

Late the next day, Landon
stood in a long glass-win-

dowed room, staring into the

augmentator. His hands were
not quite steady as he adjusted

the mechanism, and he wondered
half seriously if he should give

the damping device another turn
to compensate for the seething

anxieties and tensions that were
almost an audible vibration in

the room. The place was full of

strange faces.

Technically, he was a prison-

er. Against the low hills of the

Helderbergs he could see the

WAC barracks where the women
had been quartered for the time
being—mostly to keep them
away from curious eyes.

So far there had been little

leakage to the press. Even the

riot at the airport had been kill-

ed to an inside page. The mili-

tary had taken over and they

wanted no fantastic rumors
spreading, however true. Not
even his most fanatic followers

knew that Steve Branzell, par-

tially paralyzed but alive, was
recovering in the Base hospital.

Ned Marcus, and for the pres-

ent Arran too, were locked in

maximum-security cells; Mathis,

after a full probe, had pronounc-

ed Arran clear, but everybody

wasn’t convinced.

Mathis said, somewhere be-

hind Landon, “You see, as long

as Marcus is alive, then—as far

as we know—he’s the only per-

son actually carrying one of

them—of course, the word one
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doesn’t mean much with Rhu’inn

—but their only physical exten-

sion into this dimension. And if

we keep him alive and isolated,

there’s no possibility of trans-

fer. But if Marcus should be

killed before we get the nullifier

established, then he might trans-

fer to a host we’d never identify,

and we never would get it set

up.”

“What I would like to know,”

said an army man, “is this;

where did Marcus get his?”

“I think, from Kester,” Math-
is answered. “We found Kester

unconscious in the lifeship bay,

just before separation. The
worst danger of interstellar

travel is that the transition

from warp to normal space takes

place through what we call the

Rhu’inn dimension.”

“And Marcus found Kester’s

dead body,” Landon said with-

out turning.

“But why Marcus? Why not

one of us?” Reidel asked. “We
were actually there when Kester

died!”

“I can only suggest theories,”

Mathis said, “but possibly my
presence had something to do

with it, even though I was sick

and stunned and not function-

ing. I’m not sure—even if I had

detected the presence of Rhu’inn,

I might not have associated it

with Kester. We’ll never know.”

Landon motioned for silence,

for the sight frame of the aug-

mentator was clearing and com-

ing into focus. A face, weath-

ered and bronzed by the fierce

sun of the high plateaus, peered
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from the screen ; low-lidded eyes
hidden by a peaked cap.

—Clannon. You are there?
Landon was too relieved to

waste words. “Use vocal speech,

will you, Vialmir? We have an
audience.” He touched an aux-
iliary control which would en-

hance the telepathic beam with
sound transmission as well.

Vialmir, in complete rapport

with Landon—and with Mathis,

for Landon had calibrated the

augmentation beam to include

him as. well—had no trouble in

expressing himself in any lan-

guage they knew.

The men in the room were
shifting nervously, and Landon
turned to one of them, a middle-

aged man with stars on his

sleeve. “Would you care to talk

to the Vialmir, General?”

Hesitant and suspicious, the

General came into the augmen-
tation field. “What do I do?”

“You don’t have to speak
aloud, but it’s better if you do.

Your actual words don’t reach

him, of course, but speaking will

help you focus your thoughts.

You’re no telepath.”

The General scowled. “No.
I’m not. What happens if I say,

Mary had a Little Lamb? Ven-
triloquism . .

.”

Landon said hotly, “We can
all leave the room under guard,
if you’d prefer, and you and he
can carry on any sort of conver-
sation that will convince you!”

Vialmir interrupted from the

augmentator screen, in clearly

understandable English which
oddly mimicked the General’s

own pronounced Western accent,

“Is it true that you have cap-

tured the tool of the Rhu’inn?”
The General looked shaken

;

he wasn’t used to this sort of

contact. Vialmir went on:

“Clannon tells me you intend

to set up this new device, the

nullifier.”

“Whatever that is, yes.”

"In that case you should know
this,” said Vialmir. “You have
not been able to reach me, Clan-

non, since as soon as I touched
the Rhu’inn through the aug-
mentator I went into the tele-

pathic trance for the total

contact emergency signal to

reach the Federation Centre. I

have instructions for you, Clan-

non. There was one ship in this

sector, the Transformation out
of Vialles, and he was persuad-

ed to come off course on the

chance—”

l andon broke in with a quick,

wordless command to Vialmir,

well below the perceptive level of

the others:

—No; don’t tell them that.

Definitely not.

What good would it do, to tell

them that if the nullifier field

could not be established, Earth
would be moved into the ranks
of Forbidden Stars—shunned,
permanently guarded, even the

Watcher no longer allowed to

communicate with the Galaxy?
What good would it do, to tell

them that if Earth became a

forbidden star, any future

spaceships leaving Earth would
be destroyed, sight unseen, not
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allowed even to reach their own
moon?

“—of course you know the

Transformation couldn’t land on
a Closed Planet, under ordinary

circumstances. He’d never be al-

lowed to take off again. But if a

nullifier field can be established

in time, he has emergency per-

mission to land and make pre-

liminary contact. Would you
care to talk to the Commander?
I can re-channel his signals for

you.”

Landon felt a little stunned at

this piece of luck—which of

course wasn’t really luck; this

planet, though Closed, was on the

regular trade routes and at one

time had been a regular cross-

roads of interstellar travel. All

the more reason it must be pre-

vented, if possible, from slipping

back to the state of a Forbidden

Star; if the whole system were

Forbidden, it would mean costly

re-computing of all the star-

routes in this sector.

He explained all this to the

men in the room. “The Com-
mander of the Transformation

probably won’t be a telepath,

and will be communicating by

voice, not rapport, but it will

be in a language you won’t un-
' derstand—Galactic Standard.”

Reidel said huskily, “Vialles

is Cleta’s home planet, get her

down here to translate!”

There were objections, but the

General silenced them. “Go and

get her, somebody.”

Gradually the augmentator

picture changed. The face of

Vialmir remained, a thin blurry

frame ; through and over it, like

a double exposure, another pic-

ture took shape, a room or cabin

filled with machinery which made
the General lean forward and
gasp. Vialmir was transmitting,

by developed kinetic telepathy, a

picture and a voice that were be-

ing received on his own con-

sideraly more complex inter-

spatial receiver in the Hima-
layas.

The Rim Room of the star-

ship was in sharp focus now,

and the face of an elderly man
with strong, sharply aquiline

features.

“Commander Rivan, Trans-

formation. Who’s communicat-
ing?

Cleta came in, escorted by a

WAC sergeant. Landon motioned

her forward and she came into

the sight field, speaking quickly

in her own language. “The ship

was the Northwind, a colony

ship
—

” she broke off. “Clannon,

let me take your place in the

augmentator.” Landon, free of

the necessity of remaining so

deeply in rapport, translated the

three-times-relayed conversation

as it took place.

Commander Rivan said, “I

congratulate you on your sur-

vival. There were others?”

Cleta named and indentified

the seven survivors. Rivan asked,

“How soon can the nullifier be

set up?”
Cleta conferred. “About three

days of this planet’s time,” she

said, and translated it into

Standard units for Rivan. The
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I^kture flickered in and out of

focus for some minutes, and fi-

nally Rivan said, “The Trans-
formation is already somewhat
behind schedule. However, in

view of the pending change in

this Closed Planet’s status, one
way or the other

—
” another

pause while the focus flickered,

dim and bright—“If the nullifier

field can be established within
that time, we will come inside

the field and land a small .shut-

tle ship—” he talked for a mo-
ment with someone out of sight

range; finally stipulating, “pro-
vided, of course, that the local

authorities will provide suitably

safeguarded landing space.”

Cleta translated that and the

General said hastily, “Yes, yes.

Any safeguards they ask for!”

When that was relayed, Rivan
said, “I’ll try to get authority
to leave one or two volunteers
on Earth—I understand the
place is a technical backwater

—

pending the arrival -of an of-

ficial contact crew. Meanwhile
we can take off your survivors,

if they’re willing to be landed
on Vialies.”

Cleta’s eyes widened and filled

with tears. To go home! All the

time she was relaying the de-

tails of landing arrangements,
tears streamed down her face,

and Reidel watched her, his

heart drenched in a flood of ice.

Cleta was going home and his

own di'eams meant nothing in

the face of that. As for him—
he’d see Dvaneth again, perhaps
go into space again, and some
day, when he was old, someone

would ask about the time he’d

been spacewrecked on a Closed
Planet and thought he’d have
to stay forever. By that time it

would be an adventure story and
Cleta only a memory.
He did not wait to hear how

the conference ended.

That night Landon and Mathis
went into I'apport for the pur-

pose of translating the speci-

fications for the nullifier into

English and the English into a

workable blueprint. They began
with only the General present,

but in a few hours the place

resembled a branch office of Gen-
eral Electric, with diagrams,
wiring circuits, rejected com-
iwnents, and half a dozen ex-

perts on communications, power,

radar and electronics, trying to

translate alien technology into

earth equivalents.

Some components were identi-

cal and could be substituted-—

a

vacuum tube is a vaccum tube
and an electron stream is an
electron stream, whatever the

technology, and it doesn’t mat-
ter how you measure or trans-

mit it. Some few others could

be improvised from existing

equipment. Others were so

strange that the consultants

were baffled or worse, derisive.

Even Landon balked at trying

to explain the shielding device

that damper out aurora reso-

nance, or the transformer-type

mecluinism that excited the

triplc-hetei’odyned supersonics,

kicking them upstairs into the

sub-telepathic frequencies.
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The General pointed at the
aug-mentator. “I don’t under-
stand that whozit, but I saw it

work. I don’t understand this

one either, Mr.' Briney, but it’s

going to be built. And you are
going to build it, Mister.”

Fortunately Landon had an
excellent technical education, on
two planets

; however, in the
specifications which Mathis reel-

ed off from the plan which was
like a printed eidetic circuit in
his brain, there were parts and
adjustments of whose theory and
function Landon was not quite
sure.

The sun was bright outside
the window when Mathis col-

lapsed, and Landon—^who knew
that Marcus might be no safer
in the security cells than in the
room with them—knew a mo-
ment’s frozen horror before he
realized the dwarf had only
fainted from exhaustion.

The General said hoarsely,
“Unless we get a few hours sleep,

none of us will be good for any-
thing.”

Briney took their requisition
list—^which looked like an elec-

trical-supply catalogue in three
volumes—and Landon stood on
the steps with the General,
watching him drive away. The
General said, “This whole thing
sounds preposterous. Will that
starship’s commander really land
on Earth?”

“If we get this set up within
his time limit, he will.”

“If it’s as important as all

that,” the General said testily.

“why did he put a time limit on
it?”

“Even a few days will alter

planetary positions at his desti-

nation enough to waste a lot of

fuel. A month’s delay would alter

the whole position of his route

enough to create the danger of

collision with a star or planet.

His whole course would have to

be re-computed, at a stagger-

ing loss of time and money. And
he’s not in the employ of the

Federation, really; he’s just a

trader, a businessman. He could

put in a claim for compensation,

but the Federation is like any

other bureaucracy, only bigger.

There’d be a staggering amount
of red tape before he collected

it, if he collected it.”

“God above!” The General

mopped his forehead. “Bureau-

cracy. Red tape. Business trips

between stars!”

Eventually he drew himself

back to mundane matters. “Law-

yers are battering the gates al-

ready with writs and so forth

for the Marcus kid. We can’t

hold a civilian citizen incom-

municado—and what in hades

can we charge him with?”

Landon swore. “You could hold

him if he had a contagious dis-

ease, couldn’t you? Anyway,

hang on to him — even if you

have to give out a report that

he’s dead!” Landon reflected that

was only anticipating the fact a*

little
;
a Rhu’inn host died when

the Rhu’inn withdrew. Marcus’

death sentence was in the nulli-

fier, but then he had been under

sentence of death all along.
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Landon was too weary to

sleep. In the Base Hospital
Mathis was asleep under seda-

tives, and in another cubicle

Landon found Steve Branzell

sitting on the edge of his cot,

half-dressed. Landon had no
words for his relief. Sometimes
if a lethally calibrated shocker
missed a vital organ and failed

to kill, it would paralyze per-

manently.

“How are you feeling now,
Steve?”

“Fine, now.” Then a frighten-
ed look washed over Branzell’s

face. “I say, it all really hap-
pened, didn’t it? I’m not just
crazy.”

Landon chuckled. “It’s true, all

right.”

Branzell was obviously burst-
ing with questions, and Landon
laughed again. “There’ll be all

the time in the world to explain
everything. The lid’s off, Steve.
And you’ll get explanations be-

fore anyone else.”

He was amazed at what he saw
in Eranzell’s face. The fanatic
had disappeared—or rather, had
been absorbed in a new kind of
fanaticism ; the healthy enthu-
siasm of a man with a dream.
Branzell looked younger, as if

jjlunged headlong into a new life,

and Landon almost envied him
for it.

“Steve, I’m too tired to turn

in. I’m going over and talk to

the others. Care to come along?”

“Does a pig care for a clover

patch?” Branzell was obviously

holding down his enthusiasm.

The women were finishing

breakfast in an orderly, over-

neat room.
Cleta rose and came to them,

inclining her head in recognition.

“We’ve had no chance to thank
you for what you’ve done for

us, Clannon—” she began.

“Clint Landon,” he corrected.

“I’m sorry about this iso-

lation,” he continued, “But, be-

lieve me, it’s for your own pro-

tection.”

Linnit giggled. “I know. Even
these women soldiers stare at us

and try not to ask a lot of ques-

tions !”

“I feel like doing the same,”
Branzell said, with his warm
laugh. “Aren’t they marvelous,
Landon ? Why, they’re children,

they’re hardly more than babies,

and they’ve crossed the Galaxy!”
Dionie asked, “Are Reidel and

Arran going back with the
ship?”

It had never occurred to Lan-
don that they might not. Just as

it had never occurred to him—as

it now suddenly burst on him

—

that he, too, might now go home
if he chose. No man who had
touched a Closed World could

return, possibly to infect a Gal-

axy forever watchful against

Rhu’inn invasion. But if Earth
was to be opened again, with the

nullifier field sweeping the planet

clean as on open Federation

worlds, then he too could return

from the exile he had accepted.

“Can we see Arran? And Rei-

del?” Linnit asked.

“I’m sorry. Not Arran at

present. Reidel
—

”
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“Reide! could come whenever
he chose,” Cleta interrupted dis-

dainfully. “Evidently he has de-

cided, now we’re safe, that we’re
not his problem any more!”
Landon felt perplexed, remem-

bering Reidel almost frantic
with anxiety when Cleta was
beyond his reach. He was sud-
denly overcome with fatigue. Liz
saw it in his face, and came to

hi m. “Go and get some sleep

while you can, Clint,” she
pleaded. Landon drew her close

and kissed her with hungry
force.

“We’ll .soon be out of this,

darling. One way or the other,

it will all be over soon.”

“I’m frightened, Clint. I get
blurry when I think about it. I

just have to—remember that I

love you, and forget the rest!”

It wa.s no time to suggest
leaving Earth. He drew away,
conscious that the group of wom-
en was no longer complete.
“Where did Sylvia Marcus go?”
he demanded. No one could an-
swer, and he said roughly,

“Make sure she’s here, some-
body! We’re not playing games!
We’re guarding you girls for

your own safety, and Sylvia’s

the most vulnerable! I hate to

have to lock her
—

”

“It won’t be necessary,”

Dionie said without moving.
Cleta inclined her head slightly,

pointing toward another room,
and Landon could hear Sylvia

now, crying miserably. Landon
was aware of her suffering, but

he could do nothing to help. She
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had not had the training which
made life endurable for such as

Dionie, and the present situa-

tion would have been terrifying

for any affectionate sister. For
a hypersensitive empath, it was
sheer hell.

When Landon left, Dionie fol-

lowed him to the door and stood

on the steps. She did not look

like a child to Landon now. He
supposed she was about fifteen

by Earth reckoning
;

but all

childi.shnes.s had been stripped

from her in the last few day.s.

She asked, “Do I have to go

back to Dvaneth?”
"Dionie, I’ve no authority to

force you to do anything.”

“There’s no one vvho’d miss

me on Dvaneth, and nothing I

can’t have here—oh,” she beg-

ged in a rush, “you know, don’t

you ?”

Landon did know, and felt

sorry for the girl. An emotional

triangle where two were tele-

path and empath was no fun for

anyone. He wondered why Rei-

del didn’t go to Aldebaran V
where he could have them both,

and quickly squelched the

thought, grateful that Dionie

was empath and not telepath.

“Dionie, will you do me a

favor?”

“If I can.”

“Sylvia hasn’t had your train-

ing. Help her live through the

next few days. Whichever way
it turns out, they’re going to be

rough.” He touched the white

silky curls with his finger, then

walked away, not waiting for an

answer, seeing that the weight
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of too-wise misery had already
lightened in Dionie’s great eyes.

CHAPTER 14

He slept and woke, drag-
ged back to the conference

building by the knowledge of
the deadline; the nullifier must
somehow be translated from a
jumble of confused specifications

into an apparatus which could

protect a planet. It didn’t have
to be perfect this first try; it

just had to get going and stay
going a while—there would be
specialists on the Transforma-
tion who could look it over and
make sure it would keep func-
tioning properly. But unless

they got • it working, Rivan
couldn’t even land.

Briney was there, and the
General

; Mathis was there, his

eyes dark circled, and so was
Reidel, though nobody quite
knew why. The chairs had been
carried out, and half the big
room was a bare expanse of

empty floor; the other half was
an incredible jumble of boxes,

crates, packing cartons and even
a barrel or two.

Landon looked at the clutter

and sighed.

"If we’re going to build this

thing,” he said at last, “I sup-
pose we’d better check and in-

ventory all this junk.” He pick-

ed up the list and started.

Evening came; midnight;
morning. The stacked jumble
had somehow resolved it.self in-

to orderly process units. Landon
assembled each component; Bri-

ney tested it with voltages to

make sure it would perform as

desired—-for they were combin-
ing makeshift units in unheard-

of ways—and Mathis checked

the result against his mental

blueprint. There was all too

many rejection.^ ;
too many

pauses to check an unobtainable

item again.st four or five items

of Earth manufacture which

might possibly be substituted.

Landon hoped that when this

was over he would never see a

cathode tube, a voltmeter or an

oscilloscope again.

Once a hand dragging with

fatigue brushed a bare wire, and

flung him halfway across the

room ; he called a halt then, and

made them all swallow food, cof-

fee and benzedrine tablets,

brought by GIs who weren’t

permitted to enter the room.

Landon and Reidel stumbled in-

to the open air and sat on the

steps to drink their coffee. The

sun was coming up, and there

was frost on the ground.

“Do you think we’ll do it, Lan-

don ?”

“I don’t know.” By now Lan-

don wasn’t betting on anything.

His head sagged. “If Briney

wasn’t so^—so supercilious. If I

knew more about that inner

resonator field. If they only had

some kind of condensers that

would take those damned slow-

pulse vibrations!”

“And I’m not much help,” Rei-

del said. “It’s a shame—Arran
worked in the Rim Room of the

Northwind. He’d understand all

this, if anyone could.”
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Landon re-entered the confer-

ence room as if it were purga-
tory. He hated the very smell of
it by now. “How long did they
give us ?”

“Another 48 hours.”
Briney turned from a study

of two slightly varying conden-
sors. “We’re not going to do it.

You’re demanding impossible
voltages, Landon. Nothing will

take that kind of punishment un-
less you put a whole high-tension
system in here.”

“And we haven’t even started
on those sonic exciter things!”
Landon straightened his shoul-
ders and demanded, “I want Ar-
ran down here!”

“It isn’t wise,” the General
demurred. “You can have all the
men you want, all the materials,
consultants, technicians

—

”

Landon swore. “I don’t want
them! Damn it, we’ve got too
many now! Mathis has had no
technical education, and mine all

came before the nullifier was in-

vented. Arran was trained in the
Rim Room of a starship, and if

he doesn’t undertstand these
things, nobody will and we might
as well give up. We have no
choice—^we need him.”

In the end an apprehensive
GI led Reidel through a steel cor-

ridor and unlocked a grating.

Arran, stretched on a metal
bunk, looked up bitterly and
asked, “Are they throwing you
behind bars, too?”

“No. I came to get you out.

Landon needs your help.”

“He can go straight to
—

” Ar-
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ran broke off. “Oh, well. Any-
thing to get out of here!”

“Do you know anything about

the nullifier?”

Arran gasped as if all the

breath had been knocked out of

him. “What—?”
Reidel suddenly remembered

that Arran.knew nothing at all,

even about Marcus’ arrest. He
had been told nothing, simply

locked up and held in isolation.

Reidel explained in their own
language while the GI listened,

eyes popping, and finally de-

manded, “Say! Are you guys

the ones from Mars or some-

where?”
Reidel only shook his head. He

supposed it was all over the Base

by now. Arran was looking sick.

“A Rhu’inn renegade—^what’s

Mars?”
“How would I know ? Does it

matter? Can you build the nulli-

fier?”

“I don’t know. They don’t

have nullifiers on starships. They

only work within the magnetic

field of a planet. They’re a new

thing you know. I’ve just barely

heard of them—it’s fortunate I

didn’t know ! Being with Marcus

so long
—

” His face was so white

that Reidel thought he would fall

over. He steadied the youngster

with his arm, and Arran swal-

lowed hard. “I’m all right. It was

just—he’s safely locked up?”

Reidel reassured him, and Ar-

ran relaxed slightly. “Of course,

that’s why only the telempaths

are allowed to know all the spec-

ifications until they’re actually

in construction. But if they’re
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setting up a null-field here, if the

planet’s not Closed any more, it

means that some day—” his

voice caught with excitement.

“Sooner than you think, Ar-
ran. There’s a ship in orbit now.
If we get the field established,

he’ll land and take off survivors.’’

Arran said, with a little twist
of his mouth, “That’s what you’d
call an incentive!’’

Landon’s - hunch had been a

good one. Arran knew nothing

about the nullifier itself, but he

was familiar v/ith the special

resonators* which had baffled

Landon, and other devices in-

vented since Landon’s time. It

was still a heai-tbreaking job,

racing against a gi'owing con-

viction that it would not be fin-

ished.

Evening came again and
night; Landon forcibly called a
halt when Mathis dropped a del-

icate tube—the only one of its

kind in that part of the state—

-

and only by a miracle picked it

up unbroken.

He went out on the steps

again, letting the night wind
hit him in the face. He forced

down another benzedrine tablet

and a cup of black coffee. Arran
said, behind him, “Think we’ll

make the deadline?’’

“Hell with the deadline.” Lan-
don would have liked to stretch

out on the floor for a catnap, but
he was afraid to shut his eyes;

if he did, he’d sleep a week. “If

Rivaii won’t wait it out, let him
go on.”

“No!” Arran’s voice rose into

violence, “If we can’t make the

deadline, the hell with all this!

What use is it, if the ship can’t

land?”

Landon swore at him. “There’ll

be other ships. If the planet’s

open, that is. If it stays Closed,

you’ll never go home.”
Mathis’ footsteps were so

quiet neither of the men had
heard him come out on the steps.

“If the Transformation can’t

land, you’ll have to live here,

Arran, so don’t be temperamen-
tal. The important thing is to

get the field working before Mar-
cus does something to stop us.

Let’s go back in. We’ll wire all

the parts together and hope for

the best.”

Back to work, then, in the

graveyard shift; their vitality

was sapped, burning low. Time
seemed to have been chopped into

tiny fragments, each one encom-

passing ages while they lived

through it, yet when they looked

up at the clock that grinned from
the wall, the moon-faced devil

hounding them down the hours, it

would have swallowed down pre-

cious and irrecoverable time.

Their reflexes were slowing;

tasks that would normally have

taken seconds consumed price-

less finger-tangling minutes. The
General came and raged at them
about the deadline, and the five

men, bleary-eyed and drunk with

fatigue, stared at them without

comprehension.
Morning brightened toward

noon. Then, without any special

feeling of achievement, Landon
tightened a final screw and
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stepped back. The incredible,

makeshift tangle covered almost

an entire wall of the room. He
muttered, “I think that’s fin-

ished it.”

“Damnedest mess I ever

saw.” Briney w'as almost asleep

where he stood. “Never take any
prize for design, that’s for

sure!”
Looking at the insane cor-

relation of wires, meters, dials,

condensers and makeshift gad-

gets which had no names or com-
prehensible functions in Earth
science, Landon was inclined to

agree with him.

“And that’s the famous nul-

lifier,” Arran said with a face-

splitting yawn. “Will it work?”
Mathis groaned. “The power

sources work, but I’ve got to

make the final tests on the tele-

path bands.”

“Don’t you want to rest first?”

“Later. I couldn’t relax now.
Did we make the deadline?”
Landon looked at the clock.

It had lost its power to torment
him and was just a clock again.

He rubbed his eyes to make sure
they were not deceiving him and
looked again. “With about six-

teen hours to spare!”

They were too tired even to

be exultant. “Go ahead and cali-

brate the thing, if you have to,

Mathis. Then we can all go and
sleep the clock around.”

Mathis stood before the ap-

paratus, abstracted and intent.

“Throw each switch in turn, but
don’t turn on the field itself.

Unless each circuit is adjusted

separately for compensating res-

onance on the ’path frequencies,

the sonic exciters will blow the

whole thing out, and we’ll have

it all to do over.”

“Don’t even say that,” Rei-

del muttered.

It was really nerve-racking

work nov/. Each sector hummed
briefly with screaming vibration.

Subsonics made them moan with

undefined malaise. Landon made
some careless blunder, and the

telempath—now under doubled

strain, physical exhaustion and

tortuous telepathic work to be

done—finally snapped.

“Damn it, get out! Get out!”

His tormented face was white.

“How can I tune this with all

of you screaming at me? Leave

me alone!”

“I haven’t said a word,”

Briney protested unwisely, and

Mathis turned on him, raging.

“You’re a headblind imbecile

who doesn’t even know when he’s

broadcasting his own ignorance!

Get out! Get out! I can’t com-

pensate for all your stupidities,

get out, leave me alone!” Mathis

was screaming now, his whole

body twitching, and Briney

backed off in horror. Landon

turned, shoving the others along.

In the hallway he said to Briney,

“No, he’s not crazy. You can’t

begin to imagine the strain he’s

been under.”

“I guess I can, a little. Half

the time, toward the end in there,

I could hear all of you fellows

thinking.” Tired as he was,

Briney was scientist enough to

look at Landon in wonder and
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surmise. Landon laid a hand on
his shoulder,

“I’ve seen surgical crews use

rudimentary telepathy without
realizing it. All teamworkers do.

You’re a damn good latent tele-

path, youngster. If this goes
through, you’ll have a chance at

proper training.” He gave
Briney a little shove. “Go crawl
in the sack. We’re through.”
Arran stumbled and swore.

“If anyone had ever told me I’d

help build a null-field in three

days, I’d have called him a con-

genital liar. Damned if I like

leaving Mathis by himself. He’s
out on his feet, too. I’m going
back and make sure

—

”

Reidel started out of a sleep-

walking daze. “Let me go—

”

“Of course, if you don’t trust
me—” Arran began resentfully.

Landon knew this was the time
to trust Arran or lose him for-

ever. Just now he was one of
them again.

“You go, Arran. Mathis would
choke me. He’s not sore at you,
just now.”
Arran walked back along the

corridor, his mind blank with
weariness. He could hear the
humming and singing of tremen-
dous power; Mathis had cut in
the generator that powered the
sonic exciters. The nullifier field

itself would be soundless as the
twinkle of a distant star

; it

operated at frequencies as far
above the ordinary telepathic
bands as the wave motion of
telepathy was above a radio
wave. Like the implosion device,

it resonated inside the space
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lattice, in the empty space be-

tween molecules. Implosion col-

lapsed the elements upon them-

selves, destroying the orientation

of their magnetic fields ; but the

nullifier had no such disintegra-

tive effect. It vibrated within the

magnetic field of the planet, be-

tween the interstices of matter,

effectively barring the world of

physical matter against the Rhu-
’inn.

He saw Mathis through the

door, and hesitated. Mathis was
all right, Mathis had thrown
him out, why should he risk a re-

buff? He almost turned away.

Then

—

No one ever knew how it hap-

pened. A guard was to be court-

martialled and to babble of hyp-

notism, but even that did not ex-

plain how human flesh and blood

escaped steel bars. Arran saw
only the heavy Army pistol,

raised toward the absorbed and
unsuspecting back of the telem-

path. Drugged with fatigue,

Arran did not even recognize

Ned Marcus; he simply flung

himself on the young man, drag-

ging down his arm.

He knew nothing about guns.

If he thought of the pistol at all,

he thought it was a weapon like

the shocker, and the roar and

the blow that struck him low in

the chest reeled him back only

momentarily. There was no im-

mediate pain, and he hung on

grimly, his hands locked on Mar-
cus’ throat. Even at the edge of

exhaustion there had been a final

spurt of strength in Arran.
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He felt the weight of Marcus
sink away . . . the gun lay fallen

and harmless on the floor. Arran
did not hear Mathis shouting:

did not hear the vibration die

out and scream noiselessly up-

ward into complete silence, nor
feel the tiny sting as the nulli-

fier field flickered permanently
into the spaces between atoms,
setting up resonances that would
reverberate all through the

earth and its atmosphere, the en-

tire gravitational field of the
planet. He only heard a ringing
in his ears. He hit the floor and
blacked out.

Landon had been the first to

hear the shots, but by the time
he had travelled the corridor,

Mathis was already bending over
the two young bodies sprawled
close together, oddly alike

;

sprawled and flaccid. Marcus was
still twitching a little. He opened
pain-glazed, dying eyes. “Nulli-

fier on ...” he gasped, ‘‘fools . .

.

Earth’s last chance . . . real glory

. . . gone . .
.” and his eyes rolled

back and stared at something be-

tween the atoms of his world.

Now there were shouts every-

where, running feet, noises. A
crowd was collecting fast, but it

was a minute or two before they

realized Arran was still alive.

Landon shouted, “Get a doctor,

somebody,” and knelt beside the

boy he would never send to en-

gineering school.

Mathis said, with soft finality,

“Too late, Clannon. Too close to

the heart.”

Arran was conscious, just
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barely. He muttered something

about too much noise on the Rim,
then his eyes cleared and he said

in a hoarse hurting voice,

“Reidel—

”

"I’m right here.” Reidel slid

his arm under the boy’s neck.

His face was grey with grief

and guilt. “I should have come
back with you. Arran—

”

Arran’s head rested on Rei-

del’s knees and he said through
bloody spit, “I was—about Cleta,

she, never gave a damn—

”

“Don’t try to talk. It’s all

right, son,” Reidel muttered.

“Why did you call me^—son?”

Arran shut his eyes. Suddenly

he was not breathing any more.

He coughed, a great cough that

seemed to tear his whole chest

loose, drowning in his own blood,

and died.

Reidel stumbled away from his

side. His face was wet. Landon

took him by the arm and guided

him into a small private office.

He shoved Reidel into a chair

and Reidel leaned his face in his

hands, torn by great straining

sobs. Landon knew it was more

than the loss of a friend, it was
the breakdown that had been

pending since the Northwind

came apart in space and Reidel

found himself alone with six

strangers. Landon stood there

and sweated it out, suffering

with Reidel and not able to say

anything. Then Gleta was there

and she was crying softly in

Reidel’s arms and Landon tip-

toed out and left them alone.

“He was the only one of us

fConf/nued on page 146)
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who was going home,” Cleta

wept, “and now he’ll never go
—

”

It was not for some time that

Reidel would realize exactly what
she had said; would realize that

she had never meant to leave

him. But they needed no words
to know they would never again

leave the world where they had
found one another.

Perhaps Landon, more than

anyone else, was most heavily

burdened by the horrible death

of the two boys. Of course no
sacrifice was too great to stop

the Rhu’inn. But that was little

comfort at the moment.
He looked down at the two

lifeless bodies. “If they only

hadn’t been—so damned young !”

He said what Cleta had said.

“Poor little devil, he wanted to

go home. And now he’ll never

go.”

Mathis turned, and his twisted

face was gentle for once. “But
we have the nullifier,” he said,

“and the planet’s open. Arran
hated this world, and he didn’t

like any of us. But he was the

one who gave us that. Look,

Watcher. Out the window.”
Landon looked through the

light, soft-falling flakes of the

winter’s first snow. For the first

time in twenty thousand years,

a great silver ship from the stars

was circling and dropping gently

to the surface of the Closed

Planet—closed no more.
THE END
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THE AUTHOR AND PUBLISHER ANNOUNCE
A MOST DARING AND SENSATIONAL BOOK:

HIDE!
(A Challenge to the Devotees of Freud, Pasteur,
Darwin and Marx) ... by Herb Blackschleger.

Published By Meador Press, 324 Newbury St., Boston 15, Mass.

History has frtMi iitMJlly rocorded the words:
DOWN UITH TllK KINO, LONG LIVK TllK KING!

History will soon record the words:
DOWN WITH THK WOKI^I); LONG LIVK THK NKW AGK

!

\ cs, the ravings of so-eallt'd religious enthusiasts are true—the world of TOHA^’
IS C’OMINti TO AN END:
'J'lie secret of the mysterious disappearance of the dinosaurs is out—the dinosiiurs
disapiieared IN A SINGLE DAY during a rotation of tlie axis of the earth! The
present North Pole was once in a position now occupied !»y part of AFRICA;
warm, mushy dinosaur iirints were frozen intact when siuhlenly subjected to
sub-zero temperature.

The "myth” of the lost city of Atlantis is becoming Tltl E HISTORY. Atlantis is
now revealed as a former CONTINENT which supportf'd millions of human beings
of greater ability than the people of today s world. In a single day, part of tin*
continent of Atlantis dropped into the sea, carrying millions of shrieking, sur-
prised human beings to deatli. Other intelligent liumans lived on this planet
before the Himalayan Mountains and the Gobi Desert were formed.

According to Edgar Cayce, the famous clair-

voyant, many cities of tiie I'nited Stales are
destined to DUOP INTO THE OCEAN some-
time wltliin the next (iO years. Some people
will obtain clues to provide them with advance
warnings of this catastrophe: others will de-
clare such a happening impossilile up until

within a few minutes of the actual occurrence.

, Tile civilization of Atlantis tiourlshed some
30,000 years ago. THE DEAD SKA sritDlJ.S
are actual records of tlic basic philosophies of

the people of Atlantis. Tiie entire wurUl has

been kept in cominiratLve darkness as Lo the

true nature of MAX—who he is, why he is on
carili, and liow lie should live. This darkness
lias existed for Uioiisaiuis of years: it has made
possilile the plunder of the entire world by
suppression of knowledge, liy mind control and
brainwasliing, and by extensive use of seman-
tics. Lately, discoveries of man’s true nature
and actual destiny have been made so rapidly
tiiat most people will be unable to adjust to
the COMING NEW AGE, because they will
be caught in the DE.XTII THKOES of the
“present workl.”

The civilizations of todtiy consider tliemselv(‘s 'ciliictiltMl” -and ••(mliglilciied"
;

actually, tliey are to a great extent r.KAINWASIIEl ) and 1 1 Y !’X( PITZED. 'riu'

world lia.s actually been pluiuh'red for millenniums; in todtiy's period of so-called
"fi’eedom” more people are living under physical, tramiuilizcd. nr lobotomiz(‘d
shivery than ever before in history.

HIDE! examines the true condi-
tion of today’s world : it traces the
dominant philosophies of toilay

back to the I'idieuious and false

assumptions upon which they arc-

based; it shows the basic errors of
|

these doctrines ; and it offers to th
reader clues which will provide an-
swers for which mankind has Icv-n !

searching, searching, searching. !

For revelations of the secret <loc-
j

trines used to achieve the plunder I

of the entire world: for clues as to I

a means of escaping the “invisible I

depression” of today, and for spine- |

tingling thrills beyond your most |
sensational experiences, send for a I

copy of HIDE! today: |

HIDE! IS NOT AVAILABLE TO THE GENERAL
PUBLIC. Readers of AMAZING STORIES may obtain
n cciiy by using the coupon below. SEND FOR YOUR
COPY TODAY:

1 1 EUK K1.A( ' Iv l!) ( II LEG E R
G. KOX D18

I N VALLEY, CALIF.

Kih l> si-il pl.'iisf Ibiil s Itrsil me
<'(ipk-s of IIIDl'X {‘I 1.1)0.

•

EiU'lcsfd plea.se flml $ Ul’SlI me
juitographeil copies @ $1.10.
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-Viklress
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